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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1 • 1. Purpose 

The purpose of this manual is ~o pr?vide i~for
mation pertaining to the operatIon, Instructions, 
structure, and organization of the AN/GYK-12 
computer (hereafter referred to as the computer). 
This manual, in conjunction with the AN /GYK-
12 Assembly Manual (docume~t num?er 5860.17-
361), provides programmers wIth the InfOrmatIOn 
necessary to write programs for the computer. 

1·2. Applicable Documents 

This manual is a basic prerequisite for the 
following manuals concerning the AN /GYK-12 
computer system. 

599101-903 AN/GYK-12 Inter
preter/Simulator Man~ 
ual 

586017-361 AN/GYK-12 Assembly 
Manual 

1·3. De$cription 

Chapter 2 specifies the purpose of. the manu.al. 
the applicable docume~ts, and pr?~ldes ~escnp
tions of the various sectIOns compnsmg thIs man
ual. Chapter I presents general in.formation p~r
taining to the computer and consIsts. of .descnp
tions of the computer, computer orgamzatlon. and 
the hardware sections comprising the AN/GYK-
12 computer. Chapter 3 discusses the memory 
communication characteristics and defines the 
program level. concept. A detailed disc~ssion of 
the special purpose reg.isters. is also mc.luded. 
Chapter 4 presents a dIscussIOn of the Input! 
output (110) function of the comput~r.. Chapter 5 
presents general information pertaIning to the 
data and instructions of the computer. Chapter~ 
provides detailed descriptions of each of the com
puter instructions. 

,., /(1·2 blank) 
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CHAPTER 2 

DESCRIPTION 

Section I. AN/GYK·12 COMPUTER 

2-1. Introduction 

This section provides general information per
taining to the AN /GYK-12 computer. A discus
sion of the AN/GYK-12 computer organization 
and the main elements contained in the computer 
is presented. 

2· 2. The AN I GYK·12 Computer 

The computer forms the nucleus of the AN / 
GYK-12 computer system. The computer is a 
high-speed, general purpose, microelectronic digi
tal computer which makes use of the latest ad
vances in circuits and packaging, in combination 
with an efficient system organization. The com
puter is a versatile machine with very extensive 
capabilities which allow it to be efficiently and 
economically employed in a vast array of system 
applications, including the sophisticated and ad
vanced real-time command and control system 
function. The characteristics of the computer are 
as follows: . 

a. Thirty-two bit instruction word .. 

b.: One, eight, sixteen, thirty-two or sixty-four 
bit data word. 

c. 2.0 microsecond memory read/write cycle. 

d. ,Memory expandable in bank~: each bank 
consists of 8192 thirty-three bit words (four 2,048 
thirty-three bit word pages). 

e. ~emory access control and protection. and 
internal parity checking. 

f 9n~ hundred basic instructions plus 50 ex-
tcnded mnemonic instructions. 

g. ,~ine addressing mode combinations. 

h. Sixty-four program levels. 

i. §ixteen 32-bit multipurpose process registers 
and 18 additional special purpose registers pef 

program level (all of the 16 process registers arc 
usable as accumulators and seven are usable as 
index registers). 

j. Four additional special purpose registers. 

k. Up to 126 input/ outpUt channels each with 
program initiated but independently operating 
data transfers of up to 32-bits in paralleL 

I. High input!output transfer rates of up to 
400,000 thirty-two bit words per second on one 
channel or 180,000 thirty-two bit words per sec
ond when several channels are operating simulta
neously. A queue word for each program level 
provides stacking of interrupts. 

m. Automatic priority and high-speed mul
tiprogram switching. 

n. Single or multiple processor configuration. 

o. Compatible with the complete array of in
put/output devices. including the following: 

(I) Other computers for direct couple or on 
line satellite use. 

(2) Card and paper tape readers and 
punches. 

(3) Printers. 

(4) Tape drives. 

(5) Drums. 

(6) Discs. 

(7) Displays. 

(8) Remote input! output units. 

(9) All types of displays and special purpose 
military and systems equipment and devices. 

TIlese features combine to give the computer 
impressive capabilities. These capabilities and 
how they function are explained in the text of this 
manual. 

2-1 
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Section II. AN/GYK-12 COMPUTER ORGANIZATION 

2-3. General 

Thl'AN/GYK-12 computer is a high-speed. 
general-purpose digital computer and contains 
three main clements; the central processing unit 
(CPU). the input/output unit (IOU). and the 8K 
memory banks. The computer providcs advanced 
features that ;,lre found in the most modern large 
sca\c computing systems. These features include: 
multiple program level control. memory cxpand
able in 8K hanks. multiple general purpose regis
ters. and independently controlled input/output 
communication. Small size. light weight. and low 
powcr requirements are achieved by microelec
tronic integrated circuits. 

2-4. Central Processing Unit (CPU) 

The central processing unit (CPU) of the com
puter syst.em is responsible for the arithmetic and 
control functions of the system. The functional 
block diagram shown in figure 2-1 illustrates the 
functional operation of the CPU. There are five 
major blocks in thc organization with communi
cation among the blocks carried on primarily via 
a data bus. The five major blocks are as follows: 

Instruction controller 

Program level controller 

Arithmetic section 

Memory interface controller 

Process registers 

The technique of communicating via the data 
bus minimizes the number of connections between 
blocks shown in figure 2-). This technique has the 
erred of shortening the signal line lengths, thus 
reducing propagation delays and decreasing sus
ceptibility to noise. 

a. Instruction Controller. The instruction con
troller (see figure 2-1) controls the sequence of 
operations within the CPU and contains the indi
cator register and the instruction location counter. 
The indicator register contains flags which indi
cate the program status of the data processing 
system. The instruction location counter keeps 
trad or the current instruction address. 

h. Program Level Controller. The program level 
controller (sec figure 2-1) contains the logic which 
controls the operation of one of the key real-time 
features in the computer. It is within the program 
level c?n~roller that the registers. which represent 
the priority queue are updated· and checked. to 

2-2 

determine whether thc highest pnoflty program 
available to be fun, is actually running. In addi
tion. the control for switl.:hing program levels is 
contained in the program Icvcll.:ontroller. 

c. A rithmetic Section. The arithmetic section 
(sec ligure 2-1) contains a high speed 32-bit par
allcl adder as well as Held extraction and align
ment logic which makes possible the variable field 
operations of the computer system. 

d. Memory Interface COIl/rol/er. The memory 
interface controller (see figure 2-1) contains thc 
memory address register and logic; memory data 
register and logic; page control and address rcgis
ters and logic; bit, byte and half-word selcction 
logic. The memory address and memory data 
registers are normally associated with a memory
CPU interface. The page control and address 
registers contain the 16 page addresse~ associated 
with the active program level. Each page address 
accesses up to 2048 thirty-two bit words. The 
pages may be ordered in any sequence, thereby 
providing extensive flexibility in the organization 
of program and data. The bit. byte and half-word 
selection logic is used to select regularized short 
fields for processing by the arithmetic section or 
for transfer to another block. This capability to 
directly select I. 8, or 16 bits from a 32-bit word. 
complements the variable field capability of the 
arithmetic block and permits complete flexibility 
in the storage and processing of data files. 

e. Process Registers. Sixteen 32-bit process reg
istcrs (see figure 2-1) are available to the active 
level program. The process registers are held in 32 
sixteen-bit random access integrated circuit pack
ages which operate with a cycle time of 200 
nanoseconds. These high-speed elements may be 
used as accumulators, index registers. or to hold 
instructions during the execution of program 
loops. 

2·5. Input/Output Unit (IOU) 

The input/output unit (IOU), independent of 
thc CPU. largely controls communication between 
the memory and the peripheral equipments. The 
IOU is comprised of the following,items: 

a. Input/output controller (I0C). 

b. Maintenance and status panel logic. 

c. Input/output exchanger (lOX). 

d. Real-time clock. 
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The functional block diagram shown in figure 
2-2 illustrates the functional operation of IOU. A 
general discussion of the functional operation is 
presented in the subsequent paragraphs. 

a. Input/Output Controller (lOC). The 10C 
(see figure 2-2) receives its instruction from the 
key word interpretation logic and from the CPU 
via the input/output (I/O) command interpreta
tion logic. Either of these control sources controls 
the interface controls generation logic. Data 
transferred across the 110 DC bus is assembled or 
disassembled into words or byte~ in the hyte/ 
word assembly-disassembly logic. The direct in
terface request for service from external devices 
or commands to devices are transmitted by the 
device request/select logic. The priority/address 
determination logic and the memory addressing 
and control logic, control priority and memory 
addressing. The memory data interface logic ad
ministers the actual reading and recording or data 
in memory. 

h. Maintenance and Status Panel Logie. The 
function of the maintenance and status panel 
logic is to provide the format and display of 
internal memory and status control information 
from the IOU to the maintenance and status 
panel. 

USACSCS-TF-4-J 

c. Input/Output Exchanger (lOX). Data may 
be exchanged with peripheral devices either di
rectly from the DC bus or through the lOX (~ce 
figure 2-2) which provide an AC long-line driving 
capability. Each lOX may have as many as eight 
independent peripheral devices attached to it. 

d. Real- Time Clock. The real-time clock is 
included in the IOU merely for design conve
nience. Program cognizance of real-time passage 
is provided by the real-time clock. A primary 
function of 1 his clock is to de fine the time-of-day 
or intervals of fixed or variable duration. Other 
functions arc to monitor the responsiveness of 
IOU and program execution. 

2-6. 8K Memory Banks 

The hardware implementation of the IOU is 
compleLe to the point that it operates almost in 
parallel with the CPU. The 8K word-memory 
banks (see figure 2-2) reduce the probahility O'f 
conflict for access between the CPU and the IOU, 
and the occasional command from the CPU is the 
only interplay. The 8K memory banks store and 
read out information used hy the computer. 

2-51(2·6 blank) 
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CHAPTER 3 

AN/GYK·12 COMPUTER SPECIAL FEATURES 

Section I. ADDRESSING 

3-1. General 

This section discusses the special features of the 
computer. The method of addressing memory in 
the computer is discussed along with the concept 
of the program level and related topics. The 
program activity register function and the pro
gram level auctiort· function for controlling pro
gram level activity a,re explained. A discussion of 
the registers duplicated for each program level 
(multi-purpose process, indicator, instruction loca
tion, mask, trap. page control and address, privi
lege and level link, and queue registers) is pre
sented. In addition, a discussion of the query. 
executive link and program registers (only one of 
each in the computer) is included. 

3-2. Memory Addressing 

The computer may have up to 16.384 memory 
pages of 2,048 thirty-two bit (plus parity) words 
each. However, only 16 of these pages may be 
physically active and addressable by the computer 
at anyone time. Pages may be activated and 
deactivated under control of software by placing 
or overstoring the page address in one of the 16 
page control and address registers for each of the 
64 program levels. 

a. Page Control and Address Register. A set of 
sixteen 16-bit half-words assigned to each of the 
64 program levels are used to determine memory 
access control and memory page addressing. The 
page control and address registers are located in 
fixed memory locations as shown in figure FO-I. 
The page control and address registers for the 
active program level are changeable by instruc
tions on that program level, only if the program 
level is privileged. The format of the page control 
and address register is shown in figure 3-1. There 
are two fields in the page control and address 
register. 

b. Pc. Page Control Field, Bit Positions 0 and 
,. Access to the memory page designated by the 
page address field is controlled by these two bits 

as shown in table 3-1. When an access violation 
occurs, the memory is not accessed. the appropri
ate bits in the indicator and query registers are 
set, and an automatic transfer to program level 2 
is initiated. 

c. PA, Page Address Field. Bit Positions 2 to 
15. This field addresses the unique 2048 thirty
two bit word page of the 16.384 possible memory 
pages. The 14-bit page address field is appended 
to the II-bit address field (A) of a memory refer
ence to form the actual 25-bit memory address. 
The final addresses 0000 to 003F16 do not select a 
special address depending on the program level, 
but always refer to the actual locations in mem
ory whose real addresses are 0000 to 003F16 • 

d. Mechanism of Memory AddreSSing. The op
erand address field in the instJI'Uction word or any 
other memory reference address is 16 bits in 
length. Figure 3-2 illustrates this 16-bit address. 
The four most significant bits (D field) of the 16-
bit address specify one of 16-page control and 
address registers for the active program level. The 
14-bit page address, consisting of the bank ad
dress (12 most significant bits) and the page 
address (two least significant bits), is appended to 
the II-bit memory address (field) to form a 25-bit 
full word address (a full word is 32 bits). The 
least significant bit of the memory reference ad
dress (W field) indicates the most or least signifi
cant half word (16 bits) of the full word ad
dressed which are desired. Figure 3-3 shows the 
half word selected when W = O.Figure 3-4 
shows the half word selected when W =1. Fig
ure 3-5 illustrates the addressing mechanism. 

3·3. Memory. Communication 
Characteristics 

The computer provides for communication with 
multiple memory banks for information exchange 
and data exchange. 

a. b!formatioll Exchange. The computer pro
vides two independent communication networks 
with multiple memory banks. One network is used 
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8fT POSI110NS 

o 1 2 

C:T~ 
PC, PAGE CONTROL FIELD 
PA, PAGE ADDRESS FIELD 

PA 

15 

-~ 

44-48-003 

Fi/:ure J-I. Puge Control and Addn.u Regi.'te, Formut 

for program controlled operations and the other is 
used for automatic input/output operations. In
formation exchange includes data, address, and 
control. 

b. Data Exchange. All data and instruction 
words are stored in or received from memory as 
33-bit words, of which 32 bits represent informa
tion and one bit is such that the total number of 
one-bits is always an odd number. Correct parity 
is thus generated for all data words prior to 

storage in memory. Parity is examined for aU 
data words received from memorv. The detection 
of a memory parity error causes the following to 
occur: 

( I ) The operation is not performeil. 

(2) Melllory is not changed. 

(3) For program operations, hit 9 or the 
active indicator register and hit 0 of the query 
register are set. During program level changes, bit 
I of the query register is set. The page designator 
which relates to the detection of an error is set 
into bits 6 through 9 of the query register. 

(4) For automatic input/output operations, 
bit II or bit 12 of the monitor register is set. The 
addressed memory bank number is set into bits 
21 through 24 of the monitor register and the 
device address is set into bits 25 through 31. 

(5) A program level change to program level 
two is automatically initiated_ 

c. Addressing. A capability of addressing up to 
33,554,432 words of 33-bits each is provided for 
program operations. The capability of addressing 
131,072 words of 33-bits each is provided for 
automatic input/output operations. 

Table J-I. Page Acces.' Control Bits Opemtion 

Page 
Al:cess 

fonl rol Bits Name Action Pen.llitled Action Inhibited 

00 Read-write I-'ctl'h Read Write -
aCl'CSS instrul'lion operand operand 

01 Read "'ell'll Read Write 

Ul'l'CSS instrul,tion operand 

10 Rcad Data Read I'etch Writc 

aeccss operalfd 

II No "ctch Rcad Writ~ - -
aCl'CSS 

12012-46 
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BIT POSITIONS 

o A 

0: PAGE CONTROL AND ADDRESS REGISTER DESIGNATOR 
(PAGE DESIGNATOR) 

A: MEMORY ADDRESS (WORD ADDRESS) 
W: HALFoWORD DESIGNATOR (HALFoWORO ADDRESS) 

Figure .J-1. Memory Reference AddreS} FQrmaf 

81T POSITIONS 

SELECTED 

Figure 3-3. Half Word Selected From Memory When W = 0 
(Zero) 

BIT POSITIONS 

o 15 16 

~~ 
31 

SELECTED J 

Figure 3-4. Half Word Selected From Memory When W = 1 
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44-48-005 

44·4B-OOI> 
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Section II. PROGRAM LEVELS 

3-4. Definition of a Program Level 

The computer· is designed in such a manner 
. that the hardware may control the activation and 
execution of up to 64 routines. one at a time. The 
computer hardware automatically administers a 
priority activation scheme and maintains the en
try points for each of the 64 program levels in a 
set of 64 instruction location registers. Each entry 
point is assigned a number on a priority scheme. 
This numher is called a program level. There are 
64 such program levels: with program level 63 the 
lowest priority. and program level 0 the highest 
priority. Each program level operates only if that 
level is the highest priority active level or if pro
gram control has been explicitly set to that pro
gram level. A program level may be designated 
active either. by prograr,n action or hy interrupts. 
The priority program level scheme allows entry 
points (levels) to be stacked and compete for 
activation. When a program level (entry point) is 
activated. the computer hardware retains the per
tinent status information of the previously active 
program level, and begins execution of the new 
program level by executing the instruction at the 
address in the instruction location register for that 

. program level. The control mechanism for the 
activation of the entry points which makes up the 
program levels is the status and enable bits in the 
program activity registers. Once an entry point 
has heen activated, the hardware keeps tra(~k of 

. its active state and the program level may be 
deactivated at any time. A program level is said 
to be active when both the corresponding status 
and enable bits of the program activity register. 
are set to one and the entry point has been 
activated by the hardware. A program level may 
be inactive, waiting, stimulated, suspended, or 
operating as shown in table 3-2. A program level 
may also be interrupted. An interrupt occurs 
whenever a program level with a higher priority 
becomes activated by the hardware. 

3-5. Mechanism of a Program· Level 
Change Operation . 

Table 3-3 contains a program level change data 
summary. When a level change is. initiated. the 
computer performs one or a combination of the 
following actions. depending upon the initiation 
of level change: 

tI. Detects conditions that cause a program 
level change. 

h. Executes program level change hy storing 
the process registers of the current program level 
in allocated memory addresses as specified in 
figure FO-I. 

c. Transfers process registers. page control and 
address regi:;!ers. and the privikge and level link 
registt!r of the nt'\\ program from the allocated 
memory address specified in figure FO-I to the 
CPU's active registers. 

d. Proceeds with program eXCl'ution at the 
location taken from the instruction location regis
ter of the new program level. 

e. Stores process register~, which arc controlled 
by the program level· change (LC) indicator bit 
for the call program level and link. call executive 
program level and link, tie program level and 
link. and device command. and exit instructions. 
Loading of registers is controlled by the C-bits in 
the privilege and level link register. 

f Stores and loads registers. which are control
led by C-bits in the privilege and level link regis
ter in the event of an interrupt . 

g. Stores all process registers in the event of 
power turnoff or error sequence. 

h. Aprogram level change will occur in a time 
period of from 20 to 150 microseconds depending 
upon how many registers are stored and how 
many registers are loaded. 

3-6. Special Program levels 

Program levels 0 to 63 are reserved for the 
special functions discussed in the subsequent par-
agrapl~.· . 

a. Level 0, Power Off Level. Detection of a 
system or power failure causes program level 0 to 
be selected. The registers for the previous pro
gram level are stored in their normal memory 
locations; the registers corresponding to special 
addresses 003416 and 003516 are stored in the base 
memory bank at those respective locations. At the 
completion of the store operation. the CPU auto
matically halts. 110 requests are not serviced. 
Special address 0034'6 and 0035'6 are not stored 
for a power off condition occurring in program 
level 1. . 
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Tobie .J-2. Program /,1."'1.'1 Co"diliOtl Due III Program ACli"il), RI.'lli.f/l." 

Situatioll PI-: Bit PS Bit nt'script hIll 

IrMl'IIVl' (\ 0 "rug/.IIII kvd is uhahku ami idle. 

Waiting () , Program level is l'nableu und is waiting for responsc from an 
c.\tcrnal cquipn1l'nt or anothcr program Icvcl. 

Stimulatcd , 0 I'quipmcnt rcspondcd or program level was stimulatcd but the 
program level has not been enabled. 

Suspended I I Program level suspenued be~auseprognim level of highcr priority 
is l'Urrl'ntly being e.\e~utcd or prograni Icvel ~hange lo~k has bl'cn 
scI. 

Operating I I Program il'vcl is operating. 

PS: Program Icvd status bit 
PI-:: Program level enable bit 

b. Level /, A utomatic Start Level, When power 
is applied, the computer does not load the regis
ters represented by special addresses 003416 and 
0035]6 from the base memory bank, but enters 
and executes program level L Input/Output re
quests arc serviced. 

c. Level 2, Error Level. Program level 2 is 
entered automatically for a detected memory par
ity error. memory access violation, privilege viola
tion. memory time out, device time out (lOC 
only) or real-time clock time out. The information 
available to the program includes (where applica
ble) the page designator, error type, device station 
address and prior program level. Input/Output 
requests are serviced. There are two device time 
outs: 

( I) Programmed instruction, sets the DT 
indicator. 

(2) Automatic input/output, sets bit 9 in the 
monitor register. 

d. Level 3. Trace Level. Program level 3 is 
entered automatically and temporarily when a 
program level change is attempted and the switch 
on the computer test set (CTS) is in the ON 
position. The query register contains the tentative 
program level which represents the destination 
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program level. An exit from this program level 
does not change the prior program level field in 
the query register. All process registers and PCA's 
o to 3 are loaded when entering level 3. 

e. Level 63, Bootstrap Program Load Level. 
Program level 63 is entered after execution of a 
bootstrap load. 

3-7. Changing Program Levels 

There are three basic reasons for program level 
changes to occur in the computer: a machine 
instruction is executed which causes a level 
change to take place; an internal or external fault 
occurs an I/O operation comes to a conclusion. 

a. Level Changes Caused by Instruction Execu
tion. Level changes can be programmed by ma
chine instruction, Two instructions (TXP and TIE) 
call for level changes and specify the program 
level to which the change is to take place. Three 
instructions (TCP, TQR and DEX) call for level 
changes and create an 'auction', An 'auction' 
means that, rather than go to a directly specified 
program level, a scan or the program activity 
register takes place. The program level that wiU 
be activated by the sl:an of the PAR is the highest 
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pnonty program level with program status and 
program enable bits both set to one. 

b. Level Changes Caused by Fault Detection. A 
level change caused by the detection of a fault is 
an interrupt. Interrupts can be caused by software 
errors (programming errors) or by errors detected 
in the hardware. Almost all of these detected 
errors result in an automatic level change to pro
gram level 2. These include memory access viola
tions (CPU IIOU), privilege violations (CPU). op
erational errors (IOU), memory parities (CPU I 
IOU), device time outs (IOU), real-time clock 
time outs (IOU) and memory time outs (CPU I 
IOU). 

c. Level Changes Resulting From the Conclu
sion of /10 Operations. The conclusion of an 110 
operation always causes an interrupt whether the 
operation was successful or unsuccessful. A suc
cessful 110 operation interrupts the current pro-

USACSCS-TF-4·3 

gram operation with a transfer to the normal 
program level (NPL) wbleh is designated prior to 
the initiation of the lIO operation. The unsuccess
ful conclusion of an lIO operation can cause an 
interrupt to program level 2 or to an error pro
gram level (EPL). The EPL is designated prior to 
the initiation of the I/O operation. It should be 
noted that if the C-Control bit in the termination 
word is set to one then the IOU initiates the level 
change (channel interrupt). Otherwise. the periph
eral device must perform the interrupt (device 
interrupt). 

NOTE 

If the program level lock is ~et, all non
level 2 int('lTupts are posted and processed 
when the ['Iogram level lock is reset. Level 
2 interrupt·; will occur regardless of the 
setting (Jf the program level lock. Power 
off will cause a lorked-ill program level to 
be interrupted. 

Section III. SPECIAL PURPOSE REGISTERS 

3-8. General 

There are a number of special purpose registers 
in the computer. These registers arc located in r 

memory in permanently assigned locations as 
shown in figure FO-I. Some of them are common, 
to all program levels and there is only one of each 
in the computer. Others arc duplicated for each 
program level. 

3-9. Common Registers 

There is one of each of the following special 
registers in the computer: 

a. Query register. 

h. Executive link register. 

c. Program activity register. 

3-10. Query Register 

The query register contains information per
taining to recogni~ed error conditions in program 
execution and stipulates the currently active pro
gram level. The query register is common to all 
program levels and is assigned base memory bank 
addresses 003416 and 003516 , Access to the query 
register is reserved for privileged programs. The 
word format is as shown in figure 3-6. 

a. IPE, Instruction Parity Error, Bit Positioll O. 
This bit is set when a memory parity error is 

detected during instruction exccution. The detcc
tion occur~ during instruction access, indirect ad
dress acces~;, and operand access. The instruction 
experiencing the parity error is not executed. 

b. LPE, Level Change Parity Error, Bit Posi
tion I. This bit is set when a memory parity error 
is detected during the course of exchanging pro
gram level registers.in a program level change. 

c. I V. Instructio1l Violation, Bit Position 2. This 
bit is set when an instruction privilege violation, 
or a special address privilege violation occurs 
during program execution. 

d. MV, Memory Access Violation, Bit Position 
3. This bit is set when memory access violation 
occurs during program execution. 

e. MTO, Memory Time-Out, Bit Position 4. 
This bit is set when a memory bank has failed to 
respond in 60 microseconds to a memory request 
during program execution. 

f SV, Specification Violation, Bit Position 5. 
This bit is set when an instruction is detected for 
which M = 0 is excluded, or when the address 
refers to an excluded special address. 

g. D, Page DeSignator, Bit Positions 6 to 9. 
This four-bit field designates the page control and 
address register which is related to the detection 
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BIT POSITIONS 

. .0: PAGE DESIGNATOR IPE: INSTRUCTION PARITY ERROR 
LPE· LEVEL CHANGE PARITY ERROR 

IV, INSTRUCTION VIOIJ,TlON 
PPL: PRIOR PROGRAM LEVEL 
LLI: LEVEL LOCK INDICATOR 

MV, MEMORY ACCESS VIOIJ,TION 
MTO: MEMORY TIME OUT 

TPL, TENTATIVE PROGRAM LEVEL 
APL: ACTIVE PROGRAM LEVEL 

SV: SPECIFICATION VIOIJ,TION 

44-48-008 

Figure .f-6. Que", Register Format 

or a memory parity error, access violation, or no 
response time out. 

NOTE 

When any bit. 0-5 is set, theD field is 
inhibited from being changed by any sub
sequent error condition. 

h. PPL. Prior Program Level, Bit Positions 10 
to 15. This six-bit field indicates the program level 
that experienced an error condition or the prior 
active program level. This field is not changed 
when entering the trace program leveL 

i. LLI. Level Lock Indicator," Bit Position 16. 
This bit is set with the level IQck set, call executive 
program level and link, or tie program level and 
link instruction. This bit is reset with the level 
lock reset. or call program level and link. or 
device command and exit instruction, and condi
tionally reset with the test and conditionally re
set/skip. The level lock indicator is not set by 
error conditions. power on, power off. or boot
strap program load. 

j. TPL. Tentative Program Level, Bit Po ... ilions 
J 8 to 23. This six-bit field indicates the program 
level which represents the destination program 
level when the trace program level is entered. 

k APL, Active Program Level, Bit Positions 24 
to 3 J~This eight-bit field indicates the currently 
adive program level. 

3- 11. Executive link Register 

The executive link register contains information 
pertinent to program Iinkag~ with the executive 
program level. This register is common to all 
progra m levels and assigned base memory bank 
address 003616 , The executive link register is used 
hy the call exe~utive program level and link in
"lrHClion. Program access to the addressable cxec-

3·10 

utive link register requires i.l privileged status. The 
word format is as shown infigurc 3-7. The six-bit 
field XPL specifies the executive program level to 
which a transfer is called ror by a call executive 
program level and link instruction. 

3·12. Program Activity Register 

The control and status of program levels is 
maintained by the program activity register 
(PAR) which is addressable; This register-contains 
128 bits, consisting ofeightl6-bit half words. 
Four half words represent the program level 
status (PS), and four half. words represent the 
program level enable (PE). The contents of a pair 
of status-enable bits determine the operating con
dition for a program level as indicated in table 
3-2. The bit position in the PAR is as specified in 
figure 3-8. The lower the program level number. 
the highcr the priority. Status bits and enable bits 
are set or reset by the "execution of computer 
instructions in privilegcdlcvels only. Status hits 
arc also set as a result of anyone of the following 
conditions: 

BI T pos IT IONS 

o 10 15 

L __ "-,---I --,--XPL --,l 
XPL: CALL PROGRAM LEVEL (TO EXECUTIVE) 

44-48-009 

Fi,lure .J·7. Executil'.1! I,ink Word Fllrmat 



a. Terminated input/output operation. 

b. Call program level and link instruction. 

c. Call executive program level and link in
struction. 

d. Tie program level and link instruction. 

e. Power on (program level one). 

f Error condition(program level two). 

g. Trace (program level three). 

Status bits are also reset by the device com
mand and exit instruction and conditionally reset 
by anyone of the following instructions: 

( I) Call program level and link. 

(2) Call executive program level and link. 

(3) Tie program level and link. 

(4) Test and conditionally reset! skip. 

3·13. Level Associated Registers 

There is one or one set of each of the following 
special registers for each program level. 

a. 16 process registers. 
LOCATION 

I 
PROGRAM LEVEL STATUS BITS 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

USACSCS-TF-4-3 

b. Priviledge and level link register. 

c. Queue register. 

3·14. Process Registers 

A set of sixteen 32-bit words are assigned to 
each of the 64 program levels and are used for 
index registers, accumulators. and special control. 
The process registers for the active program level 
are addressed using the special addresses 00-1 F16 • 

Table 3-4 represents the address configuration 
and designators for the active process registers. 
The following process registers arc reserved for 
special functions. 

a. Indicator register. 

b. Instruction location register. 

c. Mask register 

d. Trap register. 

(l) Indicator register. The 16 most signifi
cant bits of process register 0 (half-word address 
0) contain the indicators and flags for the pro
gram level. Figure 3-9 represents the indicator 
register format with the functions defined in the 
subsequent paragraphs. 

I 
PROGRAM LEVEL ENABLE BITS 

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 3 o 31 
0038 ._------- ------ ------ ------ --. - ---._--------- -.-- --, ----,----

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1 4 15 
-- -~---

0 o· 

f-- -_._-- _. ----- -------"---- •• 0 ... . ---
003A 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 1& 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 3 o 31 

._-----
003C 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 32 33 34 35·36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 4 

-,----_.- ___ 0-

003E 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 &2 63 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 5& 57 58 59 60 61 6 2 63 
----- 0 

HALF-WORD 0 HALF-WORD 1 

NOTE: 

PROGRAM LEVE LOIS HIGHEST PRIORITY 

PROGRAM LEVEL &315 LIM'EST PRIORITY 44-48-010 

Figur'e 3-8. Program Acti"it}, Register Format 
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Table J·4. u..e of tire 16 Pmce.u Registers (H Bit' Each) 

Iialf-Word 
Addlcss 11 

(I kxadcl:illlal) (I )ccimal) S 

{) 0 

I 0 

3 I 
5 2 
7 3 
9 4 
B 5 
D 6 
I· 1 

(), I 0 
~, 3 I 
4. 5 2 '. 
I), 7 3 
K. 9 4 
A, B 5 
C.D 6 
F, (- 7 
10. II 8 
12. 13 9 
14, 15 10 
II), 17 II 
18. 19 12 
lA, III 13 
Ie. ID 14 
1 E. il- lS 

(a) aT. Overflow trap override, bit position 
O. I f this bit is a ZERO and a fixed-point arithme
tic overflow occurs. the instruction traps by exe
cuting thc instruction which has been previously 
stored in process register 15. If this bit is a ONE. 
trap on overflow does not occur. 

( h) LC. Level change, bit position I. This 
hit is set when a program level is activated. 

(I'j MT. Memory lest, hit position 6. This 
bit is set when the acceptance line on the memory 
communication network is not activated. indicat
ing an error during a memory bank assignment or 
test operation. 

NUlllhcl of Bits Funel ion 

III Indkator register 

II) Instruction location register 

16 
16 
16 
16 Index registers 
16 
16 
16 

32 (Do not usc) 

32 
32 
32 
32 
32 
32 
32 Accumulators 
32 
32 
32 
32 
32 
32 
32 M ask register 

32 Trap instruction 

12012-49 

(d) PV, Privilege violation, bit position 7. 
This bit is set by the occurrance of a privileged 
instruction violation, special address privilege vio
lation. memory access violation. mode 0 excluded 
violation, or an excluded special address violation. 
An automatic transfer to program level 2 is also 
initiated. 

(e) IE, Input parity error. bit position 8. 
This indicator bit is reset at the start of each 
input to register instruction. This bit is set when a 
parity error on the 110 communication network is 
detected during the execution of an input-to
register instruction. 



BIT POSITIONS 

OT: OVERFLI7N TRAP OVERRIDE (OT ~ 1, NO 'tRAP 
LC: LEVEL CHANGE 
MT: MEMORY TEST 
PV: PRIVILEGE VIOLATION 
IE: INPUT PARITY ERROR 

ME: MEMORY PARITY ERROR 
OT: DEVICE TIME-OUT 
NF: NONII,IPLEMENTED INSTRUCTION FLAG (TRAP) 
CF: CARRY FLAG 
OF: OVERFLI7N/GREATER FLAG (AIID IF OT=O, TRAP) 
EF: EQUAL!EXCESS FLAG 
LF: LESS FLAG 

Fig"re 3-9. Indicotor Register FOm/at 

44-48-011 

(/) ME, Memory parity error, bit position 
9. This bit is set whenever a memory parity error 
is detected during a non-IIO and non-level 
change operation. This may occur on a memory 
read operation or on a memory store operation 
when the quantity to be stored is less than 32 bits 
and the remaining word is to remain unchanged. 
An automatic transfer to program level 2 is also 
initiated. 

(g) DT. Device timeout, bit position 10. 
This bit is reset each time an 1/0 instruction is 

,executed. It is set if the indicator signal on the 
1/0 communication network is not detected 
within the allotted 5-microsecond response pe
riod. (Level 2 not affected. monitor register, bit 9. 
not affected.) 

(h) NF, Nonimplemented instruction flag, 
bit position 11. This bit is set when a nonimple
mented instruction code is detected. The instruc
tion traps by executing the instruction located in 
process register 15. 

(i) CF, Carry flag, bit positiOrl 12. This bit 
is reset at the start of )an arithmetic instruction 
and is set if there is a carryover from the most 
significant bit (sign) position in an arithmetic 
operation. 

(j) OF, Overflow greater flag, bit position 
13. This bit is reset at the start of arithmetic and 
compare instructions. It is set when the final result 
is not within the numerical range of a word. An 
overflow flag is not set when a temporary over
flow occurs. If the OT bit is a ZERO, a trap is 
initiated. This bit is set when a compare instruc
tion finds a greater condition; no trap occurs. 

(k) EF, Equallexcess flag, bit position 14. 
This bit is reset at the start of compare instruc
tions and is set when the instruction finds an 
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equal condition. This bit is also set as specified oy 
the individual instruction, when a numerical value 
exceeds 16 bits (bit positions 0 through 16 arc not 
all ZEROS or not all ONES). 

(/) LF, Less flag, bit position 15. This hit 
is reset at the start of compare instructions and is 
set when the instruction finds a less condition. 

(2) Instruction location register. The 16 least 
significant hits of process register 0 (half word 
address 1) contains the address of the next in
struction in sequence (except when modified by 
the current instruction) for the program level. 
Figure 3-10 represents the instruction location 
register format with the functions defined as fol
lows: 

(a) D, Page deSignator. bit positions 1.6 to 
19. These four bits select one of the 16-page 
control and address registers associated with the 
program level. Page designation does not apply 
whenever a special address is encountered. 

(b) A, Word designator. bits 20 to 30. 
These eleven bits select one of 2048 words in a 
page. 

(e) W, Half-word deSignator, bit 31. This 
bit is ignored. 

(3) Mask register. Process register 14 is the 
register which contains the information to be used 
in an instruction requiring a mask. 

(4) Trap register. Process register 15 is the 
register which contains the instruction to be exe
cuted when a trap condition occurs. The trap 
condition occurs on an attempt to execute a 
nonimplemented instruction, or an arithmetic _ 
overflow when the overflow trap override bit of 
the indicator register is equal to zero. 

Ib 31 

I H 
0: PAGE DESIGNATOR 
A: WORD DESIGNATOR 
W: HALF-WORD DESIGNATOR 

DAW: 201b TO 371b SPECIAL REGISTER ADDRESSES, 

EXECUTED AS NOI INSTRUCTIONS 
DAW: ,.401b USE PAGE CONTROL AND ADDRESS (PCA) 

TO ADDRESS MEMORY 

44-4B-012 

Figure .t-l0. Instruction Location Regitter j'ormo, 

3-13 
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3·15. Privilege and Level Link Register 

Eal:h of the 64 program levels hus been as· 
signed control register which contains level link 
informafion and privilege status. These control 
registers are allocated to the hase memory bank 
half-word addresses 003016 and 0031 16 of each 
program level. Direct program modification of 
these addressable control words require a privi
leged status. The privilege and level link word is 
required specifically in the execution of the call 
program Icvel and link, call executive program 
level and link, and tic program .Ievel and link 
instructions. The word format shown in figure 
3-11 is defined in the subsequent paragraphs. 

a. P. PriVilege, Bit Positions () and I. These 
bits. if equal to a ONE-ZERO, indicate that the 
~ssociated program level is permitted to execute 
privileged instructions and access all registers rep
resented by the special address (refer to table 
3-5). The associated program level is permitted to 
execute semi-privileged instructions (sec section 6) 
when the bits arc equal to ZERO-ONE. 

b. LPL, Link Program Level. Bit Positions 2 10 
7. This six-bit field contains tbe number of the 
program level (link) that initiated the associated 
program level by' execution of a call program 
level and link, call executive program level and 
link. or a tic program level and link .instruction. 

c. C. Level Control. Bit· positions 8 and 9. 
When a program level change takes place in 
response to an interrupt, these two bits control the 
storing and loading of registers as specified in 
table 3-6. When a program level change takes 
place in response to a call executive program level 
and link instrudion or by a tic program level and 
link instruction. these two bits control the loading 
of the registers as speci tied in table 3-7. 

NOTE .. 

The storing of the process registers is un
der control·of the LC-bit in th~ indicator 
register for the call program level .and 
link, call executive program level and link, 
tic program level and link, and the device 
command and exit instruction. 

d. CPL. Call Program Level, Bit POJiiions I() 
to 15. This six-bit field speci-fies the program level 
to which a transfer is called for by a call program 
level and link or tic program level and link in
struction. 

e. A. Link Argumellt, Bit Positions 16 to 31. 
Information is communicated to a called program 
from the calling program by usc of this 16-bit 
field. The half-word operand addressed in a call 
program level and link call executive program 
level and link or tie program level and link in
struction is placed in the link argument field of 
the called program level's privilege and level link 
word. 

(I) For call and tic instructions, bit 16 of 
the operand is tested, and if equal to ZERO, the 
status bit corresponding to the operating program 
level is reset. 

(2) For the call program level and link 
instruction, bit 17 is checked and if equal to one, 
program level 63 is stimulated. 

(3) For the call program level and link 
instruction, bit 18 is checked and if equal to one, 
a bit is set in the queue register of the called 
program level. The bit position to be set in the 
queue register is specified by bit positions 19 
through 32 of the A field. 

o 1 2 

BIT POSITIONS 

16 31 

';l.14 

I ' I LPL 

P: . PRIVILEGE STATUS . 
LPL: LINK PROGRAM LEVEL (FROM·) 

c:' LEVEL CONTROL 
CPL: CALL PROGRAM LEVEL no) 

A: LINK ARGUMENT (eA FIELD) 

'" I 

IIgure 3-11. p,.Mlege and Lel'el Link Word Formal 

A 

44-48-013 . 
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P Field 

Bit 0 Bit I Program Level Privileged Sial 11', 

0 () Non pivlkgl'd 

0 I Semi-privileged 

I 0 Privileged 

I I Not ;lssigned 

12012-)() 

3- 16. Queue Register 

Each of the 64 program levels has an assigned 
control register which contains 32 bits used in 
program level communications. A bit position in 
this register is set as specified in the call program 
level and link instruction. A bit position is also set 
as specified in the termination word. A bit posi
tion is reset as specified in the test and condition
ally reset/skip instruction when address 3216 is 
specified. 

3-17. Cause and Effect of Error Conditions 
and Interrupts 

Table 3-8 lists the error conditions and inter
rupts that can be encountered·· during program 
execution. Also listed in the table is the cause of 
the condition (software or hardware) and the 
effect the condition has upon the continuation of 
program execution. 

Table 3·6. Control of the Storing and Louding of Regi5ters in Response 10 an Interrupt 

Bit Bit 
Position Position 

8 9 Interrupted Program Level Interrupted Program Level 
(Value) (Value) (Out) (Ill) 

0 0 Storc all proccss registcrs of Load all process regisll'rs and all 
the current program Icvel program control and address 

registcrs of Ihe new program level 

0 I Store all process registcrs Load all process registers and pagl' 
of the current program level control and address registers 

o to 3, set pagc control and 
address rcgisters 4 10 15 to allollc, 
for thc ncw program level 

I 0 Storc process registcr 0 of Load process register 0 and all 
the current program level page control and address 

registers for the new program level 

I I S lore process rcgister 0 of the Load proccs~ rcgj,tcr 0 and page 
~ current program Icvel control and addrcss registers 0 to 

3, set page control and address 
registers 4 to 15 to all ones for 
the new program level 

12012-51 
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fuM' ,- 7. ('/In/',.,,t (If Ih(' l.oudinR ''.I' Rt'g;sI,n ;11 Rt'~poII.w 10 u ("a/l 1:".tI'c·UI;I'f! Program 1.t'I't'/ and l.in",lIr 1,., I''''gram l.c'I'c'/ and /.in" 
In.uruclill/' 

Bit Bil 
Position PosiliOll 

X Q Called Executive Program Level Process Regi~tcr 
(Value) (Value) or Tied Program Level Storage 

0 0 Load all procc~~ reghter~ and all page 
control and addre~, rel!i~ler\ for the The LC bit in the indi-

new program level. catorrcgistcr deter-
min~~ the storing of 

0 I L()ad all process regi\ter\ and pa~'C proce,~ register, for 

control and addrc" register\ 0 to 3 the current program 
for the new program level. level. 
Page control and addre" regi~ter' 
4 to 15 arc left un. hanged. 

II 1.(' " (J slore all 
I 0 Load proces, register 0 and all pave prol:es~ reghtcrs of 

control and addrcs\ registers for thl' ,lIrrcnl program 
the new program level. level. 

I I load prm;e" regisler II and page 
control and addre" registers II III 3 ilL<' - ,I slllre 
for the new program level. pro.l.:" rc~istcr II 
Page control and addre" rel!istcr~ of Ihe cuncnt 
4 to 15 arc left unchanged. program level. 

'12012-52 
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Table J·II. Cause and Effec" tif Error Conditions and Interrupt,~ 

Name of Violation, Trap 
Interrupt or Error Software Hardware Level 2 Normal Program Error Program to Process ReslIlts ill a 

Condition Caused Caused Error Level Exit Level Exit Register 15 No Operation 

()cvil'e Time OUI (IOU) X X 

Dcvkc Time Oul (CPU) X X 

Divide Fa ult X X" X 

I/O Conclusion X X 
( successful) 

110 Condusion X X' X* 
( unsucccssful) 

Memory Access X X 
Violation 

Memory Parity X X 

Memory Timc-Oul X X 

N"n-Implemcnlcd X X 
Instruction 

Overflow X X" 

Privile!!c Violation X X 

Rcal Timc Clock 0 X X 
Timc-Out 

Replace Squarc X X" X 
Root Faul( 

Spccification X X 
Violation 

"Most 110 crrurs arc Icvel 2 errors (scc Sel'tion 4 J, 

uTrap only occurs if the OT indicator is sct to lero, 

12012-5.1 
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CHAPTER 4 

AN/GYK-12 COMPUTER INPUT/OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS 

Section I. INTRODUCTION 

4-1. General 

This chapter presents detailed information 
pertaining to the input/output (I/O) characteris
tics of the computer. Methods employed by the 
computer to control the execution of data com
munication with peripheral devices are discussed. 
A simplified block diagram showing the interface 
between the computer and the peripheral devices 
is presented. The programmed I/O communica
tion class, automatic I/O communication class, 
modes of operation, types of operation, 110 mem
ory access control, real-time clocks, typical periph
eral device operation, diagnose logic, and the 
maintenance and status panel are also discussed. 
Two classes of operation are used to enable the 
computer to provide control for the execution of 
data communication with peripheral devices. The 
two classes of operations are: 

a. The programmed input/output (110) com
munication class. 

h. The automatic input/output (I/O) commu
nications class. 

Programmed I/O communications are provided 
by four computer instructions (discussed in para
graph 4-5). Automatic 110 communications are 
independent of instruction execution, take place 
at the peripheral device rate, and are controlled by 
special I/O control words. The control words are 
the key word and the termination word (discussed 
in paragraph 4-6). Automatic I/O communications 
are initiated by programmed instructions. 

NOTE 

All refcrences herein to input, is input to 
the computer and reference to output, is 
output from the computer. 

4-2. Input/Output Unit (IOU) 

Thc input/output unit (IOU), indcpendcnt of 
the CPU, largely controls communication between 
the memory and the peripheral equipmcnts. The 
IOU is comprised of the following items: 

a. Input/output controller (l0c). 

b. Computer control panel logic. 

c. Input/output exchanger (lOX). 

d. Real-tinic clock. 

4-3. Schematic Arrangement 

Figure 4-1 is a simplified block diagram show
ing the external interface betwcen the computer 
and the peripheral devices via the input/output 
controller (IOC) over its input/output data ex
change (lOX) communication channel. Six lOX's 
may be connected to the computer to provide a 
total of up to seven communication channels; 
each capable of handling eight peripheral devices. 
Thus 56 remote devices plus the internal real-time 
clocks and computer control console can be ac
commodated. A special multiplexer can be pro
vided to accommodate an additional 64 devices. 
The peripheral device address selection and pe
ripheral device priority are discussed in the subse
quent paragraphs. 

a. Peripheral Device Address Selection. Each 
peripheral devicc has a device address select 
switch which permits the selection of one of the 
eight substation addresses. The station address of 
the peripheral device is determined by the switch 
setting and upon the communication channel to 
which it is connected. The station address is a 
two-digit-octal number; the most significant digit 
represents the communication channel numbers 
and the least significant digit represents the de
vice address switch setting. For example, when 
the switch in a peripheral device is set to position 
3 and the device is connected to an lOX which is 
set to position 6, the station address will be 63 
(octal). 

b. Peripheral Device Priority. The servicing of 
the pcripheral devices is based upon a priority 
scheme. The execution of an input/output instruc
tion is included in the priority scheme. The hi
crachy of priority is as follows: 

4-1 
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Figure 4-1. 110 'n,er/aces Between 'he ANIGYJ(-12 Compu,er and 'he Peripheral Del'ices 

Highest to Lowest Priority. (6) Device 32 to 39 (station address 40 to 

( I) Device 8 to 15 (station address octal 10 
to 17). 

47). 

(7) Device 40 to 47 (station address 50 to 

(2) Device 0 to 7 station address octal 0 to 7 
(special 110 address, see table 4-2). 

(3) I/O instructions. 

(4) Device 16 to 23 (station address octal 20 
to 27). 

(5) Device 24 to 31 (station address 30 to 
37). 

4-2 

57). 

(8) Device 48 to 55 (station address octal 60 
to 67). 

(9) Device 64 to 127 (station address 100 to 
177). 

(10) Device 56 to 63 (station address octal 
70 to 77). 



4-4. Programmed I/O Communication 
Class 

Input/output instructions enable the computer 
to provide control for I/O data communication. 

a. Input / Output Instructions. I/O instructions 
have the following general characteristics: 

( I) Executed in' privileged levels only. 

(2) Executed when automatic 110 communi
cation is not being performed or requested from 
device 0-15 station address (octal) 0 to 17. 

(3) Timing is independent of the peripheral 
device; however. an indicator signal from the 
device is required within five microseconds of the 
command sequence to indicate the acceptance of 
the command data or that data has been trans
mitted. otherwise the device time-out bit of the 
indicator register is set. 

The programmed I/O communication is 
performed by the computer instructions specified 
in table 4-1. 

b. Device Command (DEV). Execution of the 
DEY results in the following actions: 

(1) The eight most significant bits (bit posi
tions 16 to 23) of the instruction operand. as 
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shown in figure 4-2. are transmitted to the periph
eral device addressed by the eight Icastsignificant 
bits (bits 24 to 31) of thc operand. 

(2) The H field of the instruction word is 
not used. 

(3) All address modcs arc allowed. 

NOTE 

For instruction word format. refcr to 
Chapter 5. 

c. Device Command and Exit (DEX). The 
DEX instruction operates the same as the DEY 
instruction (refer to paragraph 4-5a) with the 
following additions: 

( I) The D EX instruction causes the status 
bit in the program activity register corresponding 
to the operating program to be reset. 

(2) The level change lock indicator in the 
query register is reset and a program level changc 
occurs. 

(3) When the level change (LC) indicator is 
set. only process register zero is saved, 

d. Input to Register (ITR). The ITR instruction 
operates as follows: 

Table 4-1. ANIGYK-12 Computer Instructions 

Acronym Definition General Purpose 

DI·:V \)evil'c command Commands a peripheral device to perform one of its special fum·tions. e.!!., rewind il 

magnetic t"pe. 

DJoX Device command and Used as a DEV. Additionally the operating program level is terminated. 
exit 

ITR Input to register Used to interrogate a status Illes.~age from a peripheral device or to produl'l' pro-
grammed input of a discrete word of one to four Il-bit bytes. (Paritv j, checkell for 

each byll:. At least one bit of each byte or the parity bit must be one.) 

011{ Output from register Used to set indkalllfs or to provide a I'fO!!rammed outpul of a discrete word of four 
8-bil by les. sud I as the starlin!! addres, to a memory devil-c. Parity is added 10 cal'll byle. 

12012-54 
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RIT POSITIONS 

II>. _ _ _ _ __ _ 2~ ________ 3...1 

[ .." •• '" .. ~ ''':''~~S_ ] 

Figure 4-2. DEV und DEX In.frruction OpelYlnd Formal 

( I) The peripheral device addressed by the 
eight least significant bits of the instruction oper
and (see figure 4-3) transmits one to four, 8-bit 
bytes to the computer. 

(2) The transmitted data is stored in the 
process register specified by the H field of the 
instruction. 

(3) All address modes are allowed. 

(4) The input parity error (IE) bit, in the 
indicator register, is set when parity is incorrect. 

NOTE 

For instruction word format refer to 
Chapter 5. 

e. Output From Register (OFR). The OFR in
struction operates as follows: 

( I) The eight least significant bit positions 
of the instruction operand select the peripheral 
device. 

BIT POSITIONS 

16 24 31 

I 
NOT USEO 

I 
DEVICE ADDRESS 

I 

44-48-016 

Figure 4-.J. ITR und OFR Instruction OpelYlnd Format 

4-4 

(2) The contents of the prm:ess register. 
addressed hy the H field or the instruction word. 
arc transmitted to the device as rour 8-bit hytes. 

(3) All address modes arc allowed. 

4-5. Automatic Input / Output (I/O) 
Communications Class 

Automatil: I/O communication is controlled hy 
the contents or two 110 control words that arc 
initially set by the computer program. The control 
words arc the I/O keyword and the 110 termina
tion word. The keyword contains the mode of 
operation. the block length. and the data address 
is memory; it is used during each data word or 
byte transmission. The termination word is used 
at the end or a block of transrerred data by 
device interrupt, or upon fault detection. It is used 
to speciry status and program level to be acti
vated at the completion or the I/O operation. 
One-hundred twenty-six key words and one-hun
dred twenty-six termination words are stored in 
reserved locations or the base memory bank; each 
pair corresponding to a device address (see figure 
4-\). Device addresses 0 through 7 are reserved 
for special computer runctions as specified in 
table 4-2. 

Prior to an automatic input or output communi
cation. the I/O control words must be initialized. 
The selected periphc} al device must be prepared 
to transmit or receivt as commanded by a DEY. 
DEX. or OFR instruction. The data communica
tion then takes place at the rate or the peripheral 
device until the specified block length or data has 
been transrerred. The termination word ror this 
device is then used to indicate the status or the 
communication and the program level to be acti
vated. Automatic 110 communication takes place 
at a rate not to exceed 400,000 words or bytes per 
second, and is independent of program execution. 
The determination or I/O communication, by 
word or by byte, is a 'runction of the M field 
setting in the keyword. 

NOTE 

I/O key and termination words are not 
related to program levels in the memory 
map. 

The key and lermination words are fur
ther defined in paragraphs a and b below, 
respectively. 

a. Keyword. The keyword contains three fields 
(see figure 4-4) to specify the block length (in 
words or byte~) or the transmission, the I/O mode 
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ruble 4·2. Spedu' InpMI/O",,,,,t Add"~"" 

Device Device 
Address Command 
(Octal) Name DEVor DEX 

on t/o mi:l11i.ry ---
an'l'SS 
nmtrul 

01 Monitor ---
register 

02 Monitor ---
register 
and 
mainte-
nance 
controls 

03 Real-time ON/OI'"\' 
clock control of 
(RTOO RTCO. I. 

and 2 

04 RTC 1 ---
OS RTC 2 ---
06 Not used ---
07 Not used ---

of communication, and the current data memory 
address. 

(l) BL, Block length. bit positions 0-/0. This 
II-bit field specifies the number of words (up to 
32-bits) or number of bytes (up to eight bits) in a 
bloc~ transmission or the number of time events 
in the alarm (clock) mode. A ZERO block length 
indicates the maximum block length of 2048 
words, bytes or events. Blocks larger than 2048 
words are obtained under the control of the pe
ripheral device. For ,each data transfer or time 
event, the block length field is decremented. 
When this field is decremented to zero, the end
of-block (EOB) command is automatically sent to 

Output 
Input to from Key 
Register Register Terminatioll 
(ITR) (OFR) Words 

--- S,'ls I/O NUIIl' 
memury 
acn'ss 
control 
bits 

Read Set bits None 
monitor in monitor 
register register 

Read Reset Interrupt from 
maintenance bits in maintenance 

panel monitor and status 
controls register panel 

--- --- Count 

--- --- Count 

--- --- Count 

--- --- ---

--- --- ---

the device and the block transmission is termi
nated if the channel end bit in the terminate 
word so specifies, or if the device initiates a device 
interrupt sequence after receiving the EOP com
mand. 

(2) M. Mode bit positions J I -13. This three
bit field specifies one of the modes of operation 
indicated in table 4-3. 

(3) CA, Current address. bit position 14-31. 
This J 8-bit field specifies the half-word address of 
the meQ'lory location related to the current data 
transfer. For 32-bit word by byte transfers, the 
least significant bit is ignored. 

4-5 
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BIT POSITIONS 

o . 10 11 13 14 31 

C __ ~_~_.---",----,---I · -----1-----1 CA~ ___ =-~~---J 
BL· BLOCK LENGTH 

M: MODE 
CA: CURRENT ADDRESS 

44-48·017 

Fill"N 4·4. Inpu" Outp"t KeJ'H'Ord Format 

Tuble 4·j. Modes' 0/ Operation 

. 

Mode Field 
(M) Mode of Operation 

0 Inactive 

I Output. fuUword by bytes 

2 Alarm (clock) 

3 Input. full word by bytes 

4 Output. upper byte in half word 
5 Output, lower byte in half word 

6 Input, upper byte in halfwo~ 
7 Input, lower byte in half word 

12012·56 

b. Termination Word. The termination word is 
used to indicate conditions of transmission and to 
specify the program level to be activated at termi
nation of a block data transmission or receipt of a 
device interrupt. The format of the termination 
word is as shown in figure 4-5. 

( I) F, Block complete, bit O. The F bit is set 
following the completion of a block of data trans
fer in word or byte modes. This is detected when 

NPL 

F: BLOCK COMPLETE 
I: INTERRUPT 

NPL: NORMAL !TERMINATION) PROGRAM LEVEL 
E: TRANSMISSION ERROR 
R: OPERATIONAL ERROR 

EPL: ERROR !TERMINATION) PROGRAM LEVEL 
c: CHANNEL END 
P: PARITY TERMINATION 
Q, QUEUE TABLE CONTROL 

EPL 

the block length field of tile associated key word 
has been decremented from ONE to ZERO. The 
F bit is also set in the alarm (clock) mode when 
the block length field reaches ZERO. If the F bit 
is a ONE and bits E and R. are ZERO, it indi
cates that no error was detected during transmis
sion or receipt of words or bytes. 

(2) I~ Interrupt, bit I. The I-bit is set when
ever an interrupt is received from a peripheral 
device. The indicator signal represents a device 
interrupt. 

(3) NPL, Normal (termination) program 
level, bits 2 to 7. This six-bit field defines the 
program level to be activated if the I bit of the 
termination word is set and the E and R bits are 
ZERO, or if the F bit of the termination word is 
set and the E and R bits are ZERO, and the 
channel end bit C is a ONE. 

(4) E, Transmission error, bit 8. The E bit is 
set whenever the computer detects a parity error 
on the 110 communication network during an 
automatic data transfer operation. 

BIT POSITIONS 

15 16 17 18 

1+1 
23 24 

Q 

31 

DEVICE STATUS 

44-48-018 

FiIl"N 4·5. Te""ilflltion Woni Format 
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(5) R. Operation error. hit 9. The R hit is set 
when: 

(a) A request for service is received from 
a device and inactive mode 0 is stipulated in the 
key word. 

(b) A device fails to respond within five 
microseconds when being serviced. 

(c) A memory parity error occurs during 
access of key word or data word. 

(d) A memory access violation occurs. 

(e) The computer does not service an ac
tive real-time clock within approximately one mil
lisecond at its request. 

(6) EPL. Error (termination) program level. 
bits IOta 15. This six-bit field defines the program 
level to be stimulated if the I bit and the E bit are 
set and the R bit is ZERO; or if the F bit and E 
bit are set and the R bit is ZERO. and the 
channel end bit C is a ONE. 

(7) C, Channel end. bit 16. The C bit con
trols the activation of the termination program 
level. When the C bit is ONE and the block 
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length field of the associated key word ha~ lll'l'lI 

decremented from ON I', to ZERO, the Il'I'lllilla 
tion program level is activ<lICd. Whell till' (. hil i .... 
ZERO, the termination program level is not acti
vated and normally the device will interrupt Ihc 
computer with a subsequent indicator signal (mul
tiple block length). 

(8) P. Paritv termination. bit /7. This bit 
when set to a ONE by software causes the error 
termination program level to be activated when a 
parity error i.s detected on the information lines in 
the automatic input mode. 

(9) Q. Queue table. bits 18 to 23. When bit 
position 18 is ZERO, then bit position 19 through 
23 are ignored and no action takes place. When 
bit position 18 is ONE, bit positions 19 through 
23 cause a bit to be set in the queue register 
corresponding to the termination program level. 
The bit position in the queue word is specified by 
bit positions 19 through 23. This action takes 
place only when a termination program level is 
activated. 

(10) Device status. bits 24 to 31. The data on 
the information lines during a device interrupt 
sequence is stored into bit positions 24 to 31. 

Section II. OPERATION 

4-6. Modes of Operation 

The M field of the 1/0 key word determines 
the mode of control that the computer executes 
whenever it processes a request from a peripheral 
device. The modes of operation are discussed in 
the subsequent paragraphs. 

a. M = O. Inactive Mode. If the computer 
detects that the mode field is all ZEROS in the 
key word, it sets the R-bit of the corresponding 
termination word, issues a stop signal to the de
vice, and initiates a program level change to 
level 2. 

b. M = 2. Alarm (Clock) Mode. In the alarm 
mode, the block length (BL) field of the key word 
is decremented by one each time a request from 
an external source is serviced. The current address 
(CA) field is not used. not modified and no data 
transmission occurs. 

c. M = I or 3. Full Word Output or Input. 
These modes arc for transmission of full 32-bit 
words. transmitted by four bytes plus parity. The 
BL field is decremented by one for each word 

transmitted or received. The CA field is incre
mented by two for each word transferred. 

d. M = 4 or 6. Upper Byte in Half Word 
Output or Input. Data is transmitted or received as 
bytes. eight bits plus parity. This data is unpacked 
from the eight most significant bits in a 16-bit 
half word on input, as addressed by the CA field. 
The CA field is not changed. The M field is 
automatically changed from 4 to 5 or 6 to 7 so 
that the next byte transmitted is the lower byte. 
The BL field is decremented by one. 

e. M = 5 or 7. Lower Byte in Half Word 
Output or Input. Data is transmitted or received as 
bytes, eight bits plus parity. This data is unpacked 
from the eight least significant bits in a 16-bit 
half word on output and packed into the eight 
least significant bits in a 16-bit half word on 
input, as addressed by the CA field. The CA field 
is incremented by one and the M field is automat
ically changed from 5 to 4 or 7 to 6 so that the 
next byte transmitted is the upper byte. The 8L 
field is decremented by one. 

4-7 
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4-7. Types of Operation 

When the computer operates in the automatic 
1/0 communication class, communication with 
extcrnal devices is established by the following 
operations: block of words by bytes or bytes 
transmission (block transmission); burst of words 
by hytes or bytes transmission (burst transmis
sion), alarm (clock) operation, device interrupt, 
bootstrap program load. The type of operation is 
determined by the peripheral device via transmit-
ted control signals. . 

a. Block Transmission. Block transmission is a 
type of 1/0 operation where blocks of words or 
bytes are transmitted singly or in distinct groups 
and is activated by the following actions in the 
sequence specified. 

(I) A DEY, DEX, or OFR instruction may 
signal the interface buffer of a peripheral device 
to transmit or receive data. The program loaded 
kcyword will determine the block length, mode, 
and data memory address which will be effective 
for the transmission of the data. 

(2) The computer may accept a request for 
a service signal to transfer data from the periph
eral device. The rate of such requests is deter
mined by the capability of the device to handle 
the data. 

(3) On acknowledgement of the request. the 
proper keyword may be obtained from memory. 
modified, and returned to memory. The word or 
byte is transferred within five microseconds if the 
associated memory banks are not being used for 
programmed operations. 

(4) When the block length is decremented 
from one to zero, the termination word is ac
cessed and the F bit is set to ONE. In addition. 
and end-of-block (EOB) command sequence is 
sent to the device. As a result of this action, 
termination of communication will occur if the 
channel end bit is set to ONE or if the device 
responds with a device interrupt sequence. If bit 
18 in the termination word is set to ONE, (speci
fying queueing option), the queue table will be 
accessed prior to termination of communication. 
Ahnormal conditions occurring during data trans
fer are indicated in the monitor register and 
displayed on the maintenance panel and include 
the following: 

(a) The E bit of the termination word is 
set when the computer detects a parity error on 
the 1/0 network during data transfer. Data trans
rer continues when the P bit is ZERO. When the 
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P bit is ONE. a stop signal is sent to the device 
and the EPL is stimulated. 

(b) The R bit of the termination word is 
set, a transfer to program level 2 occurs and the 
computer transmits a stop signal to the device 
under the following conditions: 

I) A response to anenable for service is 
not received within five microseconds. 

2) Memory parity error is detected in 
data or key word access. 

3) A violation of memory access occurs. 

(c) Detection of a parity error during 
access of the termination word causes a transfer 
to program level 2 and the termination word 
remains unmodified. 

NOTE 

For instruction word format refer to 
Chapter 5. 

b. Burst Transmission. Burst transmissionsoc
cur as previously specified for block transmissions 
with the following differences: 

( I) The keyword is updated but not restored 
in memory until the transmission is terminated. 
therefore. more than one word or byte is trans
mitted for a single key word access. 

(2) The hurst transmission is initiated hy the 
device by responding 10. enable-address sequence 
with the special burst line. 

(3) The burst transmission is terminated or 
not initiated when: 

(a) An lOX with a higher priority has 
requested service. 

(b) The device in the burst mode activates 
its indicator line. 

(c) The keyword block length has been 
decremented to zero or an error condition has 
been detected by the coinputer. 

(4) The computer is capable of receiving or 
transmitting data at a rnaximum rate of 400,000 
words or bytes per second considering the follow
ing times: 

(a) The first word or byte requires 3.9 
mi.croseconds if the associated memory banks are 
not being· used for programmed operations. 

(b) Each successive word or byte requires 
2.5 microseconds. 



(c) The last word or byte requires 3.6 
microseconds. 

c. Alarm (Clock) Operation. The alarm opera
tion is the same as specified for block transmis
sion except that data is not transmitted and the 
CA field is not used. 

d. Device Interrupt. When the computer ac
knowledges a request for service and the indicator 
signal is active, the following actions occur: 

(I) The I bit of the transmission word is set. 

(2) The program level specified by the NPl 
field is activated if the E and R bits are ZERO. 

(3) The program level specified by the EPl 
is stimulated if the E bit is a ONE. 

e. Bootstrap Program Load. The computer has 
the ability to bootstrap program load with the 
depression of a push button. A specified device 
will input a program into core memory and the 
central processing unit (CPU) will then perform a 
level change to program level 6310 and begin 
program execution. The computer control panel 
has two momentary push buttons under program 
load. One is associated with device channel lOB, 
the other with channel lIs. When either button is 
pressed, the device associated with that channel is 
defined as the loading device. The loading se
quence will begin upon release of the pressed 
button. The first action which occurs upon button 
release is the legend of the pressed button is 
illuminated. This riotifies the operator that the 
computer is commencing a program load. A mas
ter reset signal is sent to all devices (including 
program loading device): thus, all peripherals will 
be in a standby mode. This is also true for the 
real-time clocks. The CPU is not stopped and no 
instructions will be accessed from memory until 
the program load is accomplished. 

NOTE 

The CPU is not master reset. If a CPU 
reset is desired,the operator should push 
the restart button on the computer control 
console (Ccq prior to pressing a program 
load button. 

The IOC now sends a command to the loading 
device to cause it to send information to the 
computer. This command consists of one byte. 
000011002 , The loading device will begin to input 
dara in its normal mode. that is. either by byte or 
word by byte. In either case, the IOC accepts the 
first byte of a group only. This means that in the 
case or a byte transmitting device, each byte is 
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accepted. In the ease or a word by hyte transfer. 
only the first byte of a word is at:t:epled. (Thi:- i:
true for the first seven transfers to the wmputcr.) 
The first seven bytes of input to the computer will 
control the remainder of the program load rum:
tion. These bytes define: 

(I) Starting location for rest of load. 

(2) Total number of words or bytes to load 

(aJ A byte loading device can load 8192 
words. 

(b) A word-by-byte loading device can 
load 32,768 words. 

(3) Mode of input, byte or word by byte. 

(4) The first seven bytes from the program 
loading device are presented in the following 
chart. 

Check Byte and 
Byte Content Re Ile.:ted Check Byte 

MSB lSB 
I Check byte [0 0 1 0 I I I ) I 

MSB LBS 
2 Reflec ted check byte [ I I 0 I 0 0 0 0) 

3·6 Key word 

7 Block length extension Most signi Ikan t four 
hits of the hyte 

12012·113 

Byte I is a check byte while byte 2 is reHected 
check byte. Byte I should always contain the 
value 2F16 and byte 2 should always contain the 
value DOl6 (the complement of 2FI6 ). The two 
bytes are used by the IOC in automatic diagnostic 
checks to determine if 110 data transmissions are 
correct. Bytes 3 through 6 form the keyword to be 
used by the IOC to control the remaining pro
gram load input past byte 7. Byte 3 is the most 
significant byte while byte 6 is the least significant 
byte. Byte 7 loads a block-length extension regis
ter (used only in bootstrap-program load) to en
able to loading of more than 2048 words or bytes. 
An end-of-block(EOB) signal is not sent to the 
loading device until the keyword block length 
field and extension register goes to ZERO. The 
keyword is maintained in a hardware register 
rather than core during program load. Thus, the 
base memory location associated with the loading 
device may be loaded without altering the load
ing process. Upon completion of the program 
load input the CPU performs an automatic diag
nostic check, and the computer makes a level 
change to program level 6310 and begins accessing 
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instructions. The light associated with the boot
strap button is not automatically extinguished. 
hut must be programmed off by resetting the 
appropriate bit of the monitor register. While in 
level 6310 , error exits (to level 02) or 1/0 termina
tion exits will not be honored. This effective level 
lod is reset once a program initiated exit from 
level 6.1'0 occurs. In the case of a pending error 
exit to level 02, the nag hits of the indicator and 
query register arc set. the program will not enter 
level 02; however, the indicator will remain set. In 
the case of an 110 interrupt while in level 6310 the 
program activity register (PAR) status bit remem
bers the interrupt and it will be honored once 
level 63'0 exits. It should be noted that while 1/0 
operations are not locked out while in level 6310 , 

none should occur (unless commanded by level 
63 10 ) due to the master reset initialIy broadcast by 
the 10C. 

4-8. Input/Output Memory Access Control 

The 1/0 memory access control applies to 
memory data transfers associated with automatic 
1/0 operations as follows: 

a. 1/0 memory access control is defined by 
two control bits for each of·the 64 pages of 2048 
words per page within the memory addressing 
capability associated with automatic 1/0 opera
tions. These two bits control memory access as 
indicated in table 4-4. When an access violation 
occurs, the computer docs not access memory. it 
<,('ts the appropriate bits in the monitor register 
and a transfer to program level 2 is initiated. The 
computer has read and write access to the key
word and termination word regardless of the 
access control bit configuration for the related 
portion of memory. 

h. OFR instructions to special device address 
00 loads the memory access control circuits; the 
least significant 16 bits of the selected accumula
tor define the memory access for each 2048-word 
page of the stipulated 8, 192-word memory hank 
as shown in table 4-5; the remaining hits are 
unused. 

4-9. Real-Time Clocks 

The real-time clocks arc a function of hardware 
interval timers and programmed counters which 
operate in the alarm mode as follows: 

a. Three device addresses, 3, 4, and 5 are 
assigned to these clocks Gllled RTC 0, R TC I and 
RTC 2. 

h. The clocks initiate servj(~e requests at inter
vals of 1024 ±0.2 microseconds when activated. 

c. When the BL field of the key word for clock 
RTC 0 is decremented to zero, the M field is set 
to ZERO. 

d. When a clock issues a request for service 
when the M field is ZERO, a program hang-up 
condition occurs and is indicated by the two 
following settings: the setting of the R bit of the 
associated termination word; the setting of bit 15 
of the monitor register and automatic transfer to 
program level 2. 

( I) Real-time clocks onloff control. Real
time clocks 0, I, and 2 are assigned device ad
dresses, 3. 4, and S, respectively. These three real
time clocks are deactivated whenever a bootstrap 
program load is initiated or the power is turned 
off. The occurrence of these clocks is under pro
gram control. A device command (DEY) and 

Tuble 4-4. 110 MemtlrJ' AueJ.\ ('tln/rol 

I/O Memory 
Access 

Control Bits Name Action Permitted Adion Inhibited 

00 All 3l'L'CSS Read Write . 

01 Output ollly Read Write 

10 Input ollly • Write Read* 

II No access . RC:ld Write 
_____ H_U 

12012·57 
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Table 4-5. 110 Memo,}' Acces.~ Control Field., for OFR Instruction to De,;ce Add,e.fS 00 

Memory 
Bank 

Address 
16 1171181 (Odal) 19 20 

00 0 0 0 0 

01 0 0 0 I 

02 0 0 I () 

03 0 0 I I 

04 0 1 0 0 

05 0 I 0 I 

06 0 I I 0 

07 0 I 1 I Nut Used 

10 1 0 0 0 

II I 0 0 I 

12 1 0 I 0 

13 1 0 I I 

14 I I 0 0 

15 I I 0 I 

16 1 I 1 0 

17 I I 1 I 

device command exit (DEX) with device address 
3, determines whether any or all of these clocks 
are to be active. After a clock is activated, the 
first request for service occurs no later than 1024 
microseconds and no sooner than one microsec· 
ond. The format of the instruction operand is as 
shown in figure 4·6; the fields are defined as 
follows: 

(a) The ON control bits 16, 17, and 18 
wntrol the activation of real-time clocks 0, I and 
2. If the bit is a ONE, the clock will be activated; 
if the bit is a ZERO, it will be ignored. 

(b) The OFF Control bits 20, 21, and 22 
control the deactivation of real-time clocks 0, I, 
and 2. If the bit is a ONE, the cIock will be 
dcactivated; if the hit is a ZERO it will be 
ignored.' , 

(e) Device address 03 must be in bits 24 
to 3 I, see table 4·2. 

Bit Position 

23 24 25 26 . 27 28 29 30 31 

~ '" 
~ '" "" ~ 

..., 0 
:; ~ 0 ~ 
~ 00 ~ 00 ':t 00 ':t 

00 0 
~ 0 

.". N N 
0 .... N '-N 0 

'0 0 
"- ~ 0 Sh 
'" 

~ 
., 

" co OIl OIl " co 
'" ..., co -5 co c: 'E to 0 :; ... :.J :s ., ,.£ .;::: '" 
2 ... 

~ 0 ,.£ '-
:!l :!l '" ~ 
:0 :0 :0 :0 
'0 '8 g ~ !:: C c: c: c: 
0 0 0 0 
OJ :.J :.J :.J 

'" l:i '" "-
'" '" '" ., ., ., ., 
:.J OJ :.J u 
:.J :.J :.J '-' « « « « 

12012·58 

(2) Real·time clock operation. The real-time 
clocks operate in the automatic input/output 
communication class and are controlled by the 
key word and termination word. Both control 
words are to be initialized by the program prior 
to the activation of the clocks by a device com· 
mand instruction. The block length in the key 
word contains the number of time events (1024 
microsecond intervals) to be counted. The mode 
field is 2. The current address field is not used. 
The termination word contains the program level 
to be activated when the block length is decre
mented to zero. If the computer fails to process a 
request for service (interval counting) from a real· 
time cIock within 256 microseconds. a time-out 
error results. This time-out error causes the audi
ble alarm and an indicator light on the computer 
control console (Ccq to be activated. Bit 14 of 
the monitor register is set and an automatic trans· 
fer to program level 2 occurs. 
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BIT POSITIONS IN HALF WORD 

o 
II> 

,-'-----
ON 

R R 
T T 
C C 
0 1 

R 
T 
C 
2 

4 
20 

R 
T 
C 
0 

10 
24 

OFF 

R 
T 
C 
1 

R 
T 
C 
2 

DEVICE ADDRESS 

(BINARY 00000011) 

15 
31 

44-48-019 

FigUT!! 4-6. Reul-time Clock At·til·it)" Control Command Fomra, 

4-10. Typical Peripheral Device Operation 

Use of the interface between the computer and 
its peripheral devices is dependent upon the func
tions to be performed by the peripheral device(s) 
and the instructions the device(s) receive from the 
computer. Functions performed by the computer 
and the peripheral devices, as a result of inter
face, are: DEVor DEX command; OFR com
mand. ITR command, an automatic I/O (A), 
external interrupt (I), end of block (EOB), stop 
signal. The functions specified may be used in 
any combinalion. However, certain conventions 
should be observed. For example, an automatic 
input or output requires that the software in the 
CPU has set up a key word and a termination 
word in the base memory. Otherwise, the I/O 
communication could fail because of an improp
erly specified mode, block length, or memory 
address in the key word. Some typical sequences 
of these functions are as follows: 

a. DEV Sequence. The computer commands a 
device to perform specified function, such as mag
netic tape to rewind or to close a contact. 

h. DEV - I. The computer commands a device 
to perform specified function, such as a magnetic 
tape to rewind. Device interrupts the computer 
when the function is performed. 

£'. DEV - ITR The computer commands a 
device to perform specified function, such as turn 
on motor in a punch. Status of device is interro
gated with ITR. 

d. DEV-A-DEV. The computer commands a 
device to perform specified function such as paper 
tape punch to punch data on tape. Data is auto
matically exchanged between memory and the 
device. The computer can stop the tape punch 
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with the second DEV, which can override the first 
command. 

e. DEV-A-Stop. An au~omatic input or output 
operation is stopped by the computer when it 
detects certain error conditions. The device resets 
its logic. 

.f. DE V-A -I. A peripheral device operating in 
the automatic input mode and using variable 
length formats may recognize a special character 
such as end-of-message (EOM), it can notify the 
software in the computer with an interrupt. 

g. DEV-A-EOB. When· the. computer com
mands a device to input or output a fixed length 
message, it notifies the peripheral device with an 
end-of-block (EOB) signal when the last byte is 
exchanged during the automatic data transfer. 
The EOB signal will notify the software in the 
computer with a program interrupt if the C bit of 
the terminate word is a ONE. 

h. A. The peripheral device inputs or outputs 
data automatically. When this 'mode is used sin
gularly, the appropriate software must provide 
reinitiation of the key word before the next block 
transfer takes place. It is recommended that a 
DEV-A-I or DEV-A-EOB sequence be used in
stead of an A operation only. . 

i. OFR. The computer commands a device to 
perform specified functions or to set up discrete 
settings in a device. . 

j. OFR-A-EOB. Computer commands a device 
to perform a specific function such as to write 
data on a memory device. The OFR includes the 
starling address or block address in the device. 
The device automatically writes the data until the 
computer transmits the EOB signal. 

. k. OFR-A -J. The peripheral device performs 
the commanded function. Upon completion, it 
interrupts the computer signifying the completion. 

I. OFR-I-DEV-A-EOB. The computer com
mands a memory device to perform a seek opera
tion. Com pletion of the seek operation is indi
cated with an external interrupt. The computer 
then commands the device to· perform a write 
function. The automatic data output function is 
completed with an EOB. 

m. ITR. The computer inputs a sirigle word 
from a device which can be used to interrogate 
the status or the device or to input dis~rete data. 

n. I. A single peripheral device. such as a 
switch contact, can interrupt the computer. 



Ii. i -ITR. The peripheral device interrupts the 
computer. The computer can interrogate the de
vice with an ITR to determine the reason for 
interruption. 

4-11. Peripheral Device Options 

During the transfer of data, several options 
may be used by the peripheral devices to activate 
different program levels. These options are: the 
channel-end option, queue register option. 

Q. The Channel-End Option. The channel-end 
option bit in the termination word, when set to a 
ONE, is used to activate a program level when 
the block length in the key word is decremented 
to ZERO. Peripheral devices which have the ca
pability to transfer data in larger blocks than 
2,048 will usc the option with C equal to ZERO. 
The peripheral device will activate the program 
level with an interrupt after n:ceiving a preset 
number of EOB signals from the computer. Each 
time the computer decrements the block to 
ZERO, it will send an EOB to the device. Periph
eral devices may also be designed to usc the 
option with C equal to ZERO for single or multi
ple block transfers when the devices use time 
after the last data transfer and before being 
available for the next operation; for example, 
when a magnetic tape has stopped or a device has 
to perform error checking after the last data has 
been transferred. 

b. Queue-Register Option. The queue-register 
option is used when several peripheral devices 
have to be assigned to activate the same program 
level. The devices can be identified by setting of 
the selected bit in the queue register. The acti
vated program level can test the queue register 
with the test and conditionally reset/skip instruc
tion. 

4-12. Diagnose Logic 

Built-in error detection and isolation hardware 
has been incorporated into the computer design. 
The incorporation of this hardware provides the 
computer with a built-in, self-test capability. This 
self-test hardware will function automatically 
when the computer undergoes bootstrap. Program 
load operation self-· test status is indicated to the 
operator via the DIAGNOSE STATUS panel on 
the ccnral processing .unit (CPU). The successful 
completion of the built-in self test indicates that 
the computer is able to perform basic functions 
and that the bootstrap program is in memory. 
The built-in self test is initiated when the opera
tor presses either one of the two bootstrap but-
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tOilS; Bootstrap random access memory (RAM), 
Device 10, Bootstrap tape. Device II. These are 
momentary pushhuttons, and upon their release, 
the input/output control (I0C) is directed to thl' 
bootstrap mode. If the IOC enters the bootstrap 
mode, the legend of the pressed push button is 
illuminated. At this point, indicator lights 10 
through 18 and the two PROGRAM LOAD 
STATUS indicator lights (CPU and IOU) arc 
illuminated (see figure 4-7). The DEY command 
byte 0000 11002 causes the IOC to broadcast a 
master reset on all 110 channels and commands 
the device (on channel 10 or 11) to start inputting 
data to the computer. The bootstrapping device, 
upon recognizing the above mentioned command, 
raises its request line and starts a normal data 
transmission to the computer. The first seven 
bytes of input to the computer control the re
maining bootstrap input and shown in the. follow
ing chart. 

Check Sum and 
Byte Content Rdlected Check Sum 

MSB LSB 
I Check sum [0 0 I 0 I I I II 

MSB LSB 
2 Reflected check sum ( I I 0 I o 0 0 01 

3·6 Key word 

7 Block length cxtcllsiOIl 
(most significant four 
bits of the bytc) 

Byte I is a check sum while byte 2 is a reflected 
check sum byte. Bytes 3 through 6 form the key 
word to be used by the 10C. Byte 3 is the most 
significant byte while byte 6 is the least significant 
byte. Byte 7 loads a blOCk-length extension regis
ter (used only in bootstrap program load). 

NOTE 

Numbers above each indicator light on 
the DIAGNOSE STATUS panel (figure 
4-7) are used for reference purposes in the 
corresponding text and do not appear on 
the actual panel. 

Byte I enters the 10C in bit positions 23-31. 
The acceptance of byte I is determined by the 
IOC. If byte lis not correct, indicator lights 10 
and II, located on the DIAGNOSTIC STATUS 
panel, will remain illuminated and the 10C 
hangs up. However, if byte 1 is correct, indi
cator lights 10 and i I will be extinguished. 
If byte I is correct, the IOC will accept byte 
2 from the bootstrapping device. Acceptance 
or rejection of byte 2 is determined by the 10C. If 
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Figure 4-7. Diagno.n! Panel 

hyte 2 is not correct, indicator lights 12 and 13. 
located on the DIAGNOSE STATUS panel (see 
figure 4-7) will remain illuminated and the loe 
hangs up. However, if byte 2 is correct, indicator 
lights 12 and 13 will extinguished. If byte 2 is 
correct, the IOC will accept the next five bytes 
from the bootstrapping device. The IOC wiH. as
semble the five bits into the key word register and 
the block length register. The key word is used to 
control the remainder of the bootstrap input. 

4-14 

NOTE 
If the inputting device is the RAM, the 
mode field of the key word should be 

normal word input. If the device is the 
tape, the mode field should be normal 
byte input. 

The IOC, under key word control, will accept 
the next byte or word from the bootstrapping 
device and place it in memory. If the IOC 
starts a' memory access cycle, DIAGNOSE 
STATUS indicator light 14 (see figure 4-7) 
is extinguished. However, if indicator light 14 
remains illuminated, thelOC hangs up. When the 
memory cycle is .completed, indicator light 15 is 
extinguished. The IOC will continue to input data 



from the bootstrapping device until the block 
length register (including extension) goes to 
ZERO. At this point, the IOC accesses the termi
nation word from memory associated with the 
bootstrapping device. The contents of this loca
tion must be [DOD 0 DOD O]U.,. The suc
cessful comparison of this location to the above 
bit configuration causes indicator light 16 of the 
DIAGNOSE STATUS panel (see figure 4-7) to be 
extinguished. If the comparison fails, the IOe 
hangs up. If the comparison is successful, the IOC 
will activate the CPU to commence operation and 
the PROGRAM LOAD STATUS indicator light 
labeled IOU will be extinguished. The CPU will 
now perform an automatic diagnostic which is 
similar to the diagnose option I instruction com
mand explained in subparagraph a below. If a 
failure is detected during this sequence of checks, 
the CPU hangs up and DIAGNOSE STATUS 
indicator lights 17 and IS, the PROGRAM 
LOAD STATUS CPU indicator light, and the 
CPU indicator lights will remain illuminated. 
Other DIAGNOSE STATUS panel lights will be 
illuminate'. for detailed fault isolation purposes. 
If this forced diagnostic sequence passes, indica
tor light 17 is extinguished and the CPU under
goes a level change to program level 778 , The 
successful completion of this sequence indicates 
that the computer is able to perform basic func
tions and that the bootstrap program is loaded. 
Refer to the subsequent paragraphs for a discus
sion of diagnose option command instructions I 
through 3. 

a. Diagnose Option J. The first instruction 
command to be obeyed in level 778 following the 
bootstrap sequence should be a diagnose option 
1. See figure 4-S for the diagnose option 1 com
mand instruction format. 

The diagnose option 1 instruction command 
has operations similar to those performed in the 
forced diagnose sequence except that it is fetched 
from memory and its decode is out of the com
mand (CC) register. 

USACSCS-TF-4- 3 

( I) If an error occurs during the execlItion 
of this instruction, the following shall occur: 

(a) Indicator light 18 will remain illumi
nated. Refer to figure 4-7. 

(b) Indicator light 17 will remain extin
guished. Refer to figure 4-7. 

(c) PROGRAM LOAD STATUS CPU in
dicator light will remain illuminated. Refer to 
figure 4-7. 

(d) The CPU will halt and other diagnos
tic lights will be illuminated for fault isolation 
purposes. Refer to figure 4-7. 

(2) If no error occurs, indicator lights I R 
and DIAGNOSE STATUS CPU panel indicator 
will remain illuminated and the instructions 
DA W field becomes the address of the next in
struction. 

b. Diagnose Option 2. If no error is detected 
during the execution of diagnose option 1 com
mand instruction, the next instruction should be 
diagnose option 2 command instruction. See fig
ure 4-9 for the diagnose option 2 command in
struction format. Bits 9, 10, and 16 through 31 
control indicator lights (DIAGNOSE STATUS 
panel) 17, IS, and I through 16, respectively (see 
figure 4-7). A ZERO placed in bit 10 of the above 
instruction will extinguish indicator light IS and 
the PROGRAM LOAD STATUS CPU indicator 
light. The execution of the diagnose option 2 
command instruction concludes the hardware di
agnostic. 

NOTE 

Bit 10 = 1 turns on indicator 18 only; bit 
10 = 0 turns off indicators 18 and PRO
GRAM LOAD STATUS CPU. 

c. Diagnose Option 3. The diagnose option 3 
command instruction will begin the software di
agnostic. The software program may illuminate or 
extinguish any of the IS indicator lights located 
on the DIAGNOSE STATUS panel (see figure 

BIT POSITIONS 

0 6 7 8 9 12 13 15 16 31 

1'-' 1 1 0 1 ,I ' , 1 ' 
0 0 ,I ' 0 ,I 0 .0 ] 

OP. COOE M H S D A w 

44-48-021 

Figtln 4-8. Diugnt)sf' Optio" I Commu"d I"struction Forma' 
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BI.T POSITIONS 

o (, 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 15 16 31 
I 

0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 X 
I 

.X : 1 0 0 0 0 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 

J 
OP. CODE M H 5 o A w 

4448.022 

Figure 4-9. Diagnose OptitHI 2 Command Instrue.ion Format 

BIT POSITIONS 

o 6 7 8 9 12 13 15 16 29 30 31 

o .0 

OP. CODE M H 5 _0 A w-

4448-023 

Figure .4-10. Diagnose Op.ion .f C.omma"d I"struction Format 

4-7) by the use of the diagnose option 2 com
mand instruction. DIAGNOSE STATUS indica
tor lights labeled CPU and IOU are controlled by 
the diagnose option 3 command instruction. See 
figure 4- \0 for the diagnose option 3 command 
instruction format. A ONE in bit 30 will illumi
nate the program load indicator light labeled 
CPU (see figure 4-7). A ZERO in bit 30 will 
extinguish the CPU indicator light. It should be 

noted that during the software diagnostic. the 
CPU is still in level 778 , As long as the CPU stays 
in level 778 • the computer system is in a bootstrap 
configuration which results in the following: 

(1) The input/output is inhibited in level 

(2) The program load indicator light labeled 
CPU will remain illuminated until a level change 
occurs. 

Section III. MAINTENANCE AND STATUS PANEL 

4-13. General 

The maintenance and status panel of the com
puter control console contains the controls and 

. indicators required by an operator to initialize 
and monitor system operation. The controls and 
indicators are arranged in functional groups for 
rapid identification of individual switch functions. 
The maintenance portion of the maintenance and 
status panel is shown in figure 4-11. Table 4-6 

4-16 

identifies and specifies the functions of the control 
switches and corresponding indicator lights lo
cated on the maintenance portion of the mainte
nance and status panel. 

The status portion of the maintenance and 
status panel is shown in figure 4-12. Table 4-7 
identifies, describes, and speciHes the functions of 
the control switches and corresponding lights lo
cated on the status portion of .the maintenance 
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Figu", 4-11. Maintenance Portion of the MaintlllUlrlCII arid Status Panel 
44-48-024 

and status control panel. A discussion of the 
functional operation of the maintenance and 
status panel is presented in the subsequent para
graphs. 

a. Setting and Resetting of the Maintenance 
and Status Panel Control Indicators. Many of the 
maintenance and status control indicators to be 
discussed will be programmable. All such indica
tors have a bit in the monitor register associated 
with them. In all cases, when the bit in the moni
tor register is ZERO, the monitor .register. i~dica
tor light is extinguished. However, If t~e bit 1o. the 
monitor register is a ONE, the mom tor register 
light remains illuminated. All bits. of the monit~r 
register are programmable. The bits .of th~ mom
tor register arc set and reset as speCified 10 table 
4-R. 

BIT POSITIONS 

o I 6 7 8 J~ 13 16 31 

ooooo~ 

E PM H S D A W 

PROCESS REGISTER 4:::: (000100000001 8 
I ~O 12·1 ~l) 

b. Program Interrogation of the Maintenance 
and Status Panel. All controls and corresponding 
indicator lights on the maintenance and st~tus 
panel have either a flip-flop circuit in the mom tor 
register associated with them or they hav~ an 
inherent storage capability of their own. In either 
case, all controls and corresponding indicator 

4-17 
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Table 4-6. MaintelUlllce Panel Switch alld Indicator Fllnc/ion" 

Switch/Indicator Function CPU Interface 

DATA IXCHANGI- CHANNEL (3) U~cd to indicate device addrcs~ when I/O error Bit~ 26-31 uf the monitor rc~ister drivl' 
and DEVICE CHANNEL (3) I/O detected, Normally hardware sct by 10(' these indkators 
indil'u(Oh 

I/O CHANNH l'AUlT CON- Indicates cablcs to 10C not conneded Thc light is illullllnateo when l'able not c'on-
TINlliTY indicator nerled, ITR instruction dl'Vicc addre." 02, 

hit I 5 IS JONI- when l'ablc h not l'onm'(\ed 

I/O CHANNI'.ll'AlilT PARITY Set by 10(' on device parity error lIit 011 of the monitor rcgistl'r IS sl't bl' 10(· 
indicator Oil devkT parity l'rror 

I/O CHANNEL "AUlT If a device fails to respond to the 10C within Monitor register bit oq is sct to a ONJ. when 
TIMIOUT indicator 5 microseconds, this indicator light is device timcs oul. Tht bi t is normally set b) 

illuminated the lac 

MEMORY CHANNEL Present the address of the failing memory bank Monitor register bits 22-24 drive these 
indicators (3) indicators 

MEMORY l'AlllT Indicates a memory cable is improperly ITR device address 02. bit 15 will be a ON I': 
CONTI NUlTY indicator terminated whcn the cablc is improperly terminatcd 

MEMORY l'AUlT PARITY This indicator light is illuminated when a Monitor register bits II Of 12 sct to a ONF 
indil'ator memory parity crror occurs \ViII <:allsc this indic~tor lighf to illuminate 

MFMOR Y l'AlJLT TIMEOUT A memory timeout either by the IOC or CPLI Munitor re!!istcr bit 1.1 is Sl't wh,'n 10C 
indicator illuminates this indicator light IIll'mor)' timcoll t occurs 

TIMI'OUT l'AliU lac This indicator illuminates when the lac fails \Iollitor rl'gistcr bit 14 is sct to a ONI on 
indil'ator to honor a real-time l'Im:k rl'quest in lac timcout 

250 microseconds 

TIMEOUT l'AUlT PROGRAM Indicator is illuminated whcn program fails Munitor register bit 15 is sct to a "I" lln 
indil'ator to obey fl~al-time dock 0 keyword in lac timeout 

1024 microseconds or when a mode 0 key-
word is encountered 

ACe ADDRESS thumbwhccls Defines to CPU which device address is ITR instruction device address 02. bits 26-31 
assigned to the ACC arc sct by these thllmb\\heels 

DATA EXCHANGE CHANNEL Determines which major cPu/lac channel Switches read directly by 10C logic 
SEUCT (lOX) indkators (3) will be used by internal lOX devkes 

12012-59 

lights can be interrogated by the computer pro
gram using the ITR instruction (refer to table 
4-8), 

c. Maintenance and Status Panel Initiated In
terrupts_ Certain controls on the maintenance and 
status panel are defined as interrupting the com
puter. In all cases. these controls have a monitor 
register flip-flop circuit associated with them. The 
interrupt is associated with device address 02. The 
key word and termination word associated with 
device address 02 arc located as specified in table 
4-9. 

d. Monitor Register. Table 4-10 identifies and 
specifies the function of each bit of the monitor 
register. Input to register (ITR) instruction. ad
dress 0 I, reads the monitor register, Output from 
register (OFR) instruction. address 02. resets bits 
in the monitor register. 

4-18 

e, Special Input/Output (/10) Addresses. Table 
4-11 is a list of special 110 addresses and specifies 
the computer instruction commands associated 
with each. Table 4-12 specities the functions of 
the special 110 addresses listed in table 4-2. 
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Figrne 4-12. Status Portion of the Mailltelllllf« and Statlls Pallel 

44-48-02~ 
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Tuble 4-7. Stutll.~ Panel SM'itch and Indicawr Function.' (Cont) 

('OI1II11lll1Llicalllr Description Function 

I'OWIK Alternate adi()n toggle switch, green indicator Adivation of this swill'h applies power 10 the com-
puter and illuminates the indICator li~ht 

CI'll STOPPH) Amber indicator I his indicator light illuminates when the CPU is in 
a stopped condition 

COMPl'TI K Momentary action switch Activation of this switch causes a restart condition 

IHSTAKT 10 occur in the CPU similar to a power failure 
restart. (Interrupt.> CPU to program level 01) 

A LA R M RLSET Momentary action switch The sl'lting of monitor registl'r bits 0 I and 02 
sounds an alarm. Depression of the ALARM 
RESET switch turns Ihe alarm off 

I· <\lILT Red indicator Associated with bit 02 of the monitor register. 

('OMPUTIR Bit 02 hard ware set by: 

I. Memory time out 
2. 10C time out 
3. Memory parity error 

I AliLT POWI-R Red indicator This indicator illuminates when a fault is detected 
in the computer power supply. 

I <\lILT SYSTEM Red indicator Associated with bit 0 I of the monitor register. i 

Bit 01 hardware is set by: 

I. Memory time out 
2. I/O time out (set by 10(') 
3. 10C time out 
4. Program time out 
5. Memory parity error 
6. I/O parity error 

PKO(iRA~1 LOAD Momentary action switch with while switch Bit 04 of the monitor register is associated with 

CIIANNIL 10 cap tile switch cap light. 
This bi t is set when the switch is depressed and 
must be reset by the program. Depression of this 
switch causes thc CPU to enter the bootstrap mode 
and activate the ram on device address 10 

PKO(iRAM LOAD Momentary action switch with white switch Bit 03 of the monitor register is associated with the 

CIIANNH II cap switch cap light. This bit is set (turning on light) 
when this switch is depressed. Program must turn 
light off. Depression of this switch causes thc CPU 
to enter thc bootstrap mode and activate the tape 
drive on device address II 

(OMPlITI R Momentary action switch with white switch Depression of this switch causes bit 00 of the 
INTIKRllPT cap Illonitor register to be set and interrupts thc CPU 

on dcvke channcl 02. The switch cap light follows 
bit 00 of the Illonitor register and is reset by the 
program 

12012-60 
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Table 4·7. 1'1'"'/1,, Pallel .~';'clr allll Indicator F""ctiOifs (COIf') 

... 

(,ontrollndicatur l)e!lCril't inn FUllctiun 

--
n:ST START Momentary al'tKIII switch with while ~witc" ()epres~illn Ill' this butltlll seh bit 1)5 of tht, 

l'ap monitor register and interrupts the ('I'll on Itt'Vlt'l' 
address 02, This switch cap light follow, mom tor 
register bit 05 and is reset by the program 

TEST Two thumbwheel switches, Mo~t significant ITR instruction device address 02. bil~ 16-21 arc 
thumbwheels t2) switch goes from 0-7, Least significant switch associated wilh these switches alluwing si, bit~ 

goes from 0-7. of information to be read b)' the prognm 

LAMP TEST Momentary action switch Activation of this switch willl'ausc power to be 
applied to all indicator lights of the maintenann~ 
and status panel 

12012-61 

Table 4-8. MOIIi,or Bi, Se' ami Rese, 

~'Computer Instruction Device Address (0 I ) Device Address (02) 

orR Sets bits in the monitor rellister Resets bils in the lIlonitor rCl!ister 

A ONE in bit position N of (II) A ONE in bitl'osition N of (II) 
sets a one in the correspondinl! resets to ZERO to l'llrrespondinl! 
bit position of the monitor bit of t.he monitor rel!ister 
register 

ITR Rcad~ monitor register into speci- Reads maintenanl:e amI stall., 
fied process rellister panel controls intn specified 

process rellister 

• Refer to example of OrR instruction, 

12012-6.1 

Table 4·9. Device Address ICe}' Word '11111 Term;""';011 Word 

Base Memory Location 

Device Address Key Word Termination Word 

02 01708 01728 

12012-64 
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Bit 

00" 

01 

U3 

U4 

05 

06 

07 

08 

09 

10 

II 

12 

13 

14 

IS 

16-20 

21-24 

25-31 

*Maintenance and status paneL -

*('1l1n"uter interrupt 

*Syst~~111 faliit indkiltllr 

*Computer lIlalrlln~'lIon indicator 

*Pro!!ram load (channel II) 

*Pro!!lam load (channel 10) 

*Start test indicator 

Nol used 

Not used 

Device input parity error 
(set by 10(') 

Function 

Devke response time out - 5 microseconds 
(device hun!! uP. set by loe) 

1/0 memory protect violation 
(set by toe) 

1/0 memory parity error on control word 
(set by JOC) 

1/0 memory parity error on data word 
(set by IOC) 

Memory time out - 60 microseconds 
(set by IOC) 

loe time out - 250 microseconds 
(IOC faUed to honor real-time clpck request) 

Pro!!ram time out 
(set by IOC) -- Set when the key word block length field for real-time dock 
(device address (3) is not reinitiaiized within 1024 microseconds after it has 
decremented to ZERO. 

To be defined by the program 

Memory bank address when I/O parity error or privilege violatioiloccurs, or time 
out (bit 21 is ZERO. bit 22 is MSB of memory address) 

Devic.:e address when any device error occurs (bit 25 is ZERO, bit 20 is MSB of 
device address) 

•• Depression of these buttons causes an interrupt. 

4-22 
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Table 4-1.1. Special /10 Add,..sfes and ,usocu,'ed Commands 

Device Key word and Termination word 
Address Name Input to Register Output from Register address 

00 I/O mcmory None Set I/O access control None 
access control bits 

01 Monitor register Reads monitor Sets bi ts in monitor None 
register register 

02 Monitor register Read maint. panel Reset monitor register Key word (0078) .. nO't used 
and maintenancc controls bits Termination word (007 A) interrupt from 
controls monitor register 

03 Real-time clock None None Key word (007C) 
(00) Termination word (007E) 

04 Real-time clock None None Key word (OOB8) 
(01 ) Termination (272) (OOBA) 

05 Real-time clock None None Key word (OOBe) 
(02) Termination word (OOB"':) 

12012·66 

Table 4·12. Special 1I0 Device Add,..ss functions 

Device 
Address Function 

00 The OFR instruction with device address 00 is used to set the memory access con trol bits 
for input/output. The OrR instRlction is further defined in table 4-5. 

01 Device 02 has two commands associated with it. An ITR instruction with address 01 reads 
the monitor register. An OI'R instruction with address 01 sets flip-flops in the monitor 
register 

02 Using an OFR instruction with address 02 allows the monitor register to be reset. Using 
an ITR instruction with address 02 allows the maintenance panel to be read (refer to 
table 4·13). The status panel interrupt occur on device address 02. The key word should 
be all leros for channel 02. 

03 Device address applies to real· time dock zero. A dcvk~ wmmand with address 03 will 
allow the program to turn on or off real· time clock zero. as well as real·time clocks one 
and two. The format for the DEV instrlH:tion command for control of the real·time clocks 
is shown in fi/turc 4·6. All three reaJ.time clocks arC controlled by sending the command to 
dcvil'c address 03. Thc key word for this channel and device addresses 04 and 05 should use 
thc alarm 1Il0de (mode 2) 

04 and 05 \)evil'c addresses 04 and 05 arc associated with real-time docks one and two respectively. 
The format for tlw DFV instruction command for control of the real· time clocks is shown 
in figure 4·6. 

12012·67 
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Table 4·' J. ITR ;n.ftruction. Del·ice Addre.u 02 

Bit Position Indicator Remarks 

0-14 Nol uscd 

IS l>iSl' , InlilHllly AIIl'abll's tl'rminatcll, hit " (\ 
e---' 

16-21 M;HntCI1,IIIH' Ihlllllbwhl'cI Hils 16-18 aSS(ll'ial,'d \Vllh lIIosl si!!l1i1kal1lthumbwhecl. blls 19-11 ,,,,,,,,i,lIe'd 
with least si!!nitk;lI1t thumbwhecl (64 sc'lcl'lions) 

22-24 All hits arc ZERO Defines memory h,1II1; 10 be base mcmory 

25-31 AC(, address thumbwhecl Dctines tn whkh devil-c address the ACe is ,0nne,led (bil 25 is ZERO. bil' !6-2!1 
assnciated with mnst significant Ihumbwhccl and bits 29-21 a~sonatl'J \\ilh 
least sigmfkant thul11bwheel) 

I ~OI2-6R 
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CHAPTER 5 

DATA AND INSTRUCTIONS 

Section I. DATA WORD FORMAT 

5-1. Introduction 

This chapter provides information pertaining to 
the computer data word and instruction word 
format. Formats representing data and instruction 
words are presented and explained. 

5-2. Data 

The programmer may select data words of a 
single bit, a 'byte' of eight bits, a half-word of 16 
bits, a word of 32 bits and, on some instructions, 
a double word of 64 bits (see figure 5-1). Within 
limits, the data word size is a function of the 
programmer's option on the instruction to be 
executed. On arithmetic and logical instructions, 
either half word or word operations are allowed. 
Special instructions are provided for test and 
modification of single bits within a half word. 
Special byte handling instructions are also pro
vided. Double-word products are generated on 
multiply instructions; double-word dividends are 
used in divide instructions; and double-word reg
ister pairs are allowed in shift instructions. Mem
ory addresses are considered as half-word ad
dresss because the operand address field of the 
instruction word contains a single bit (in bit posi
tion 31) called the W field. This bit will select 
either the leftmost 16 bits of a selected word if it 
is ZERO (W = 0), or it will select the right-most 
16 bits of a selected word it is ONE (W = I). 
Therefore, all word addresses . are even numbers. 
On word operations, the W bit of the instruction 
is ignored, and the address is treated as an even 
number. Bytes of eight bits are selected on half
word instructions as either the upper byte or 
lower byte by the operation code of the instruc
tion. Single bit positions of a half-word are se
lected by use of the H field of the instruction 
word. Double words must be located in memory 
with a half-word address that is evenly divisible 
by four. Whenever double words are addressed. 
the least significant two bits of the address are 
assumed to be ZEROS. The storage of partial 
words and double words within memory is shown 

in the illustration defining integral boundaries for 
data formats (figure 5-1). A data word may con
tain a numerical or logical quantity. Numerical 
quantities are treated as signed integers. Logical 
quantities include unsigned num bers (e .g.. ad
dresses) or collections of individual bits and fields. 

a. Numerical Word Formats. The computer is 
capable of operating on half-words, full words 
and double words as shown in figures 5-2, 5-3. 
and 5-4, respectively. Numerical words have the 
following characteristics: 

( I) Half words contain 16 bits, full words 
contain 32 bits, and double words contain 64 bits. 

(2) NUlllbers are processed as binary inte
gers with negative numbers in two's complement 
form. \ . 

(3) Bit positions are assigned sequentially, 
left to right, with the most significant bit O(MSB) 
in the left-most position. 

(4) The· sign bit (S) is ZERO for positive 
numbers and ONE for negative numbers and is 
located at the most significant bit position of the 
data. 

b. Two's complement Arithmetic NOTation. 
Arithmetic operations within the computer 
process numbers as binary integers in two's com
plement form. Two's complement form differs 
from one's complement only in negative number 
representations. In a 16 bit half word, positive 
values have a range of +0 to + 32,76710 , This 
includes a sign bit (always ZERO for positive 
values) and fifteen magnitude bits to represent 
the value. The range is the same for both one's 
and two's complement form. 

(I) In one's complement form (for reference 
only), negative values for the same 16 bit half 
word have a range of -0 to ~32.76710' This in
cludes a sign bit (always ONE for negative num
bers) and fifteen magnitude bits to. express the 
value. To find the one's complement of a value all 
that is tequired is the changing of ONE bits to 

5-1 
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BINARY AOORESS~ 

(XX- - -XODJ (XX- - -XOl) (XX- - _XI0) 

o 1 B 15 16 2324 3;1 0 .1 B 

r BIT POSITIONS 

(XX- - - XII) 

23 24 31 

I i I ! I i I ! I 

"I'--~-------- DOUBLE WORD -----------t./ 

WORD + WORD ./ 

LEVEN + ODD + EVEN + ODD J r HALFWORD HALFWDAD . HALF WORD HALFWORiO I 

L~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~J I UPPER . L<JNER UPPER LI7NER UPPER LI7NER UPPER LOWER 'j 

Fipre 5·1. IlltegNI BoundIlries lor IJGta Fortllllts 

I 

44-48-026 

~. . BIT POSITIONS .I 
EVEN HALF-WORO 

16 15 . BIT POSITIONS~ 
o 31 ___ ' . 

11"1" STI! ---~-------;:'I . . BIT POSITIONS 
U ODD HALF-WORO 

------------~ 

44-48-027 

Figure 5·1. Numerical Half Word Format· 16 Bits 

ZERO bits and ZERO bits to ONE bits in the 
binary notation. 

EXAMPLE: 

5-2 

+20010= 
00000000 1100 10002 

To obtain the o.ne's 
complement . of the 
above value merely 
change the ZERO 
bits in the binary no
tation to ONE bits 

31 

I 

44-48-028 

Fipre 5·1. Numerical Word Form", • 11 Bits 

and the ONE bits to 
ZERO bits. Thus: 

-20010= 
1111111100110 1112 

(2) In two's complement form, negative val
ues for a 16 bit half word have a range of -I to 
-32,76810 • This includes a sign bit and fifteen 
magnitude bits to express the value. Notice there 
is no negative ZERO. A word of all ONE bits 
represents minus one. Since there is no negative 
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Figure 5-4. N"",eric.' Ikntble Word Form •• - 64 Bi.s 

ZERO, the largest possible negative number 
(-32,76810 ) equals _21~, one greater than the com
plement of the largest possible positive number 
(+32,76710 ), +215_1. To obtain the two's comple
ment of a binary number, invert each bit within 
the number (as in one's complement) and add 
one to the low order (least significant) bit 
position. 

EXAMPLE: +20010 = 00000000110010002 

One's Complement -200 10 = 1111111100110111 2 

+ 

Two's Complement -200 10 11111111001110002 

In a 32 bit word _ the largest possible nega
tive number is _231 (-2, I 47,483.64810). The largest 
possible positive nurnber is +231 _1 (+2,147,483,-
64710). 

c. Logical Word Formats. The computer is 
capable of performing ·Iogical operations on data 
in the form of full words, half words, and eight
bit quantities (bytes). Figures 5-5 and 5-6 repre
sent the logical word formats and figures 5-7 and 
5-8 represent the byte positions in each half word. 

USACSCS-TF-4-3 

BIT POSITIONS,EVEN HALFOWoRO_____.. 
BIT POSITIONS,OOO HALFOWORO_____.. ------.... 

o ~15 

_11---16 ~ __ J 

o 

44-48~30 

Figure 5-5. Logie.' Half Word F_. - " Bi,s 

BIT POSITIONS -------... 

31 

Figure 5-6. Logica' Word Forma' - J2 Bits 

BIT POSITIONS, EVEN HALF-WORD ____ 

BIT POSITIONS, ODD HALF-WORO~-

o 7 
-16 23 

1 I 

Fipre5-? Upper B)'Ie Posi,iOll - 8 Bi,s 

BIT POSITIONS, EVE.N HALF-WORD~ 

81T POSITIONS; 000 HALF-WORO~ ~ 

8 ~ 15 
24 - 31 

1 I 

Figure 5-8. Lowe, By.e Position - II Bits 
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44-48-032 

44-48-033 
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Section IL INSTRUCTION WORD FORMAT 

5·3. Introduction 

The computer uses a 32-bit instruction word 
with the format shown in figure 5·9. The normal 
use and definition of each insiruction word field is 
provided in the subsequent paragraphs. Special 
uses made of an instruction fi~ldare as specified 
in the descriptions of the instructions. 

a. E,OperandSize, Bit Position O. This one-bit 
field generally specifies a 16-bit half word opera· 
tionor a 32-bit word operation; E == 0 - full 
word operation, E = I - half word operation. 

b. F, Operation, Bit Po.vitions / to 6. This six
bit field specifies the basic operation to be per
formed by the instruction. The E a;rld F fields 
together represent the Fuqction Code. 

c. M, Addressing Mode, Bit Positions 7 and 8. 
This two-bit field provides four basic addressing 
modes, literal, direct, relative; and indirect; which 
are expanded to nine modes according to the 
S-field value. . 

d. H, A ccumulator, Bit Pos#ions 9 to /2. This 
four-bit field selects one of 16 process registers to 
be used as an accumulator. . 

e. S, Index, Bit Positions / 3to /5. This three
bit field selects one of seven, 16-b,it process regis
ters to be used for operand address indexing. 
These process registers are also addressable as 
accumulators with the "-field. S = 0 defines the 
nonindexed addressing modes. 

f CA, Operand Address, Bit Positions /6 to 31.' I 

The operand address field, CA, ,is' a 16-bit field 

that is either an operand itself in the literal ad
dress modes, a special address (refer to paragraph 
5·3f( I) below) or a memory address, in which 
case, it is divided into three subfields, D. A. and 
W (refer to paragraphs 5-3f(2) through 5-3f(4) 
below). 

(I) Special addresses. For final operand or 
transfer addresses in the range of 0000 to 003FI~' 
the operand is located, in selected registers as 
indicated in table 5-1 and described in Section 3. 
Privilege status is required to modify registers 
selected by the special addresses as indicated in 
table 5-1. 

(2) D, Page designator, bit positions /6 to /9. 
This four-bit field selects one of 16 page control 
and address registers. 

(3) A, Word address, bit positions 20 to 30. 
These II bits select one of 2048 words within a 
page selected by the page address. 

(4) W, Half word address, bit position 3/ .. 
This bit is used in half word operations to select 
the most significant 16 bits or the 16 least signifi
cant bits of a 32-bit' word as an operand. Even 
address, W == 0, selects bits 0 to 15 of the mem
ory word or special address register. Odd address. 
W= I, selects bits 16 to 31 of the memory 
word or special address register. In full word 
operations this bit is assumed to be ZERO and its 
setting is ignored. 

5·4. Address Modes 

The M field and S field in the instruction are 
used to select address mode. These modes are 
defined as follows: 

BIT POSITIONS 

5-4 

12 U 15 16 19 20 30 31 

H I S I 0 I A H 
o 1 b 7 8 9 S-F -'--I.~I --=r=--~~-~ 

E, F. M: OPERATION FIELDS 
E: OPERAND SIZE DESIGNATOR 
F, OPERAND CODE 

E. F: FUNCTION CODE 
M: ADDRESSING MODE SELECTOR 
H· ACCUMULATOR DESIGNATOR 
s: INDEX DESIGNATOR 

CA· OPERAND ADDRESS FIELD 
D: peA REGISTER DESIGNATOR 
A, WOIlD ADDRESS DESIGNATOR 
W: HALF WORD ADORESS DESIGNATOR 

I· CA .~ 

44-48-034 

Fill-'" J-9. I,..,trllCtion Word Format 



a. M = O. S = 0 - Literal. The operand 
address field of the instruction is used as a 16-bit 
operand. No memory cycle is required to obtain 
an operand. It is possible to use this half word as 
an operand, a transfer address, a format instruc
tion command. a shift instruction command, or 
an input/output command. Using this mode with 
full-word accumulators, the half word is assumed 
to be right-justified with the sign bit extended 16 
bits to the left or ZERO extended depending 
upon the instruction. 

b. M = 0, S = / to 7 . Literal with Indexing. 
The operand address field of the instructions is 
used as a 16-bit operand as specified in para
graph 5-3a, except that the contents of the 
process selected by the S fie1.d are added algebrai
cally to this 16-bit quantity initially. Overflow is 
detected on this addition for algebraic instruc
tions. 

c. M = 1, S = 0, Direct. The CA field of the 
instruction word directly specifies an operand ad
dress. On transfer instructions or full 32-bit oper
and addresses, W is assumed to be ZERO. 

d. M = /, S = / to 7 - Direct with Indexing. 
The operand address field of the instruction is 
added as an unsigned 16-bitquantity to the con
tents of the process register (index) that is selected 
by the S field. Overflow on this addition is dis
carded. The sum is used . as the new operand 
address as in the direct mode. 

e. M = 2, S = ° -Relative. The relative 
address mode causes the contents of the instruc-

USACSCS· TF·4-3 

tion location register to be added unsigned to the 
operand address of the instruction. Overflow on 
this addition is discarded and an operand address 
that is relatively located with respect to the next 
instruction in normal sequence results. 

f M = 2, S = I - Relative with Indexing. The 
operand address field of the instruction is added 
to the contents of process register (index) one and 
this 16-bit sum is added to the contents of the \6-
bit instruction location register. This final sum is 
used as the operand address. Overflow on these 
unsigned additions is discarded. 

g. M = 2, S = 2 to 7 - Direct with Double 
Indexing. The operand address field of the in
struction is added to the contents of process regis
ter (index) one. This 16-bit sum is added to the 
contents of the process register (index) that is 
selected by the S field of the instruction and this 
final sum is used as the operand address. Over
flow on these unsigned additions is discarded. 

h. M = 3, S = 0 - Indirect. The CA field 
specifies a half word location. The contents of this 
half word location specifies the address of the 
operand. 

i. M == 3, S = / to 7 - Interest, Indexed. The 
CA field )pecifies a half word location. The con
tents of this half word location is added to the 
contents ,)f the process register (index) specified 
by the S field. The sum specifies the address of 
the operand. Overflow on this unsigned addition 
is discarded. The possible operand and transfer 
addresses that can be generated with the nine 
modes are summarized in table 5-2. 

Table 5-1. Special Operalld Addnsses 

Spccial Address (Hex) Register Selectcd Privilege Status 

0000 - 00 II' Al:tive process registers Not required 

0020· 0021' Active page control and address reJ,:isters Required 

0030 0031 Privilege and level link register Required 

0032 0033 Queue .register Not requircd 

0034 0035 Query rc!!isler Required 

O(J36 Executive link register Required 

0037 Unused Required 

O(}3R - 0031' Program activity registers Required 

5-5 
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5-5. Instruction Execution Times 

The nominal execution times for the instruction 
set described in Chapter 6 applies for the direct 
addressing mode and when there is no conflict for 
usc of a memory bank due to an 1/0 data trans
fer. Execution times will vary with specific condi
tions as follows: 

a. Instruction execution time will be increased 
by not more than the following specified times: 

(I) 0.8 microsecond when using the indexed 
address mode. 

(2) 0.8 microsecond when using the relative 
address mode. 

(3) 2.2 microseconds when using the indirect 
address mode. 

(4) The time required to complete the 110 
data transfer which requires the use of the same 
memory bank as the instruction. 

h. Instruction execution times will be de
creased by more than 0.9 microsecond when using 
the literal addressing modes and operands which 
address process registers. 

5-6. Instruction Functions 

Table 5-3 is a list of the major functions for the 
instructions arranged by classes. The definition of 
the columns and the symbols used in the columns 
arc as follows: 

a. Modes: Refers to the addressing modes. 

xfer = Transfer Instruction Address ap-
plicable 

5-6 

Operand = Operand applicable 

a excluded = Mode 0 is excluded 

Other = Other addressing mode 

X = Applicable 

# = See instruction description 

h. Special Addresses: Refers to addresses in the 
range 0000 to 003F'6 

ters 

N / A = Not Applicable 

PR only = Process Registers only 

PR = Process Registers 

PCA = Page Control and Address regis-

PLL = Privilege and Level Link register 

Queue == Queue register 

Query = Query register 

EXL = Executive Link register 

PAR = Program Activity registers 

X = Applicable 

P = Privilege required 

S = Semiprivilege or privilege required 

# = See instruction description 

:ff = See instruction description, privilege 
required 

c. Indicators: 

CF = Carry Flag 

OF = Overflow/greater flag 

EF = Equal/excess flag 

LF = Less flag 

Others = See instruction description 

X = Affected 

- = Not affected 

R = Reset 

L = May be set hy Mode 0 

i = May be set by Mode 0 indexed 

# = See instruction description 

d. Trap: 

X = Trap on overflow occurs when OT . 
indicator is ZERO 

R = Trap never occurs 

# = See instruction description 
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Tilble 5-2. Dalll Operand lind TralUfer '"s,",clion Addresses 

Mode Action 

Indircd TI';III~fl'l 
Operand InslrurtiPl1 

M-Field S-Field Name Operand Address Address Operand Address 

0 0 Literal l'A = Z ('1\=/' 

0 1-7 Literal CA+(S,=Z CA+tSI=Z* 
indexed 

I 0 Direct CA= V IY. = Z (VI = Z' 

I 1-7 Din)t:\ CA+(S)=Y (YI = Z (YI = Z* 
indexed 

2 0 Rclativc CA + ILR = V (Y) = Z Y = Z* 

2 I Relative CA + ILR + (S=I) = V (VI = Z Y = Z* 
indexed 

2 2·7 Direct C A + (S= I ) + (S) = V IY. = Z V = Z* 
double 
indexed 

3 0 Indirect CA = X (X) = V (VI = Z (V) = Z* 

3 1-7 Indirect CA = X (X) + (S) = V (V) = Z (YI = Z* 
indexed 

NOTES: 

CA: Instruction address field V: Direct operand address 

ILR: Instruction location register Z: Operand 

M: Mode deSignator Z·: Transfer addres.~ 

S: Index designator ( ): Contents of 

X: Indirect operand address 

12012-70 
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Mnemonk Name 

DATA HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS 

E x F Exchange Full 

E X H Exchange Half 

L A F Load Absolute Full 

L A H Load Absolute Full 

L C F Load Two's Complement Full 

L C H Load Two's Complement Half 

L D F Load Full 

L I) H Load Half 

L I) L Load from Lower Byte 

L D U Load from Upper Byte 

L M If Load Mo .. t Half 

M I L Move Into Lower Byte 

M I U Move Into Upper Byte 

M Z F Move All Zeroe~ Full 

M Z If Move All Zeroes Half 

S I) F Store I'ull 

S I) If Ston~ Half 

S I) L Store Into Lower Byte 

S I) U Storl' Into Upper Byte 

S M II Store Most Half 

... 
X 

Table 5·3. instrllction Functions 

Modes Spedal Addresses 

"Q 
cu 

"0 "0 >. 
c == C 
'" <:i ... a cu ... >( cu < < ...J == cu .c cu 
Co U.I 

0 Z ex: ex: ~ ....I 6 a 0 Q.. Q.. Q.. 

X X # p X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X # X X 

X X # X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

# X ~ P X 11" 

~ X # p X ..,. 

X X # p X 

X X :; P X 

X X # P X 

X X If P X 

X X 

X X 

X X ::: P X 

Indkators 

>. 
U ... ....I ex: c.. cu .c lOS 

6 x < 1.1. ~ 1.1. 1.1. 0 .... 
U.I Q.. U U.I ...J +-

# p P R R X R - R 

R R X R - R 

i X X R- - X 

i X X R" - X 

i X X R - X 

i X X R - X 

X X X i i i R - i 

X X X i i i R - i 

i i i R - j 

i i i R - i 

i i i R - i 

# p p - - - -- - R 

# p p - - - - - R 

# p p -- - - - - R 

# p p -- - - - R 

# p P R R X R - R 

# p P R R X R - R 

-" - - R 

- - R 

# I' P R 

J2(j12·71 



Table 5-J. Instruction Fllnctions (Conf) 

\lud.:s Sp.:.:ial Addresses Indic:ators 

~ 
"";j "";j 2:-~ 

~ OJ .... <5 1) >. ... 
~ '" .o<t .o<t ..J :l ... ..J 0:: !II c.. ... ~ ..c '" '" ..c: "" X 0 

;.u 

0 Z 0:: 0:: a:: ..J <5 :l X .o<t I.i.. I.i.. I.i.." I.i.. - ~ Mnemonic: Name 0 0.. 0.. 0.. 0 UJ 0.. U 0 UJ ..J 0 

ARITHMETIC INSTRUCTIONS 

A l) I Add I'ull X X X X X R - X 

A l) H Add Half X X X X X R - X 

A L I- Add logicai I' ull X X 
/ 

X X X R R -

A L. II Add logical Half X X X X X R - R 

l) I I· Divide Full X X i X X R - X 

l) I H Div ide lIal r X X i X X R - X 

M P I MultipIY"ull X X X X X R - X 

M P H Multiply Half X X X X X R - X 

R A I· Replace Add Full X X X X X R - X 

R A H Replace Add Half X X X X X R - X 

R () I' Replace Square Root I'ull X X R X X R - X 

R S I· Replacl' Subtract Full X X X X X R - X 

R S H Replace Subtract Half X X X X X R - X 

S B I· Subtract Full X X X X X R - X 

S B Ii Subtract Half X X X X X R - X 

S l I· Subtract Logical Full X X X X X R - R 

S l H Subtract logical Half X X X X X R - R 

TRANSFER INSTRUCTIONS 

X l) 0 Test. Conditionally Decrement X X - - R 
by One and Transfer 

12\.112-72 



Table 5-1. InslrucliOtl FunctitHIS (eOtlt) 

Modes SpedaJ Addresses Indkators 

"0 
~ 

"0 "0 >. 
c ::l C 
'" ~ ... 0 

~ >. ... ... >< ... .( .( ....I 
::l ... ....I c=: u ~ ... ~ ..c u ~ ..c '" Mnemonk >< 

Q. \.IJ 
0 Z c=: c=: ~ ....I <5 ::l )( .( LI- LI- LI- LI- - ... 

Name 0 0 Q.. Q.. Q.. 0 \.IJ Q.. U 0 \.IJ ....I 0 I-

TRANSFER INSTRUCTIONS (Continued) 

X D T Test, Conditionally Decrement X X ~ - ~ - - R 
by Two and T .... nsfer 

X EF Transfer if Process Register X X - - - - - R 
is Zero 

X F X Execute X X - - - - - R 

X I- R Transfer Unconditionally X X - - - - - R 

X J N Tran~fer On Indicators X X - - - - - R 

X I 0 To:xt. Conditionally Increment X X - - - - - R 
by One and Transfer 

X I T Test. Conditionally Incro:ment X X - - - - - R 
by Two and Tran~fer 

X L K Transfer and Store Link X X - - - - - R 

X N .. Transfer if Prol."Css Register X X - - - - - R 
is Negative 

X p .. Transfer if Process Register X X - -- - - - R 
is Positive 

X S W Transfer on Test Switches X X - - - . - R 

X U I- Transfer if Process Register X X .- - - - - R 
is not Zero 

SHIFT INSTRUCTIONS 

s II I Shift Full (or Double) X X i i i R - R 

S /I II Shift Half X X i i i R - R 

. 
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Table 5- t /rutl'flt:1iOff FIIMtiOff.' (C""t) 

\loJcs Spcdal Addresses Indkalors 

":I 
~ 

-= ":I ~ ::s 
8 ~ "=:J ... III >.. t -::s .. ..J cz: ~ 

x Col < -< ..J 4.1 III &. . .e ~ ;.t.l .::: ex:: = ~ ..J 6 ::s )( -< "'" u.. u. "'" 5 Mnernonk Name 0 0 cS Z a.. a.. CI. 0 Ii.! a.. t..I. 0 141 ....I .... 
COMPARE INSTRUCTIONS 

(' (; I Compare GatL-d Full X X i X X X R 
(" G II ('ompare Gatcd Half X X i X X X R 
(' L r Compare LogiL"a1l'ull X X i X X X .. R 

C l II Compare Logical Half X X i X X X - R 

C L L Compare Logical Lower Byte X X i X X X - R 

C l U Compare Logical Upp:r Byte X X i X X X - R 

C M r Compare Alge braic ... ull X X i X X X - R 
(: MH ('{)mpare Algebraic Half X X i X X X - R 

C S ... Compare Selective Full X X i X X X - R 

C S H Compare Selective Half X X i X X X - .R 

M T H Modify and Test Half X X X X X X - X 

LOGICAL INSTRUCTIONS 

A N I· Logical AND Full X X i i i R - R 
A N H Logical AND Half X X i i. i R - R 

F 0 I' Exclusive OR Full X X i i i R - R 

I·: 0 H Exclusive OR Half X X i i i R - R 

I 0 F Inclusive OR Full X X i i i R - R 

I 0 H Inclusive OR Half X X i i i R - R 

R \', I Replace I::xclusive OR Full X X - - - '. - R 

R I·. II Replace Exclusive OR Half X X - - - ,- R 



Table 5-1, Instruction Functions (Cont) 

Mudes Spedal Addresses Indicators 

"0 
(I) 

"0 "0 ;?:o ::3 C 
U c (I) >. ... ~ ... 0 >< (I) « « ....l ::3 ... ....l ell:: (I) c.. (I) (I) (I) ..c ~ ~ c.. "'-l ..c 

Z ell:: ell:: a:: ....l 6 ::3 X < u. u. u. u. <5 Mnemonk Name 0 0 <5 Q., Q.. Q., 0 UJ· Q., U 0 "'-l ....l !-

LOGIC INSTRUCTIONS (Continued) 

R I ... Replace Inclusive OR Fun X. x - - - -. - R 

R I H Replacc IncluSive OR Half X X - - - - - R 

R N F Replace Logical AND Full X X - - - - - R 

R N H Replace Logical AND Half X X - - - - - R 

S S F Selective Substitute Full X X - - - - - R 

BIT INSTRUCTIONS 

R B T Reset Bit in Half Word X X # P X ::t P P - - - - - R 

S B T Set Bit in Half Word X X # P X - P P - - - - - R .". 

T S I Test and ('onditionally X X - -- - - - R 
Insert/Skip 

T S 0 Test Bit in Half Word for X X # X X X X X - - - - - R 
One, Skip on Mat!:h 

T S Z Test Bit in Half Word for X X X X X X X - - - - - R 
Zero, skip on Match 

FORMAT INSTRUCTIONS 
F E ... I'ormal Extract Full X X I i i R - R 

F E H Fofmat Extra!:t Half X X i i i R - R 

F i ... I:ormat Insert Full X X i i i R - R 

I' I H Format Insert Half X X i i i R - R 

PR(x;RAM LEVEL TRANSFER 
INSTRUCTIONS 

T (' P Call Program Ll'vci and Link X X R 
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Table 5-3. Instruction Fllnctions (Cont) 

Modes Spl'cial Addresses -- IlldlL'al()['> 

"0 

'" "0 "0 >. 
~ :::I 

§ -::; ... t: OJ >. ... 
>( '" <: 0 <: ,..J ::l .... ,..J ~ .:.> Co. .... OJ ~ C,) OJ 

~ "" X 0- UJ 

0 Z 0::: 0::: ~ ,..J 6 ::l :><: <: u. u. u. u. 0 ~ Mnemonil: Name 0 0 Q.. Q.. Q.. 0 l.IJ Q.. U 0 l.IJ ,..J 

PROGRAM LEVEL TRANSFER 
INSTRUCTIONS (Continued) 

T I E Tie Program level and Link X S R 

T Q R Test and Conditionally X X X R 
Reset/Skip 

T X P Call Executive Program level X X -- R 
and link 

INPUT {OUTPUT INSTRUCTIONS 

D f V Device Command X p :It R 

D E X Device Command and Exit X P - :: R 

I T R Input to Register X p # R 

0 I: R Output from Register X p :t R 

MISCELLANEOUS INSTRUCTIONS 

D I G Diagnose # X R 

H L T Conditional Halt X X - R 

L l 0 level lock Set X X - R 

L l R Level Lock Reset X X - R 

L 0 D local Call Destination X X R 

M B A Memory Bank Assignment or X X # R 
Test 

N 0 I No Operation X X R 

T R I Trap Instructions X X :: :: 
!Unused Codes) 
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CHAPTER 6 

INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTIONS 

Section I. INTRODUCTION 

6- 1. General 

This chapter presents detailed information 
about the operation of the instructions of the 
computer. Detailed information. along with cod
ing examples. is provided for each of the instruc
tions. Additional information concerning the op
eration of the input/output instructions can be 
found in Chapter 4. The instructions are listed by 
classes as follows: 

a. Data Handling Instructions 

( I) Load Register Instructions 

(2) Store Register Instructions 

(3) Move Instructions 

(4) Exchange Instructions 

h. Arithmetic Instructions 

c. Transfer In.~tructions 

( I) Control Transfer Instructions 

(2) Index Test Instructions 

(3) Process Register Test Instructions 

d. Shift Instructions 

e. Compare Instructions 

.f Logic Instructions 

g. Bit Instructions 

h. Format Instructions 

i. Program Level Transfer Instructions 

j. Input/Output Instructions 

k. Miscellaneous Instructions 

6·2. Instruction Notation 

Certain symbols and notations are used fre
quently in the subsequent definitions of the in
structions. Table 6-1 specifies the symbols used 
and their corresponding definitions. Table 6-2 
contains definitions of notes frequently used in 
the instruction descriptions. 

6·3. General Information 

In the following instruction descriptions it is 
assumed that all addressing modes are permitted 
with the given instruction unless otherwise stated. 
The instruction times shown for the computer 
assume direct mode (mode I) with no operand in 
the base page of memory. In all computer instruc
tions a process register may be used in the oper
and of the instruction. Therefore it is possible to 
load or add one register to another. This is ac· 
complished by using the address 0-15 as the 
contents of the operand field. This will access the 
process registers for the active program level. 
Therefore the only method that can be used to 
access absolute locations o~ 15 in memory is to 
specify these locations through the page control 
and address registers on level zero or by using the 
execute (XEX) instruction. 

6·1 
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6-2 

II 

y 

l* 

( ) 

( )m-n 

( )S 

( ) 

II 
v .., 
/I. 

lubl, 6- I, "u,ruc";tm S,I'mlllll,~ 

Ikliuilillll 

'nl~ four-hit field Ill' an illstrl1l,tion wllnl wlndl j:cnerally rl'fl'n'm'l'~ a 1}flllT" 
register 

The refcrcRI:e to an even numbcr process re!!istcr by the in~truction's II lield 

The referem:e to an odd numbered prol:css register by thc instrul'tion's B rit-Id 

The reference to prol'CSS register 14 by the instruction's H lield 

Thc reference to process register 15 by the instruction's H ficld 

The designation for thc instruction location register 

NOn: 

('ontains the address of the next instrut:tions in scquenl'c e:l.l'cpt 
when modified by the current instrul'tions, 

Thc !!Cneral representation for the instruction's effective operand address 

The general representation for a transfer adllress 

The representation for the contents of the register or memory Im:ation that IS 

referenced by the quantity within the parentheses 

The field representation for the contents of a tielll of the designated register or 
memory location, Subscripts m and n spel'ify the left and right boundaries of th~ 
field, respectively 

The representation for the contents of the upper by te of the memory hiM worll 
addressed by Y 

The reprcsentation for the l'ontents of the lower byte of the memory hair word 
addressed by Y 

The representation for thc l'ontents of a sign extended. 16-bit dcsignated 
quantity 

The representation for thc contcnts of the ith bit position of the designated 
quantity 

The representation for the one's complement of the contents of the lIesig.natcd 
quantity 

The symbol designating the absolute value 

The symbol designating the log.ical operation of inclusive OR 

The symbol designating the lo!!ical operation of exclusive OR 

Thc symbol designating the logical operation of AND 
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ruble 6-1. Explultutul'J' Note., 

Note Definition 

Addn:ssinj! Modes - Mode 0 Exduded Th,~ applicability of the general addressing modes specified by the instrul:lion's M field is 
stated. When mode zero is encountered and is excluded a specification violation occurs. 

Spccial Addresses The allowed set of hardware registers is stated for effective operand addresses in the ranj!c 
of 0000 16 to 0031' 16' Access to addresses 20 16 to 3F 16 is only permitted when specified 
in the instruction and the program level is privileged. 

Mode 0 with Indexing The QCcurrence and consequence of carry out of the sign position or overflow during 
literal indexing addressing mode is stated. The index register is treated as a 32 bit quantity. 

Deficient Result Refer~ to the 32 bit result that occurs when the overflow indicator is set on an algebraic.: 
operation. The 31 value bits of the result are correct; the sign bit of this result is the com-
plement of the correct result. 

!-:.\l:ess half word Refers to a number whkh exceeds the range of a l6-bit halfword. A 32-bit word represents 
a half word number in its 16 least significant bit positions when the most significant 17 bits, 
bit positions 0 through 16 contain all ZEROS or all ONES. 

Sign c\lcnJed Refers to a half word operand expanded to a word. The sign of half word. bit position 16. 
is extended into bit positions 0 throuj!h 1 S. 

Not 'Ij!n c\!ended (or lero extended) Refers to a half word operand expanded to a word; bit positions 0 through I S are all 
ZEROS. 
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Section II. DATA HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS 

6-4. General 

The data handling instructions are those in
structions which transmit words or bits of data 
from one location to another. The several catego
ries of transmissive instructions are presented 
below. 

6-5. Load (Register) Instructions 

The following paragraphs describe the load 
instructions. 

a. Load Full. Initially, the carry, overflow, and 
excess indicators are reset. 

Func- Operand 
lion Operation Construe- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (~sec) 

20 LDF Y.H (Y) .. H 4.4 

( I) The operand (Y) replaces the contents of 
the process register H. (Y) is not changed. 

(a) In mode 0, the CA operand is sign 
extended. 

(b) The carry indicator is set only in mode 
o with indexing. . 

(c) The overflow indicator is set only In 

mode 0 with indexing. 

(d) The excess indicator is set only In 

mode 0 with indexing. 

(2) Trap on overflow occurs only in mode 0 
with indexing and only when OT indicator is zero. 

(a) All address modes are permitted. 

(b) Special addresses: process registers. 
privilege and level link register, query register. 
executive link register, and program activity regis
ter (word). 

(c) Mode 0 with indexing: carry indicator 
is set by carry out of word sign position. If index
ing exceeds a word, then overflow indicator is set 
and deficient result is loaded into H. 

6-3 
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Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

LDF YBt.T.12 Difl'\:t The 32 hit l.·unlCnt III' address 
VBLT is 1"",led in", Prtll.'Css Regis
ter 12. 

b. Load Half Initially, the carry; overflow, and 
excess indicators are reset. .' 

Func- Operand 
tion Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (Ilsec) 

60 LDH v,H (V) s .. H 4.4 

( 1) The operand (Y) with extended sign 
~eplaces the contents of the process register H. (Y) 
IS not changed. 

(a) In mode 0, the CA operand is sign 
extended. 

(b) The carry indicator is set only in mode 
o with indexing. 

(c) The overflow indicator is set only in 
mode 0 with indexing. . '. . 

(d) The excess indicator is set only in 
mode 0 with indexing~ 

(2) Trap on overflow occurs only in mode 0 
with indexing and only when OT indicator is zero. 

(a) All address modes permitted. 

(b) Special addresses: half words of 
process registers. privilege and level link register. 
query register, executive link register, and pro
gram activity register. 

(c) Mode 0 with indexing: carry indicator 
!s set by carry out of word sign position. If index-
109 exceeds a word, "then overflow indicator is set 
and deficient result is loaded into H. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

LDH = 155.9 Liteml The ~ign extended decimal literal is 
loaded into PrOl.'Css Register 9. 

_. ______ L. ____ --'-_________ _ 

c. Load Most Half Initially. the carry. over
flow. and excess indicators are reset. 

6-4 

, Func- Operand 

tion Operation Construe- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (Ilsec) 

24 LMH Y.H IY)· HOI!. 4.4 

( I ) The operand (Y) replaces the contents of 
bit positions 0 through 15 of the process register 
H. Bit positions 16 through 31 of (H) are not 
changed. (Y) is not changed. 

(a) In mode 0, the CA operand is sign 
extended. . 

(b) The carry indicator is set only in mode 
o with indexing. 

(c) The overflow indicator is set only m 
mode 0 with indexing. 

(d) The excess indicator is set only in 
mode 0 with indexing. 

(2) Trap on overflow occurs only in mode 0 
with indexing and only when OT indicator is zero. 

(a) All address modes permitted. 

(b) Special addresses: process registers 
only. 

(c) Mode 0 with indexing: carry indicator 
is set by carry out of word sign position. If index
ing exceeds a word, then overflow indicator is set 
and deficient result is loaded -into H. 

Addressing 

Example Mode Action 

LMH S + 10.14 Relative The effective address is the 
IlR + \0 (thi$ instruction address 
-+ 12). The 16 hit content or the 
effective addrcss is loaded into 
bits 0 .~ 15 of Prot.'Css Register 14. 
Bits 16 - 3 1 arc not changed. 

d. Load From Upper Byte. Initially, the carry, 
overflow, and excess indicators are reset. The 
most significant eight bits (0 to 7 or 16 to 23) of 
the (Y) operand replace the contents of the least 
significant eight bits (2,4 to 31) of the process 
register H. Bits 0 to 23 of (H) are set to ZERO. 
(Y) is left unchanged. 



Func- Operand 
tion Operation Construe- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (/Jsec) 

21 LOU Y.H (Ylu .. H243\; 4.4 
o .. HO.23 

(I) In mode 0, the CA operand is sign 
extended. . 

(2) The carry indicator is set only in mode ° 
with indexing. 

(3) The overflow indicator is set only in 
mode ° with indexing. 

(4) The excess indicator is set when the 
result exceeds a half word. 

(5) Trap on overflow occurs only in mode ° 
with indexing and only when the OT indicator is 
zero. 

(a) All address modes are permitted. 

(b) Special addresses: process registers 
only (half). 

(c) Mode ° with indexing: carry indicator 
is set by carry out of the word sign position. If 
indexing exceeds a word, then the overflow indi
cator is set and deficient result is loaded into H. 

Example 

LDU eN + R'6',8 

Addressing 
Mode 

Direct 
with 
indexing 

Action 

The contents of the most signif. 
icant 8 bits (upper byte) of 
modified address eN arc loaded 
into bits 24 • 31 of process reg
ister 8. Bits 0 . 23 of process 
register 8 are set to ZERO. 

e, Load From Lower Byte. Initially, the carry, 
overflow, and excess indicators are reset. The least 
significant eight bits (8 to 15 or 24 to 31) of the 
(Y) operand replace the contents of the least 
significant eight bits (24 to 31) of the process 
register H. Bits 0 to 23 of (H) arc set to ZERO. 
(Y) is left unchanged. 

unc-F 
t 

C 
ion 
ode 

61 

Operation 
Mnemonic 

LDL 

Operand 
Construc- Symbolic Time 

tion Operation (/Jsec) 

Y.H (Y)l .. H24.3\; 4.4 
o .. HO.23 
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(I) In mode 0, the CA operand is sign 
extended. 

(2) The carry indicator is set only in mode ° 
with indexing. 

(3) The overflow indicator is set only in 
mode ° with indexing. 

(4) The excess indicator is set when the 
result exceeds a half word. 

(5) Trap on overflow oc~urs only in mode ° 
with indexing and only when the 01' indicator is 
zero. 

(a) All address modes are permitted. 

(b) Special addresses: process registers 
only (half). 

(c) Mode 0 with indexing: carry indicator 
is set by carry out of word sign position. If index
ing exceeds a word, then overflow indicator is set 
and deficient result is loaded into H. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

LDL (TINn,5 Indirect The contents of address TINT arc 
a second address. The contents of 
the least significant 8 bits of the 
second address are loaded into bits 
24 - 31 of process register 5. Bits 
o - 23 of process register 5 are set 
to ZERO. 

f Load Absolute Full. Initially, the carry. over
flow, and excess indicators are reset. The operand 
(Y) replaces the process register H if it is positive 
or zero. If (Y) is negative it is converted to the 
equivalent positive number (two's complement) 
and replaces (H). 

Func- Operand 
tion Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (/-Lsec) 

22 LAF Y.H I(Y)I + H 4.6 

(1) In mode 0, the CA operand is sign 
extended. 

(2) The carry indicator is set only in mode 0 
with indexing. 

(3) The overflow indicator is set when the 
operand (Y) is the maximum negative number. or 
in mode ° with indexing: the result is stored in 
deficient form in H. 

6-5 
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(4) The excess indicator is set when the 
result exceeds a half word. 

(5) Trap on overflow occurs only in mode 0 
with indexing and only when the OT indicator is 
zero. 

(a) All address modes are permitted. 

(b) Special addresses: process registers 
only. 

(e) Mode 0 with indexing: carry indicator 
is set by carry out of word sign position. The 
overflow indicator is set whtin the result exceeds a 
word. 

Example 

LAF $ +R'I'.IS 

Addressing 

Mode 

Relative 
with 
indexing 

Action 

The effective address is ILR + 
the contents of index register I. 
The absulute value uf the con
tents of the effective address' is 
luaded into process register 15. 

g. Load Absolute Half. Initially the carry, over
flow, and excess indicators are reset. The operand 
(Y) with extended sign replaces the process regis
ter H if it is positive or zero. If (Y) is negative it is 
sign extended and converted to the equivalent 
positive number (two's complement) and replaces 
(H). 

Func- Operand 
tion Operation Construe- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (lAsee) 

62 LAH Y.H I(Y)sl ... H 4.6 

( I) In mode 0, the CA operand is sign 
extended. 

(2) The carry indicator is set only in mode 0 
with indexing. 

(3) The overflow indicator is set only in 
mode 0 with indexing. 

(4) The excess indicator is set when the 
result exceeds a half word. 

(5) Trap on overflow occurs only in mode 0 
with indexing and only when the OT indicator is 
zero. 

(a) All address modes permitted. 

(b) Special addresses: process registers 
only. 

(e) Mode 0 with indexing: carry indicator 
is set by carry out of word sign position. Overflow 
indicator is set when result exceeds a word. 

Example 

LAH = X'FAOO'.7 

Addressing 
Mode 

Literal 

Action 

The ahsolutc value of the sign 
cxtended hex literal is luaded 
into pnx;ess register 7. 

h. Load Two's Complement Full. Initially, the 
carry, overflow, and excess indicators are reset. If 
the operand (Y) is a negative number, the posi
tive equivalent is loaded into the process register 
(H). If the operand (Y) is a positive number, the 
negative equivalent is loaded into (H). The -(Y) 
represents the two's complement of (Y). A ZERO 
operand stays ZERO. 

Func- Operand 
tion Operation Construe- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (/lsec) 

23 LCH Y.H -(V) ... H 4.0 

(I) In mode 0, the CA operand is sign 
extended. An operand exceeding a half word sets 
the excess indicator. 

(2) The carry indicator is set only in mode 0 
with indexing. 

(3) The overflow indicator is set when the 
operand (Y) is the maximum negative number, or 
in mode 0 with indexing; the result is stored in 
deficient form in H. 

(4) The excess indicator is set when the 
result exceeds a half word. 

(5) Trap on overflow occurs only in mode 0 
with indexing and only when the OT indicator is 
zero. 

(a) All address modes are permitted. 

(b) Special addresses; process registers 
only. 

(c) Mode 0 with indexing: carry indicator 
is set by carry out of word sign position. Overflow 
indicator is set when result exceeds a word. 



Example 

LCF WWR + 0'3',8 

Addressing 

Mode 

Direct 
with 
double 
indexing 

Action 

The effective address is 
WWR as modified by the 
contents or index registers I 
and 3. The two's complement 
or the contents or the effec
tive addn:ss is loaded intll 
prOl"Css register 8. 

i. Load Two's Complement Half. Initially, the 
carry. overflow, and excess indicators are reset. If 
the operand (Y) is a negative number, ·the posi
tive equivalent with extended sign is loaded into 
the process register H. If the operand (Y) is a 
positive number, the negative equivalent with 
extended sign is loaded into (H). -(V) represents 
the two's complement of (Y). A ZERO operand 
stays ZERO. 

Func- Operand 

tion Operation Construe- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (#A sec) 

63 LCH Y.H -(Y)s .. H 4.6 

( I) In mode 0, the CA operand is sign 
extended. 

(2) The carry indicator is set only in mode 0 
with indexing. 

(3) The overflow indicator is set only in 
mode 0 with indexing. 

(4) The excess indicator is set then the result 
exceeds a half word. 

(5) Trap on overflow occurs only in mode 0 
with indexing and only when the OT indicator is 
zero. 

(a) All address modes permitted. 

(b) Special addresses: process registers 
only. 

(c) Mode 0 with indexing: carry indicator 
is set by carry out of word sign position. Overflow 
indicator is set when result exceeds a word. 

USACSCS-TF-4-3 

Example 
Addressing 

Mode Action 

LCH = 50 + R'4·.9 Literal The tWll'S complement or the 
~ign extended modified dC\:i
mal literal i~ loaded inlU 
prOl"Css register 9. 

with 
indeXing 

6-6. Store (Register) Instructions 

The following paragraphs describe the store 
(register) instructions. 

a. Store Full. Initially, the carry. overflow, and 
excess indicators are reset.The process register (H) 
is stored in address Y. (H) is not changed. 

Fune- Operand 
tion Operation Construe- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (~sec) 

26 SDF Y.H (H) .. Y 4.5 

(I) If the program activity register is ad-
dressed, a program level change is not attempted. 

(2) The carry indicator is never set. 

(3) The overflow indicator is never set. 

(4) The e~cess indicator is set when (H) 
exceeds a half word. 

(5) Trap never occurs. 

(a) Mode 0 is excluded. 

(b) Special addresses: process registers 
and, if privileged, executive link register, and 
program activity register. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

SDF FIXD.II Direct The l'Ontenls of pnll~ss regi~ler II 
arc stored into memory address 
FIXD. 

b. Store Half. Initially. the carry, overflow, and 
excess indicators are reset. The contents of bit 
positions 16 through 31 of process register (H) are 
stored in address Y. (H) is not changed. If the 
program activity register is addressed. a program 
level change is not attempted. 
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Func- Operand 
tion Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (jlsec) 

66 SOH Y.H (Hh631 + Y 4.5 

( I ) The carry indicator is never set. 

(2) The overflow indicator is never set. 

(3) The excess indicator is set when (H) 
exceeds a half word. 

(a) Mode 0 is excluded. 

(b) Special addresses: half words of 
process registers and, if privileged, t:'xecutive link 
register, and program activity register. 
.. 

Addressing 

Example Mode Action 

SOH R'8·.1O Oirect The contents of bits 16 - 31 of 
process register 10 are stored in bits 
o - 15 of process register 8. 

C. Store Most Half. Initially, the carry, over
flow, and excess indicators are reset. The contents 
of bit positions 0 through 15 or the process regis
ter H are stored into address Y. (H) is not 
changed. If the program activity register is ad
dressed, a program level change is not attempted. 

Func- Operand 

tion Operation Construc- . Symbolic Time 
Code Mnemonic tion Operation (Ilsec) 

64 SMH Y.H (H)0·15 .. Y 4.5 

( I) The carry indicator is never set. 

(2) The overflow indicator,is never set. 

(3) The excess indicator is set when (H) 
exceeds a half word. 

(a) Mode 0 is excluded. 

(b) Special addresses: half words of 
process registers and, if privileged, executive link 
register. and program activity register. 
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Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

SMH tTo+ R'7·).2 Indirect The .content\ (If modified ad-
with dress TO <Ire iI ,ecund address. 
indexing The contents of bits () - 15 of 

proces, regi,tcr 2 are ,tured in 
the ~ec(lnd address. 

d. Store Into Upper Byte. Indicators are not 
affected. The least significant eight bits (24 to 31) 
of tl1e process register (H) are stored in bit posi
tions (0 to 7 or 16 to 23) of address Y. Bit 
positions (8 to 15 or 25 to 31) in address Yare 
left unchanged. (H) is left unchanged. 

Func- Operand 
tion Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (J.lsec) 

25 SOU Y.H (H)2431 + YU' 4.7 

Yl unchanged 

( I) Mode 0 is excluded. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

SOU BNT-$.13 Relative The' effective address is address 
BNT minus the ILR. The con· 
tents of bits 24 - 31 of process 

. register 13 arc stored in the most 
significant 8 bit positions of the 
effective address. The least signif
icant 8 bits arc unchanged. 

e. Store Into Lower Byte. Indicators are not 
affected. The least significant eight bits (24 to 31) 
of the process register H are stored in bit positions 
(8 to 15 or 24 to 31) of address Y. Bit positions (0 
to 7 or 16 to 23) in address Yare leftunchanged. 
(H) is left unchanged. 

Func- Operand 
tion Operation Construe- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (Ilsec) 

65 SDL Y.H (Hh4·31+ Yl · 4:7 

Yu unl'hanged 

(1) Mode 0 is excluded. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 



Addressing 
Example Mode AClion 

SDL (FLTfl).IO Indirect The contents arc addres~ FL 1'6 
are a second address. The mntents 
of hits 24 • 31 of process register 
10 are stored in the least signifi
cant 8 hits of the secund address. 
The must significant 8 hits arc un
changed. 

6-7. Move Instructions 

Move instructions are described in the follow
ing paragraphs: 

a. Move All ZEROS Full. Indicators are not 
affected. The content of address Y is reset to all 
ZEROS (32 bits). If the program activity register 
is addressed, a program level change is not at
tempted. The H field is not used. 

Func- Operand 
lion Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (",sec) 

27 MZF Y o + y 4.5 

( I) Mode 0 is excluded. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers and, 
if privileged, program activity register (word). 

(3) Memory word parity is not detected 
prior to the storage of the ZERO word. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

MZF SINCO Direct The 32 hit content of address 
SINCO is reset to ZERO. 

b. Move All ZEROS Half. Indicators are not 
affected. The contents of the half word addressed 
by Y is reset to all ZEROS (16 bits). The adjacent 
half word is not changed. If the program activity 
register is addressed, a program level change is 
not attempted. The H field is not used. 

Func- Operand 
lion Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (",sec) 
- .. 

67 MZH Y o + y 4.5 
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( 1) Mode 0 is excluded. 

(2) Special addresses: half words of process 
registers and, if privileged, query register. execu
tive link register, and program activity register. 

(3) Memory word parity is checked prior to 
the storage of the ZERO half word. 

Example 
Addressing 

Mode Action 

MZH $+ 16+RT Relative with The eHcctivc address is the 
indexing ILR + 1 (, + the contents of in

dex regIster I. The 16 bit con
tent or the ctl'cctivc address is 
reset tll ZERO. 

c. Move lnto Upper Byte. Indicators are not 
affected. 

Func- Operand 
tion Operation Construe- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (",sec) 

2D MIU y, I (I) ~ Yl). 4.7 

Y l unChanged 

(I) The contents of the immediate field (bit 
positions 8 through 15 of the instruction word) 
are inserted in the upper byte of the half word. 
bit positions 0 to 7 to 16 to 23. of address Y. Bit 
positions 8 to 15 or 24 to 31 in address Yare left 
unchanged. I has a range of 0-255 decimal. 

(2) Figure 6-1 illustrates the immediate 
field for both the Move Into Upper Byte and 
Move Into Lower Byte instructions. 

(aJ No address mode modifications. Di
rect address (without indexing) mode is assumed. 

(b) Special addresses: half words of 
process registers and, if privileged, executive link 
register, and program activity register. 

Example 
Addressing 

Mode 

MIU FLGUT. 14 Direct 
(The direct 
mode is always 
assumed with 
the MIU 
instruction. ) 

Action 

The wntenb of the immedi
ate field of the current in
struction word arc plal.'Cd in 
the most significallt 8 bits (If 
address FLGHT. rhe least 
significant R hits are UIl

Changed. (I field = 74 del'i
mal). 
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CURRENT INSTRUCTION WORD r- - . - -1 

I I 
I I 
I I 

I ' I ' I f I 
H S 

I 
I 
1 I FIELD 
I· I 
L _. __________ ..J 

D 

MIU (1)- --.- Y U 

MIL (1)-- YL 

A H 
44-48-035 

Figllre 6·1. Move Into Upper Byte and I.ower B}·te Inm'llctiom 

d.Move Into Lower Byte. Indicators are not 
affected. The contents of the immediate field (bit 
positions 8 through 15 of the instruction word) 

. are inserted in the lower byte of the half word, 
bit positions 8 to 15 or 24 to 31, of address Y. Bit 
positions 0 to 7 or 16 to 23 in address Yare left 
unchanged. 

Func- Operand 
tion Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (lLsec) 

6D MIL y, I (I) .. YL, 4.7 

Yu unchanged 

( I) No address mode modifications. Direct 
address (without indexing) mode is assumed. 

(2) Special addresses: half words of process 
registers and, if privileged, executive link register, 
and program activity register. 

Example 
Addressing 

Mode 

MIL X'IOOO',200 Dir\.'Ct 
nhe dired 
modi: is always 
assumed with 
Ihc MIL 
instruction.) 

Action 

The contents of the immediate 
fic:ld of the current instruelilln 
word are pla\.'Cd in the leasl 
significant 8 hits of address 
hex. 1000. The most significanl 
8 hits are unchanged. (I field 
= 200 decimaL) 

6- 8. Exchange Instructions 

Exchange Instructions are explained in the fol
lowing paragraphs: 

II. on 

a. Exchange Full, Initially, the carry, overflow. 
and excess indicators are reset. The process regis
ter (H) is stored into address Y. The operand (Y) 
is loaded into the process register (H) .. The ex
change is performed in. a split memory cycle 
which is not interruptable. The carry indicator is 
never set. The overflow indicator is never set. The 
excess indicator is set when the initial value of the 
contents of (H) exceeds a half word. 

Func- Operand 
tion Operation Construe- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (l1sec) 

2E EXF y, H (H) .. y, 4.9 

(Y) .. H 

( I) Mode 0 is excluded. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers and, 
if privileged, query register; executive link regis
ter, and program activity register (word). 

Example 

EXF ARCTAN. I I 

Addressing 
Mode 

Direct 

Action 

The 32 bit content of address 
ARCTAN is plal'Cd in pnll:css 
register II and the 32 bii con· 
tent (If prOl:es~ register II is 
1,la.:ed in address ARCTAN. 

h. Ex('halJge Ha(f Initially. the carry, overflow, 
and excess indicators are reset. The contents of 
bit positions 16 through 31 of process register (H) 
are stored into address Y. The operand (Y) with 
extended sign replaces the contents of the process 
register (H). The exchange is performed in a split 



memory cycle which is not interruptable. The 
carry indicator is never set. The overflow indicator 
is never set. The excess indicator is set when the 
initial (H)lfdl exceeds a half word. 

--
Func- Operand 
tion Operation Construe- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic lion Operation (~sec) 

6E EXH Y. H (Hh6.31 .• Y. 4.9 

(Y)s + H 
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( I) Mode 0 is excluded. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

------r------.,.--------. --- ........ .. 
Addressing 

Example Mode Action 

EXH (FORET).4 Indirect The contcnt~ of adore." FORl-. I 
are a scwnd address. The 1(, hil 
content of the st:n>nd addre" i, 
sign extended and plau:o In 
process register 4. Blh I () - J I 
of process register -1 arc pla.:co 
in the second addrcs~. 

Section III. ARITHMETIC INSTRUCTIONS 

6-9. General 

Arithmetic instructions perform the addition, 
subtraction, multiplication and division functions 
of the computer in fixed point notation. There are 
seventeen instructions in this group. 

6-10. Fixed Point Arithmetic Instructions 

An extensive set of instructions is provided for 
accomplishing the full complement of binary 
arithmetic operations: add, subtract, multiply, 
and divide. Several variations of the basic binary 
addition and subtraction instructions are included 
for versatility in operand handling and selection. 
The two items in the operand field in each arith
metic instruction are the contents of the process 
register H and the contents of the memory loca
tion specified by the word address designator A as 
modified by the addressing mode selector M. 
Treatment of signs, placement of the result, and 
operand length selection are all discussed under 
the particular instruction. The correct positioning 
of operands is to he programmed prior to instruc
tion execution. During all arithmetic operations 
the overflow, excess and carry indicators are reset. 
The results of the operation, if one or more of 
these indicators are set,· are explained under that 
particular instruction. 

a. Add Full. Initially the carry, overflow, and 
excess indicators are reset. The operand (Y) is 
algebraically added to the process register (H). 
The sum replaces H. In mode 0, the CA operand 
is sign extended. The carry indicator is set by 
carry out of word sign position. The overflow 
indicator is set when result exceeds a word, and 
the deficient result is stored in H. The excess 
indicator is set when the result exceeds a half 
word. Trap on overflow occurs only when the OT 
indicator is zero. 

Func- Operand 

tion Operation Construc- Symbolit· Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (psec) 

OR ADF Y. H (H) + (Y) ~ H 4.6 

( I) All address modes are permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: overflow is 
accommodated. 

6-11 
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-~--- ~~----.-.~-~-. -------~------------

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

ADt = 6()O.9 L.iteral Add the signextcndcd· liteml. 600 
decimal, tll t.hc contents of pr~'Css 
register 9 and store the result in 
prlK.'Css register 9. 

h. Add Half. Initially the carry, overflow, and 
excess indicators arc reset. The operand (Y) with 
extended sign is algebraically added to the 
process register (H), the sum replaces H. In mode 
0, the CA operand is sign extended. The carry 
indicator is set by carry out of word sign position. 
The overflow indicator is set when the result 
exceeds a word, and the deficient result is stored 
in H. The excess indicator is set when result 
exceeds a half word. Trap onovetflow occurs only 
when the OT indicator is zero. 

Func-
tion 

Code 

48 

Operand 
Operation Construe- Symbolic Time 
Mnemonic tion Operation (psec) 

ADH V. H (H) + (V). + H 4.6 

( I) All address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: overflow is 
accommodated. 

Addressing 
Example Mode 

ADH R'S'.4 Direct 

Action 

Takes the contents of the left most 16 
bits of process register 5, sign extends 
the value for another 16 bits, adds the 
resulting value to the contents of 
process register 4 and stores the result 
in prOl'Css register 4, 

(', Add Logical Full. Initially the carry, over
flow, and excess indicators are reset. The operand 
(Y) is logically added as a 32 bit unsigned quan
tity to the process register (H). The sum replaces 
H. In mode 0, the CA operand is zero extended. 
The carry indicator is set by carry out of word 
sign position. The overflow indicator is set when 
the result exceeds a word, and the deficient result 
is stored in H. The excess indicator is set when 
result exceeds a half word. Trap never occurs. 

6-12 

--.. --~ 
Func-
lion 

('ode 

OA 

.-.. -----~--.---_. __ ._.- r--'--_.- ----- - .. ,_._,_ .. 
Operand 

Operation Construc- Symoolic Time 
Mnemonic lion . Operation (/-Iscc) 

ALF V. H (H) + (V) + H 4.6 

(I) All address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
word sign position sels the carry indicator. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

ALF =X'FAIO'.13 Literal Adds the zero extended un
signed he" literal. FA 10. to the 
signed contents·of prOl'Css reg
ister 13 and stores the signed 
reslilt in process register 13. 

d. Add Logical Half. Initially the carry, over
flow, and excess indicators are reset. The operand 
(Y) is not sign extended and is logically added as 
an unsigned 16 bit quantity to the 32 bit process 
register (H). The sum replacesH. In mode 0, the 
CA operand is zero extended. The carry indicator 
is set by carry out of word sign position. The 
overflow indicator is set when result exceeds a 
word, and the deficient result is stored in H. The 
excess indicator is set when result exceeds a half 
word. Trap never occurs. 

Func-
tion 

Code 

4A 

Operand 
Operation Construe Symbolic Time 
Mnemonic tion Operation (/-I sec) 

AUI V. H (H) + (VI + H 4.6 

( I ) All address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
word sign position sets the carry indicator. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

ALH ABC.4 Direct Takes the 16 hit unsigned contents of 
register ABC. adds it tll the signed 
contents of process register 4 and 
stores the signed result in process 
register 4. 



e. Replace Add Full. Initially the carry. over
flow, and excess indicators are reset. The process 
register (H) is algcoraically added to thc 0pl'rand 
(Y). The sum replaces Y. Thc process register (U) 
is not changed. The carry indicator is set oy carry 
out of word sign position. The overflow indicator 
is set when the result exceeds a word, and the 
deficient result is stored in Y. The excess indicator 
is set when result exceeds a half word. Trap on 
overflow occurs only when OT indicator is zero. 

Func- Operand 
tion Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (/Jsec) 

OE RAF Y. H (Y) + (H) .. Y 4.9 

( I) Mode 0 is excluded. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

RAF $+ 10.12 Relative Adds the 32 bit content of the reg
ister specified by the ILR + 10 (this 
instruction address + 12) to the 
contents of process register 12 and 
stores the result in the specified 
operand address (ILR + 2 + 10). 

f Rep/ace Add Half. Initially the carry. over
flow. and excess indicators are reset. The process 
register (H) is algebraically added to the sign 
extended operand (Y). Bits 16-3 I of the sum 
replaces Y. The process register (H) is not 
changed. The carry indicator is set by carry out of 
word sign position. The overflow indicator is set 
when result exceeds a word, the deficient result is 
stored in Y. The excess indicator is set when the 
result exceeds a half word. Trap on overflow 
occurs only when the OT indicator is zero. 

Func- Operand 
tion Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (/Jsec) 

4E RAH Y.H (Y). + (H) .. Y 4.9 

( I) Mode 0 is excluded. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

USACSCS-TF-4-3 

Addressing 
Example Mode Arlillll 

RAH TAR.f> Direct Takes the It. hI! wntenl ,., addr.·" 
TAB. sign extenll, the value anolher 
16 bits. adds the result tll lhe .... n
tents of process register (, and stores 
the least significant 16 hits uf the 
result in the operand addrcss (TAB). 

g. Subtract Full. Initially the carry. overflow. 
and excess indicators are reset. The operand (Y) is 
algebraically subtracted from the process register 
(H). The difference replaces H. In mode 0, the CA 
operand is sign extended. The carry indicator is 
set by carry out of word sign position. The over
flow indicator is set when result exceeds a word, 
and the deficient result is stored in H. The excess 
indicator is set when the result exceeds a half 
word. Trap on overflow occurs only when the OT 
indicator is zero. 

Func-
tion 

Code 

09 

Operand 
Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 
Mnemonic tion Operation (/Jsec) 

SBF Y. H (H) . (Y) .. H 4.6 

(I) All address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: overflow is 
accommodated. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

SBF (ALLOT). I I Indirect The cuntcnts. of addrcss ALLOT 
arc takcn as a 16 hit sccond ad
dress. Thc cuntents of thc scc
ond address arc subtracted from 
thc contcnts of process register 
II and the result is stored in 
process register II. 

h. Subtract Half. Initially the carry. overflow. 
and excess indicators are reset. The operand (Y) 
with extended sign is algebraically subtracted 
from the process register (H). The difference re
places H. In mode 0, the CA operand is sign 
extended. The carry indicator is set by carry out 
of word sign position. The overflow indicator is 
set when result exceeds a word. and the deficient 
result is stored in H. The excess indicator is set 
when the result exceeds a half word. Trap on 
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ovcrllow occurs only when the OT indicator is 
zero. 

Func-

tion 

Code 

49 

_._-. 

Operand 

Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 

Mnemonic tion Operation (Ilsec) 

SBH Y. H (H) - (V)s + H 4.6 

( I) All address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: overflow is 
accom modatcd. 

Example 

Addressing 

Mode Action 

SBH =O+R'2'.R Literal 
with 
indexing 

The literal in this example is the 
contents of index register 2. The 
literal is sign extended 16 bits. 
subtracted from the contents of 
process register II and the result 
is stored in process register R. 

i. Subtract Logical Full. Initially the carry, 
overflow ,and excess indicators are reset. The 
operand (Y) is logically subtracted as a 32 bit 
unsigned quantity from the process register (H). 
The difference replaces H. In mode 0, the CA 
operand is zero extended. The carry indicator is 
set by carry out of word sign position. The over
flow indicator is set when the result exceeds a 
word, and the deficient result is stored in H. The 
excess indicator is set when the result exceeds a 
half word. Trap never occurs. 

Func-

tion 

Code 

OB 

Operand 

Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 

Mnemonic tion Operation (J.tsec) 

SLF Y. H (H) - (V) + H 4.6 

( 1) All address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(1) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
word sign position sets the carry indicator. 

#,,_1.4 

-._- .-.. ---- .. ----.-r-------

Example 

Addressing 
Mode Action 

SI.I; BLI>+R'2'.5 Direct 
with 
indexing 

The ellcl·tive ilddre.,~ IS BLI> ," 
modified hy the contents of in
dex register 2. The unsigned 32 
hit content of the effective ad
dress is suhtracted from the 
signed cuntents uf process regis
ter 5. tbe signed result is stored 
in process re gis te r 5 . 

j. Subtract Logical Half. Initially the carry, 
overl1ow, and excess indicators arc reset. The 
operand (Y) is not sign extended and is logically 
subtracted as an unsigned 16 hit quantity from 
the 32 bit process register (H). The difference 
replaces H. In mode O. theCA operand is zero 
extended. The carry indicator is set by carry out 
of word sign position. The overflow indicator is 
set when the result exceeds a word. and the defi
cient result is stored in H. The excess indicator is 
set when the result exceeds a half word. Trap 
never occurs. 

Func-
tion 

Code 

4B 

Operand 
Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 
Mnemonic tion Operation (/Jsec) 

SLH Y. H (H) - IY) -+ H 4.6 

( I) All address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
word sign position sets the carry indicator. 

Addressing 
Example Mode 

SLH $-20,14 Relative 

Action 

Effective address = ILR-20. The un
signed 16 hit cuntent of the effective 
address is suhtracted from the 
signed cuntents uf process register 
14 and the signed result is stored in 
process register 14. 

k. Replace Subtract Full. Initially the carry, 
overflow, and excess indicators are reset. The 
process register (H) is alge braically subtracted 
from the operand (Y). The difference replaces Y. 
The process register (H) is not changed. The carry 
indicator is set by carry out of word sign position. 
The overflow indicator is set when the result 
exceeds a word, and the deficient result is stored 



in Y. The excess indicator is set when the result 
exceeds a hair word. Trap on overflow occurs only 
when OT indil'ator is zero. 

-.---, .. -.- ----_ ...... -.-. ..--- --- - -- '-- ---"--... -

Func- Operand 
lion Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (~sec) 

OF RSF Y. H (Y) - (H) ... Y 4.9 

( 1) Mode 0 is excluded. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

RSF ABLE.IS Direct Subtracts the contents of process 
register 15 from the contents of ad
dress ABLE and stores the resuit in 
address ABLE. 

I. Replace Subtract Half Initially the carry. 
overflow, and excess indicators are reset. The 
process register (H) is algebraically subtracted 
rrom the sign extended operand (Y). Bits 16-31 or 
the difference replace Y. The process register (H) 
is not changed. The carry indicator is set by carry 
out or word sign position. The overflow indicator 
is set when result exceeds a word, and the defi
cient result is stored in Y. The excess indicator is 
set when the result exceeds a half word. Trap on 
overflow occurs only when OT indicator is zero. 

Func- Operand 
tion Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (~sec) 

4F RSH Y. H (Y) •• (H) ... Y 4.9 

( I) Mode 0 is excluded. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

RSH (ZETA).I Indirect Tbe 16 bit content of address 
ZETA is a second address. The 
contents of process register 1 are 
subtracted from the sign extended 
16 bit content of the second ad
dress and the least significant 16 

. bits of the result are stored in the 
second address. 

USACSCS-TF-4-3 

m. Multiply Full. Initially the carry. overflow. 
and excess indicators arc reset. The operand (Y) is 
muhiplied hy the process register (In. H may 
specify cithcr an even or odd prol'ess I'l'gist\.·r. rill' 
douhlc word product replan:s the pmt:l'ss rl'gisln 
puir He. H.: (Ha) will contuin the least signilkant 
hits of the product. 

Func- Operand 

tion Operation Construc- Symbolic. Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (~sec) 

OC MPF Y. H (H) x (Yl ... He. 16.7 

H. 

( I) Figure 6-2 illustrates the results or the 
instruction execution. 

In mode 0, the CA operand is sign ex
tended. The carry indicator is set when the result 
exceeds a word. Overflow can only occur in mode 
o with indexing. The excess indicator is set when 
the result exceeds a half word. 

(2) Trap can only occur in mode 0 with 
indexing. 

(a) All address modes permitted. 

(b) Special addresses: process registers 
only. 

(c) Mode 0 with indexing: if indexing 
exceeds a word. then overflow indicator is set, 
instruction terminates with (H) and (Y) un
changed, and trap occurs when OT indicator is 
zero. 

MULTIPLY FULl 
0 31 0 31 

I I X I I 
H V 

RESULT: 
0 31 0 31 

MOST SIGNIFICANT LEAST SIGNIFICANT 

He (EVEN) Ho (000) 

44-48-03b 

Figvre 6-2. Mllitiply Filii Instnu:t;on ExeclltiOlf 
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NOTE 

The carry indicator is not set when the 
most significant 32 bits and bit 0 of the 
least significant 32 bits of the double word 
product are either all ZEROS or all 
ONES. Thus (Ho) contains a word 
product. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

MPr =0'456'.10 Literal The contents of process register 
10 are multiplied by the sign 
extended octal literal. The least 
signifh:ant 32 bits of the result 
are pla~'Cd in process register II 
and the most significant 32 hits 
of the result arc plilced in 
pW(.'Css register 10. 

n. Multiply Half. Initially the carry. overflow. 
and excess indicators are reset. The operand (Y) 
with extended sign is multiplied by process regis
ter (H). The word product replaces H. 

Func- Operand 
lion Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (J.Lsec) 

4C MPH Y, H (H) x (Y) ... H 16.7 

( I) Figure 6-3 illustrates the results of the 
instruction execution. 

In mode 0, the CA operand is sign ex
tended. The carry indicator is set when the result 
exceeds a word, and the least significant 32 bits 
of the product are stored in H;the most signifi
cant bits are lost. The excess indicator is set when 
the result exceeds a half word. 

MULTIPLY HALF 
0 31 0 1516 31 

I I X StGN 
EXTENSION 

H V 

RESULT: 
0 31 

LEAST SIGNIFICANT 32 
BITS OF THE PRODUCT 

H 

44-48-037 

tlgure 6-.f. Mul,;p'" lIalf IlUtl1lc,;mr E~ecut;mr 

(2) Trap can only occur in mode 0 with 
indexing. 

(a) All address modes permitted. 

(b) Special addresses: process registers 
only. 

(c) Mode 0 with il1dexing: if indexing 
exceeds a word then overflow indicator is set, 
instruction terminates with (H) and (Y) un
changed. and trap occurs when OT indicator is 
zero 

NOTE 

The carry indicator should be tested to 
assure that the result did not exceed a 
word. 

Example 

MPH $ + R'I'.7 

Addressing 
Mode 

Rebtivc 
with 
indexing 

Action 

Eff':l'live address = I LR + con
tents of index register I. fhe 16 
bit clmtent of the effective ad
dress is sign extended. multiplied 
by the contents of process register 
7 and the least significant 32 bits 
or the product are stored in 
process register 7. 

o. Divide Full. Initially the carry. overflow. and 
excess .indicators are reset. If H is even. then the 
process register pair (I{,. IL) is divided by the sign 
is divided by the operand (Y). sign is divided by 
the operand (Y). The quotient replaces IL. The. 
remainder replaces He; operand (Y). If H is odd, 
then the process register (IL) with extended the 
sign of a non-zero remainder equals the sign of 
the dividend (H); a zero remainder is positive. 

Func- Operand 
tion Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (psec) 

00 D1F Y. H (He, Hol or (Ho)s 18.4 

+ (Y) .. Ho 

Remainder .. H. 

(I) Figure 6-4 illustrates the results of the 
instruction execution. In mode 0, the CA operand 
is sign extended. The carry indicator is set only in 
mode 0 with indexing. The overflow indicator is 
set when the quotient exceeds a word or the 
divisor (Y) is zero; no division takes place, and I{, 



and Ho arc left unchanged. The excess indicator is 
set when the quotient exceeds a half word. 

(2) Trap on overflow occurs only when the 
OT indicator is zero. 

(a) All address modes permitted. 

(b) Special addresses: process registers 
only. 

(c) Mode 0 with indexing: carry indicator 
is set by carry out of word sign position. If index
ing exceeds a word then overflow indicator is set, 
instruction terminates with (H) and (Y) un-

DIVIDE FULL - H EVEN 
0 31 0 

I DIVIDEND I I DIVIDEND 

He Ho 

RESULT: 
0 31 0 

REMAINDER II QUOTIENT 

He Ho 

DIVIDE FULL" HOOD 

0 31 0 

SIGN EXTENSION 

I DIVIDEND 
OF Ho 

He Ho 

RESULT: 
0 31 0 

REMAINDER I I QUOTIENT 

H. Ho 

USACSCS-TF-4-3 

changed, and trap occurs when OT indit:ato{ IS 

zero. 

Addressing 

Example Mode 

DIF CUTL.2 Direct 

31 0 

I 
. 
I 

31 

31 o· 

I . I 
31 

Action 

The (mtents uf : n :css registers 2 
and 3 arc divided by the 32 hit wn
tent of address CUlL. The qUlltient 
is placed in pnx:ess register 3 and 
the remainder is plal'Cd in pn .... ess 
register 2. 

31 

DIVISOR 

y 

31 

DIVISOR 

y 

44-48-038 

J'igure 6-4. Divide F"II - /I E_ Ilfs'",e,i"" EJCec",i"" 
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p. Divide lIa!l Initially the carry. overflow. 
and excess indicators arc resct. The process regis
In (I i) is Ii ivided ny thl' opcmnd (Y) with ex
Ie ndell sign. The (luotiel1t replan.'s (H,,); the re
mainder replaces (H,.): the sign or a non-zero 
remainder equals the sign of thc dividend (H): a 
zero remaindcr is positive. 

----,.---. 
f:unc- Operand 
tion Operation Construc Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (lJsec) 
_. 

4D DIH X. Y (H) + (Y) 5 + H. 18.4 

Remainder + He 

( I) Figurc 6-5 illustrates the result of in
struction cxccution. 

In mode O. the CA operand is sign ex
tendcd. The carry indicator is set only in mode 0 
with indexing. The overflow indicator is set when 
thc quotient exceeds a word or the divisor is zero; 
no divisior. takes place. and (H) and (Y) are left 
unchanged. The excess indicator is set when the 
quotient exceeds a half word. 

DIVIDE HALF 

o 

RESULT: 
o 

DIVIDEND 

H 

REMAINDER 

31 

31 

(2) Trap on overflow occurs only when the 
OT indicator is zero. 

(a) All address modes permiltl'(1. 

(h) Special addresses: process registl'rs 
only. 

(c) Mode 0 with indexing: carry indicator 
is set by carry out of word sign position. If index
ing excceds a word then overflow indicator is set. 
instruction terminates with (H) and (Y) un
changed, and trap occurs when OT indicator is 
zero. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

DIH = 100.3 Literal The. contents of proce,s register 3 are 
divided by the sign extended decimal 
literal. The quotient is placed in 
process register 3 and the remainder 
is placed in process register 2. 

q. Replace Square Root Full. Initially the carry. 
overflow. and excess indicators are reset. The 
argument (H) is treated as an integer of sign plus 
31 bits of value followed by 32 assumed ZERO 

o 15 16 31 

SIGN 
DiViSOR 

EXTENSION 

y 

o 31 

QUOTIENT 

44-48-039 

Fig"" 6-.f. DMde lIulf Instr"ction Exec"tion 
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fraClion bits. The square root of process register 
(H) replaces the 32 bit.s of Y. The carry indicator 
is never set. The overftow indicator is set when 
(H) is negative; instruction is not executed. and 
(H) and (Y) are left unchanged. The excess indi
cator is sct when the result exceeds a half word. 
Trap on overftow occurs only when the OT indi
cator is zero. 

Func- Operand 
tion Operation Construe- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic lion Operation (s,tsee) 

-IB RQF Y. H \I'(H) + Y 17.4 

USACSCS-TF~4-3 

(a) Mode 0 is excluded. 

(b) Special addresses: process registers 
only. 

NOTE 

If (H) is not an exact square, the 32 bits 
of Yare replaced by the largest integer 
less than the square root of (H). 

Example 

RQF CC+R"7'.12 

Addressing 
Mode 

Direct 
with 
indexing 

Action 

The square root of the contenb 
of prO(.'Css register 12 is oll
tained and it i~ ~tored in the 
opc.rand address C'C as modi
fied Ily index register 7. 

Section IV. TRANSFER INSTRUCTIONS 

6-11. Introduction 

Transfer instructions provide for program 
transfers depending Oil certain criteria specified 
by each instruction. The transfers are accom
plished by substituting the contents of the oper
and Z* for the next instruction in sequence (see 
table 5-2). 

6·12. Transfers and the Rules of 
Addressing 

To avoid programming complications the rules 
of addressing for the AN/GYK-12 Computer 
must be followed for all transfer instructions. If 
the direct mode (mode I) of addressing is speci
fied it is the contents oCthe operand address that 
becomes the transfer address. If the literal mode 
(mode 0) is specified then the literal address 
becomes the transfer address. and so on. A list of 
examples. following the first transfer instruction 
description, illustrates the effect of a transfer in 
each of the various addressing modes. These rules 
must be followed for all the transfer instructions. 
whether they be unconditional or conditional 
transfers. 

6-13. Use of Transfer Instructions 

Transfer instructions have many uses. There are 
transfers which are unconditional' where a trans
fer must take place and there are transfers which 
arc conditional where a transfer only takes place 

if a certain specified condition is met. The uncon
ditional transfers are used to transfer control 
from one part of a program to another or to enter 
subroutines. The conditional transfers are used to 
test bits in special registers. to test switches on the 
computer test set (CTS), to test and increment or 
decrement the contents of index registers and to 
test the contents of process registers. 

6 .. 14. Control Transfer Instructions 

The following paragraphs describe the control 
transfer instructions: 

a. Transfer Unconditionally. Indicators arc not 
affected. The transfer address Z· becomes the 
address of the next instruction by replacing the 
contents of the instruction location register. His 
not used. 

Func-
tion 

Code 

30 

Operand 
Operation Construe- Symbolic Time 
Mnemonic tion Operation (s,tsec) 

XFR Y Z· .. ILR 4.4 

( I) All (transfer) address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
half word sign position is discarded. 

R.1Q 
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,\1 I{ -" CHAI{ 

XFR CHAR 

XFR $+24 

XFR (CHAR) 

LII~ral 

Dlre\:t 

Relative 

Indirc\:t 

Transfer III address CHAR. 

Transfer to the address specified 
by the contents of CHAR. 

Transfer to the address spcdfied 
hy the II"R + 24 (this instruction 
address +26). 

The contents of address CHAR 
arc a second address. Transfer to 
the address specified by the con
tents ·01' the second address. 

h. Transfer and Store Link. Indicators are not 
affected. The content of the instruction location 
register plus two is the address of thc next instruc- . 
tion in sCYlIcnce. This addrcss is stored in hit 
p\l~iti()lls 1(1 through 11 of process register (II): 

hll pmilioll~ 0 through 15 of (H) arc len un
changed. rhe transfer addrcss Z* bccomes thc 
address of' the next instruction by replacing the 
contents of the instruction location register. 

Fum:-
tion 

Code 

70 

1 Operand 
Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 
Mnemonic tion Operation (psec) 

XLK Y. H (ILR) + H; 4.4 
Z* + ILR 

(I) All (transfer) address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addrcsses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
half word sign position is discarded. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

XLK ~. I'EMP.15 Literal Storcs the contents of the ILR 
(which is the address of the 
next instruction in scquen~:c) in 
hits 16 - 31 of process register 
15 and transfers to address 
TEMP. Bits 0 - 15 of process 
register 15 are unchanged. 

.. 

c. Tran.~fer on Indicators. Indicators are not 
affected. A bit-for-bit comparison is made be
tween the imtruction's H field and thc conditions 
or rour indicator flip-flops: carry, overflow I 
greater. eyual. and less. If any ONE bit of the H 
field l"i)rn"Oc.:n"n...Je •• ~ .L __ ,......., ... 1. _...-

tlw !lext instruction in normal sequelh'\' I' Ilh 
tailll"d \ho 1111' 1)['\1 IIlslrlll'liilll 1'· ·1:11 

I: 

I . \ ... r \ .. '. t i'!~'; I, f t 1 J i ;. ,i \ i 

H=O. 

Func- Operand 
lion Operation Construe- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (psec) 

71 XIN Y. H If Ind, = H,. 4.4 
Z' + ILR 

Otherwise. no 
operation 

H = O. 
no operation -- -

(1) Figure 6-6 illustrates the various valul's 
of the H lil'ld and the indicator(s) carll vallie 
tests. 

INDICATOR REGISTlR ··T··Ti I 1·····1 , ... - .. -.--.---.. - ... ---.--.-

------'---- t 
CARY INDICATOR --------'------' 
(H '" 8.9.10.11.12.13.14.15) 

GREATER/OVERFLCNV INDICATOR ----'--------' 
(H = 4.5.&.7.12.13.14.15) 

EQUAL/EXCESS INDICATOR -----~--------' 
(H = 2.3.&.7.10.11.14.151 

lESS INDICATOR _____ --'-_---' _____ --"---.J 

(H = 1.3.5,7,9,11,13,15,1 
44-48-040 

Figure 6-6. indicat(1r Regi5ter 

(a) All (transfer) address modes permit-
ted. 

( b) Special addresses: process registers 
only. 

(c) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of 
the half word sign position is discarded. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

XIN EQ.2 Direct (f the EQUAL/EXCESS indicator in 
the indicator register is sci to I it Iran,
fcr takes place to the address specified 
bv the contents of EQ. (I' the indic,ltor 
is' not seltn I the flext in,truc\ll)[l In 

sequence is cxc(utcd. 

(2) The assemhler for the AN Ir.VI< _I ") 



list or the extended mnemonics and the action or 
cm:h appe<lrs in the chart hclow. A coding exam
pic follows the chart. These instructions arc dis
cussed in detail in the AN/GYK~ 12 Computer 
Assemhly Language Manual. 

Extended Implied Value 
Mnemonic * Action of If 

XLS Transfcl: on Less I . 
XGR Transfer on Greater 4 

XEQ Transfer on Equal .2 

XNG Transfer on Not Greater 3 

XNL Transfcr on Not Less 6 

XNE Transfer on Not Equal 5 

XCV Transfer on Carry H 

XOF Transfer on Overflow 4 

*See. the AN/GYK·l.2 Computer Assembly 
Language Manual 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

xcv = NOT Literal If the CARRY indicator is set to I 
a transfer to address NOT takes 
pla~'C. If the indicator is not set t(l I 
the nellt instruction in sequence is 
executed. 

This instruction is the equivalent 
of: 

XIN '" NOT.S 

d. Transfer on Test Switches. Indicators are not 
affected. 

Fune- Operand 
tion Operation Construe- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (~sec) 

31 XSW Y.H lfTSW. = H .• 
Z*-IILR1 

4.4 

Otherwise. no 
operation 

IfH'" 0 and 
no Test Set. 
no operation 

( I ) A hit-for-bit comparison between the on 
and ofr states of four conditional transfer 
switches. TSW, on the 'computer test set and the 
H field is made. If any switch is ON and its 
corresponding bit in the H field is a ONE, a 
transfer to address Z* occurs. Otherwise, the next 
instruction in normal sequence is obtained. Also, 
the next instru.ction in sequence is obtained when 

lJSACSCS-TF·4-3 

H =0, or if there is no computer tl'st sct pn.'sl'llt. 

(2) The chart he low and ligurl' 6-7 illll~
trates the various values of the H lield amI thl' 
switch(es) each value tests. 

(a) Ail (tran'sfer) address modes permit-
ted. 

(b) Special addresses: process registers 
only. 

(c) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of 
the half word sign position is discarded. 

Addressing 

Example Mode Action 

XSW $+ 10,4 Relative The effcctive transfer addre~s is the 
ILR + 10. If conditional transfer 
switch 4 is in the on po~ilion a 
transfer to the clfective addrc~s 

takes place. If the switch is not in 
the on position the next instruction 
in sequence is exccuted. 

COMPUTER TEST SET(eTS) 

CONDITIONAL 
TRANSFER 
SWITCHES 

18 14 1 2 1 1 1 

H = 1,3, 
H = 2,3, 
H = 4,5, 
H '" 8,9, 

5,7,9,11,13,15 
6,7',10,11,14,15 
6,7,12,13,14,15 
10,11,12,13,14,15 

44-48-041 
Figun 6-7. CTS Condiu-' r",m/er S,,·;tc"e.f 

e. Execute. Indicators are not affected. The 
transfer address Z* is used as the address of the 
next instruction. This 32-bit word (Z*) is placed 
into the computer's instruction register. After this 
instruction is executed, the next instruction in 
normal ~quence is obtained. If the instruction to 
be executed calls for a transfer, then the transfer 
takes place. H is not used. 

Func- Operand 
. tion Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 
Code Mnemonic tion Operation (~sec) 

36 XEX Y Z· ~1l.R. 4.4 
INTI-:RIM 
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( I) All (transfer) address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

0) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
hall' word sign position is discarded. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

XEX =OPER + R'4' Literal The one instruction located 
with at the modified addre~s 
indexing OPER is cxecuted out of se

quenl'C. Control then return~ 
to the instruction following 
the XEX. If the instruction to 
be executed out of sequence 
is a transfer instruction, the 
transfer is e)teeuted and con
trol will not be returned to 
he instruction following the 

XEX. 

6-15. Index Test Instructions 

The following paragraphs describe. the index 
test instructions: 

a. Test, Conditionally Decrement by One and 
Transfer. Indicators are not affected. Bits 16 to 31 
of process register (H) arc treated as an unsigned 
16 bit number (index quantity). If this number is 
not ZERO, it is reduced by one and transfer to 
address Z* takes place. If the number is ZERO, it 
is not changed and the next instruction in normal 
sequence is obtained. Bits 0 to 15 of (H) are not 
changed. 

Fum:-
tion 

Code 

34 

Operand 
Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 
Mnemonic tion Operation (Ilsec) 

XDO Y,H If (H) ¥- 0; 4.6 
(H)cl ~ H, 
Z· ... ILR 

If (H) = 0; 
no operation 

(I) All (transfer) modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
half word sign position is discarded. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

X I)() H LT. 7 Direct The content of index register 7 i~ 
tested. If it is ZERO, the next in· 

6·22 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

Mructlllll in \equenw I' cxcnJlcd. If 
nllt ZERO. the wntent " "l'l'll" 
mented fly. I and a transfer to thl' 
Iddress specified hy the wntent, \., 
FIL'!' take, placc. 

b. Test, Conditionally Decrement by Two and 
Transfer. Indicators are not affected. Bits 16 to 31 
of process register (H) are treated as an unsigned 
16 bit number (index quantity). If this number is 
not ZERO and not ONE, it is reduced by two and 
transfer to address Z* takes place. If the number 
is ZERO, or ONE, it is not changed and the next 
instruction in normal sequence is obtained. Bits 0 
to 15 of (H) are not changed. 

Func-
tion 

Code 

74 

Operand 
Operation Construe· Symbolic Time 
Mnemonic tion Operation /.lsec) 

XDT Y. H If (H) "" 0 or I: 4.(, 
(H)·2 ~ H. 
z· ~ ILR 

If (H) = 0 or I: 
no operation 

(I) All (transfer) modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only, 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
half word sign position is discarded. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

XDT =AGAIN.6 Literal The l'ontcnt of index register 6 
is tcsted. If it is ZERO or ONE. 
the next instruction in sequence 
.is executed. If not ZERO or 
ONE. the content is decre
mented by 2 and a transfer III 
address AGAIN takes place, 

c. Test, Conditiona/~v Increment by One and 
Tran,ifer. Indicators arc not affected. Bits 16 to 31 
of process register (H) are treated as an unsigned 
16 bit number (index quantity). If this number is 
not ZERO, it is increased by one and transfer to 
Z* takes place. If the number is ZERO, it is not 
changed and the next instruction in normal se
quence is obtained. Bits 0 to 15 of (H) are not 
changed. 



Fum:- t tG~nd 
lion OpcwtiQrl COM rue· Symbolic Time 

Codc Mnemunk lion Operation (~sec) 

---. 
J~ XIO Y. If If (H)7"= 0; 4,(. 

(H)+ I .. H. 
z· .. ILR 

.If (H) = 0; 
no operation 

( I ) All (transfer) address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
half word sign position is discarded. 

Example 
Addressing 

Mode Action 

XIO =X'FAO',S Literal The content of indell register 5 is 
tested. If it is ZERO, the nellt 
instruction in sequence isexe
cuted. If it is not ZERO. the con
tent is incremented by I and a 
transfer \0 hex address FAO· 
takes place. 

d. Test. Conditionally Increment by Two and 
T,.ansfer. Indicators . are not affected. Bits 16 to 31 
of process. register (H) are treated as an unsigned 
16 bit number (index quantity}. If this number is 
not ZERO and not ONE, it is increased by two 
and transfer to address Z· takes place. If the 
number is ZERO or ONE, it is not changed and 
the next instruction in . normal sequence is ob
tained. Bits 0 to 15 of (H) are not changed. 

Func- . Operand 
tion Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (~sec) 

75 XIT y, H If (H) ",. 0 or I; 4.6 
(H)+2 .. H. 
Z· .. ILR 

If (H) - 0 or I; 
no operation 

(I) All (transfer) address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: prpcess registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
half word sign position is discarded. 

USACSCS-TF·4-3 

Addressing 
E,,;smrle Mode Action 

XIT 88 + R'2'.4 I)ifl.'l.·' The l1.ntenl "I' IRlk.( nT,I,In ·1 I' 
Il',ll·ll. If it I~ IFRO "f ON'" ,h,' 
IICKI in'Irlll'lIlIn in ~LJUCIIl'C I' c~c· 
l:ulell. If nul ZERO IIf ONI:. Ihl' 
l1.nlenl i, incremenlell hy 2 anti a 
tran~fer )(X.'Cilicll hy the cllnlellt, 
(If mudified illldrc\, DO take, 
r'al.'C. 

with 
indeKin~ 

6 .. 16. Process Register Test Instructions 

a. Transfer if Process Register is Zero. Indica
tors are not affected. If the process register H is 
ZERO, a transfer to address Z· occurs; otherwise. 
the next instruction in normal sequence is ob
tained. (H) and (Y) are not changed. 

Func-
tion 

Code 

32 

. Operand 
Operation Construe- Symbolic Time 
Mnemonic tion Operation (~sec) 

XEF Y. H If (H) = 0; 4.4 
Z· .. ILR 

If (H) ",. 0; 
no operation 

(I) All (transfer) address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0' with indexing: carry out of the 
half word sign position is discarded. 

Example 

XEF S+R'I',II 

Addressing 
Mode 

. Relative 
with 
indexing. 

Action 

The elfective transfer address is 
the ILR + the COIItent of index 
register I. If the contenls of 
process regisler II are ZERO a 
transr~r to the elfective address 
takes plal.'C. If not ZERO. the 
nCKt instruction in sequenl'C is ex
ecuted. 

b. Transfer if Process Regi,'iter is not ZERO. 
Indicators are not affected. If the process register 
(H) is not ZERO, a transfer to address Z· occurs. 
Otherwise; the next instruction in normal se
quence is obtained. (H) and (Y) are not changed. 

6-23 
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, .. __ . 

I;unt:-
lion 

Code 

72 

•• ---.- -<.-- .• - _ .. 
Operand 

Operalion Construe· Symoolk Time 
Mncmonk lion Oper;ltion (psec) 

XUF Y. H If (HI'" 0: 4.4 
z· .. ILR 

If (HI = 0: 
nu ('pcrmi\!O 

(I) All (transfer) address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

0) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
half word sign position is discarded. 

Exampic 

XIII IY i wr,1 

Addressing 
Mode 

Illnal 
Wllh 

IIlIk~IIII', 

Action 

IIlh\' ,'(1111,'11'" or pnl\."1.·~~ "l"/~' 
1,1,'", I ilre 11111 I,Lf{O a 11':111\· 

r.- .. h' 11ll" IIImhh~·tI il\ltI .. ~·" 
I'Y lak," plan', II Ih,' ,'(1111,'111\ 

.111' II ItO. Ih,' IInl 11,,11111'111111 

III "''1"I'IIl~ ""_","ll'tI, 

/"/1/1/\/,., 1/ /',,''','\\ N"gl\(", II /'0\1(/1',' 111111 

1011111 \ .IIl' 1101 .. lInWd II I Ill' "gil htl 01 proCl"'" 

rrgl.\tl'f (' I) , ... a ZL/{O (po.\itive Of I.ero lIul1Iher), 
a transfer to address Z'" occurs. Otherwise. the 
next instruction in normal sequence is obtained. 
(H) and (Y) are not changed. 

Func- Operand 
tion Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (Jlsec) 

B XPF Y. H If (H) ~ 0; 4.4 
Z· .. ILR 

If (H) < 0; 
no operation 

(I) All (transfer) add(ess modes permitted, 

(2) Spe(ial addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: Gmy out or the 
half word sign position is discarded. 

Addressing 
Example Mode AClion 

XPF XFER.14 Direct If the contcnt~ of procc~~ rcgl~tcr 
14 arc positive a Iran,fer III the 
addres. specified hy the Wnlent, of 
XFER takes place. If the ClIntents 
arc nol positive the next instrul'Iion 
in sequence is executed, 

d. Transfer (f Process Register is Negative. 
Indicators are not affected. If the sign bit of the 
process register (H) is a ONE (negative), a trans
fer to address Z'" occurs. Otherwise, the next 
instruction in normal scqucnce is ohtained. (II) 
and (Y) arc not changed. 

hill{'-

Ijllll 

( '"dt' 

1\ 

( )pnalld 
°PI";IIIOII ( 'Ofl~1 rill' SYlllholr. 111111' 

M 111'11101111' 111111 ( )pl'liltlllll (I",,·, I 

\NI \ " II dll II I I 

/' II II 

II. 1111 .- II. 

( I) All (transfer) address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
half word sign position is discarded, 

Example 

XNF =BEGlN.9 

Addressing 
Mode 

Literal 

Action 

If the contents of pWI.'Css regis· 
ler 9 are negative a transfer to 
address BEGIN takes place. If 
the contents are not negative the 
next instruction in sequence is 
executed. 

Section V. SHIFT INSTRUCTIONS 

6-17. Introduction 

There are two operation codes that specify a 
shift operation for the ANIGYK-12 Computer. 
One function code specifies a full word or double 
word shift and the other function code specifies a 

&24 

half word shift. In all cases it is the contents of 
process registers which are shifted. 

6-18. The Operand of Shift Instructions 

All shift instructions requires a 16 bit operand 



which has three flelds. An illustration of the oper
and is shown in the chart below. 
OOR 4 10 15 
16 20 26 31 

R 
TALLY 
I I I 

T 
OPTION 
I I I 

K 
SHIFTS 
I I I 

a. R. This field is four bits in length and 
occupies the first four bits of the half word oper
and. It will contain a number from 0 - 15 which 
will stand for a process register. This field is not 
used in all shifting options and those options 
which do not use the R field will ignore these four 
bits. The normal function of this register is to 
hold a count or tally, for certain shift options. 

USACSCS-TF-4-3 

b. T. This field is six bits in length and imme
diately follows the R field. The T field will con
tain a number which specifies one of the many 
shift options which are available. There are nine 
options available for full word shifts, eight op
tions available for double word shifts and nine 
options available for half word shifts. The value 
of T for each shift option and the function of 
each option performs is illustrated in tables 6-3. 
6-4, and 6-5. 

c. K. This field is six bits in length and imme
diately fonows the T field. The K field specifies 
the number of bit positions to be shifted. A 
number from 0 - 63 may be placed in this field. 
A K field equal to ZERO specifies no shift. 

Table 6-1. Shift FilII Word Commtllfd.' 

Hex Extended 
T Type Mnemonic· ·Process Register Comment 

00 Algebrail"; Right. SARI-' Is-~ Sign Extended 
( Linear). (S " Sign Hit) 
hili Word 

04 logical. RighI. SlRF o-l-I~ (linear). 
Full Word 

05 (·irl"ular. RighI. SeRF q -i=J Full Wnrd . 

02 Algebraic. Ll:ft. SALF ¥o ( Linear). 
Full WI)fd 

06 Lo!!ical. Lefl. SLlF r-~o ( Linear). 
Full Word 

07 Circulilr. Lefl. SClF y-~ Full Word 

12 Normalize. SNF ~o Shift until X ". S 
I:ull Word or K" 0 

X K·Shifts - R 

III Shift and Counl, SCI-" ri-I-o Shift un til K " 0 
( Linear). Count X" I's 
lull Wurd X (R (Tally» + Counl--R 

17 Shift and ('ounl. secI' 

~-~ 
Shift until K = 0 

Cirl·ular. Count X" I's 
1'1111 Wonl (R(Tally) +Counl-R 

X 

'Sec Ihe AN/GYK-12 Computer Assembly Manual 12012·79 

6-25 
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6- 19, Extended Mnetmqn.h:s F~r Shift 
Instructions 

'rhe AN /0 YK -12 Assembler provides cxtcn,dcd 
mnemonics for each shift option available for 
full. douhle and hulf word shifts. Tables 6-3. 6-4 

, and '6-5 illustrate the ex~~ndedmnemonic for 
each option. A detailed discU,ssion of the extended 
mnemonics for shift instructions is provided in the 
AN/GYK-12 Computer Assembly Language 
Manual. 

6-20, Instructions 

Thc following paragraphs describe shift full 
and shift hair instructions. 

a. Shift Full (and Double). Initially, the carry, 
overflow, and excess indicators are reset. The 
contents of the process register (H) or the process 

rcgister pair (H)., and (H)o arc shifted as specified 
hy the T field of the opcrand'(Y). as shown in 
tahles 6-3 and 6-4. The opcrations or rdll'l'l, 
normalizc, and shift and count arc included a~ 
spccial shift options. On double word shift opera
tions, thc Icftmost (most' significant) word is al
ways contained in an even numbered procc!>s 
register and thc rightmost (least significant) word 
is always contained in an odd numbered process 
register. In mode 0, the CA operand is zero ex
tended. Indicators are set only in mode 0 with 
indexing. Trap never occurs. 

Fune- Operand 
tion Operation Construe- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic lion Operation (psec) 

IA SHF Y. H (H) shifted .. H 4,9 + 
0,12K 

Tabl, 6-4, Sltift Double Word Commands 
.. 

\ 

Hex Extended (H)e (H)o 
T Type Mnemonic· Process Register Pair Comment 

Si!!" b..tcnded OR AI!!cbraic. SARD Is-t--l -I--l Right. (lincar). (S = Si!!n Bitl 
Duublc Word 

oc Logical. Ri!dll, SLRD O-j-r---l -~ ( Lincar). 
Double Word 

(1) Cirl:ular, Ri!dtt, SCRD Lr=~-_~ Double Wind 

OA Algcbraic. SALD ~o Left. (Linear). 
Double Word 

08 Lugical. Left. SLLD r-1- I- 1-1-0 ( Linear), 
Duuble Word 

OF Cir~ular. Lcft. SC'LD L~_I. I-~ i Double Word 
! 

1..\ Normalize. SND ~~_~o Shift un Iii X "S 
Double Word or K= (J 

K-Shifts -R 
X 

IF RctlCl:l. RFT 

cr--=?<i-~ Duuble Word 

*Sce the AN/GYK-12 Computer Assembly Manual 

12111'::-80 
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r"bk 6-5_ .~Itift H"" Word Com_lfIIs 

llex Extended 
T Typc Mncmunic'" 

00 AI!!chrak, Ri/!ht, SARli 
(l.incar), 
11i,lf Wurd 

04 Logkal, Ri~t. SLRH 
(Lincar). 
Half Word 

05 Circular. Righ I, SCRII 
Half Word 

02 Aigebraii:, Left. SAUl 
( Linear). 
Half Wo"rd 

06 Lottical. Lcfl. SLLH 
(Linear). 
HalfWurd 

01 Circular. Lcft. SCLH 
Half Word 

12 Normalize. SNH 
Half Word 

16 Shift and Count. SCH 
( Linear). 
Half Word 

11 Shift ·andCount. seCH 
Circular. 
Half Word 

*Sce Ihe AN/GYK-12Compuler Assembly Manual 

( 1 ) All address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
word sign position sets the carry indicator. Word 
overflow sets the overflow indicator. A sum ex
ceeding a half word sets the excess indicator. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

SHF =X'OOOA', 12 Literal Sec below, 

In the above example the operand looks 
as follows in binary: 

0000000000001010 

1116_JI 
I'flll:CSS Regisl cr ( "'lIIlIll'lIl 

fF-+J .1 SI!!I1I"Il'mlnl 
IS· S'l!n HIli 

o~-~ 

Y -I~ 
ISF~O 

~O 

CE3=J· 
~=J-o Shift until X ~S 

or K = U 
K -Shift, - R 

X 

~o Shift until K = 0 
Count X = I" 

X I RITall)'1I + Cuunl-R 

F-~ Shil'l until K = U 
(',,"nl X = 1\ 
I RITall), II + ('ount-R 

X 

12012-111 

The first four bits of the operand specify 
the R field, It is ZERO. but this option docs not 
use a Tally Register. 

The next six bits specify the option. The 
option is ZERO. which specifies a full word shift 
to the right. linear and algebraic_ 

The next six bits specify the number of 
shifts. The shift count is 10. 

It is the content of process register 12 that 
will be shifted. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

SHF TPO, II Direct The 16 bit content of addrc~~ TPG 
is the operand or the instrul:tion. It 
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Example 

lont. 

Add . ! 
ressmg 

Mode Action 

specilies the R. T and K lields. For 
full word shift the contents of 
process register II will be shifted. 
For a douhle word shift the con· 
tents of process registers 10 and II 
will he shifted. 

h. Ship Half Initially. the carry, overflow, and 
excess indicators are reset. The contents of the 
process register (H), bit position 16 to 31, are 
shifted as specified by the T field of the operand 
(Y), as shown in table 6-5, Bit positions 0 - 15 of 
(H) arc not modified. The operations of normalize 
and shift and count are included as special shift 
commands. In mode 0, the CA opera'nd is zero 
extended. Indicators are set only in mode 0 with 
indexing. Trap never occurs. 

Func-
tion 

Code 

5A 

Operand 
Operation Construc- Symholic Time 
Mnemonic tion Operation (I-Isec) 

SHH Y. H (Hli6.31 shifted 4.7 + 
+ HI631 O.12K 

(I) All address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
word sign position sets the carry indicator. Word 
overflow sets the overflow indicator. A sum ex
ceeding a half word sets the excess indicator. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

SHH =0 + R'5'. 14 Literal The contents of IOdex register 
with 5 arc the actual operand. Bits 
indexing 16· 31 of process register 14 

arc shifted according to the T 
and K fields of the operand. 
Bits 0 - 15 of process register 
14 are unchanged. 

Section VI. COMPARE INSTRUCTIONS 

6- 21. Introduction 

The function of these instructions is to compare 
the contents of full words, half words or parts of 
words of one register with aI10ther register. The 
comparisons are 'either algebraic (signed compari
sons) or logical (unsigned comparisons). The reg
isters involved in the operations are operand ad- . 
dresses, or operands, and process registers. The 
end result of the compare instruction is the setting 
of olle of three indicators located in the indicator 
register: the greater than indicator (OF), the 
equal indicator (EF) or the less than indicator 
(LF). Only one of these indicators can be set as 
the result of an instruction. As an initial action of 
all compare instructions the three indicators are 
reSl't. 

6-22. Instructions 

There arc eleven instructions in the compare 
class. 

a. Compare A'Rehraic Full. Initially the carry. 
greater (overflow). equal, and Icssindicators are 
reset. The algebraic value of the operand (Y) is 
compared with the process register (H). (Y) and 
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(H) are left unchanged. In Mode 0, the CA oper
and is sign extended. If (Y) is greater/equal/less 
than (H), then the greater/equal/less indicator. 
respectively is set. Only one indicator is set. Trap 
never occurs. 

Func-
lion 

Code 

10 

Operand 
Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 
Mnemonic lion Operation (psec) 

CMF Y. H (Y) : (H) + Ind/r 4.5 

( I) All address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
word sign position sets the carry indicator. Nega
tive word overflow sets the less indicator. and 
positive word overflow se.ts the greater indicator. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

CMF =X'FF'+R'6', 9 Literal Th~ SIgn extended hex 11t-
with era!' m"dificd hy Ind~x 
imlcxing register 6, is algchraic"llih 



Addressing 
bample Mode 

Cont. 

Action 

compared with the con
tents III' prou:ss rcgi~ter 9. 
If the literal i~ greater the 
OF indicatur is set. if 
ellual the EF indie.llur is 
sct. if less the LF indica
tur is sct. 

b. Compare A Igebraic Half. Initially the carry. 
greater (overflow), equal, and less indicators are 
reset. The algebraic value of the operand (Y) with 
extended sign is compared with process register 
(H). (Y) and (H) are left unchanged. In mode 0, 
the CA operand is sign extended. If (Y) is 
greater/equal/less than (H), then the greater/ 
equal/less indicator. respectively, is set. Only one 
indicator is set. Trap never occurs. 

Fune-
tion 

Code 

50 

-

Operand 
Operation Construe- Symbolic Time 
Mnemonic tion Operation (",sec) 

CMH Y. H (Yls : (H) 4.5 
.. Ind'r 

( I ) All address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode ° with indexing: carry out of the 
word sign position sets the carry indicator. Nega
tive word overflow sets the less indicator, positive 
word overflow sets the greater indicator. 

Example 

eMH (XY + R'5'). 9 

Addressing 
Mode 

Indirect 
with 
indexing 

Action 

The address XY, modified by 
index register 5, contains a 
second address. The sign ex
tended contents of the scc
ond address are algebraically 
compared to the contents of 
process register 9. If the con
tents of the second address 
arc greater the OF indicator 
is sct, if equal the EF indica
tor is sct. if less the LF indi
cator is set. 

c. Compare Logical Upper Byte. Initially the 
carry. greater (overflow), equal. and less indica
tors are reset. The unsigned magnitude of the 
upper byte of the operand (Ylu is compared with 
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the unsigned magnitude of bits 24 through 31 of 
process register (H). (Y) and (H) are left un
changed, In mode 0, Bits 16 through 23 of ('A 
operand are used. If (Y)u is greater/equal/Ie"" 
than (H), then the greater/equal/less indie.Hor. 
respectively. is sct. Only onc indicator is set. Trap 
never occurs. 

Func-
tion 

Code 

II 

Operand 
Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 
Mnemonic tion Operation (p.sec) 

CLU .Y. H (Y)u : (H>24.31 4.7 
... Ind'r 

(l) Ali address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode ° with indexing: carry out of the 
word sign position sets the carry indicator. Carry 
out of the bit position 24 affects (Xlu. 

Example 

CLU $+4+R'I'.IO 

Addressing 
Mode 

Relative 
wi.th 
indexing 

Action 

The elfcctive addre~s is the 
ILR + 4 + the contents of In

dex register I. The clIntcnt!. 
of the upper byte lIf the ef
fective addre~s arc logically 
compared with the cllntent!. 
of bits 24-31 of pr<lI.'CSS regis
ter 10. If the upper byte is 
greater the OF indicator b 
sct. if the bytes arc equal the 
EF indicator is sct. if the up
per bytc is less the LF indica
tor is sct. 

d. Compare' Logical Lower Byte. Initially the 
carry, greater (overflow), equal, and less indica
tors are reset. The unsigned magnitude of the 
lower byte of the operand (YA is compared with 
the unsigned magnitude of Bits 24 through 3 I of 
process register (H). (Y) and (H) are left un
changed. In mode 0, Bits 24 through 31 of the 
CA operand are used. If (Y).. is greater/equal/less 
than (H), than the greater/equal/less indicator. 
respectively, is set. Only one indicator is set. Trap 
never occurs. 

Func- Operand 
tion Operation· Construc- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (p.sec) 

51 CLL Y. H (Ylt. : (H12.31 4.7 
.. Ind'r 
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( I )AII address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
word sign position sets the carry indicator. Carry 
out of the hit 24 is discarded .. ' 

Addressing' 
Example Mode Action 

eLL =(J'37T. K Literal The lower hyte of the octal literal 
is logically compared to the con
tents of hits 24-31 of pro<.:ess reg
ister 8. If the hyte is greater the 
OF indicator is set. if equal the 
EF indicator is set. if less the LF 
indicator is sct. 

l'. Compare Logical Full. Initially the carry. 
greater (overflow). equal. and less indicators are 
reset. The 32 hit unsigned (logical) quantity of 
the operand (Y) is compared with the 32 bit 
unsigned quantity of process register (H). (Y) and 
(H) arc left unchanged. In mode 0, the CA oper
and is zero extended. If (Y) is greater/equal/less 
than (H). then the greater/equal/less indicator, 
respectively is set. Only one indicator is set. Trap 
never occurs. 

Func-
tion 

Code 

12 

Operand 
Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 
Mnemonic tion Operation (/-lsec) 

eLF Y. H (Y) : (H) oJ- Ind'r 4.5 

( I) All address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
word sign position sets the carry indicator. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

('LF MODE. 15 Oircct The contents of address MODE 
are logically compared with the 
contents of process register 15. H 
the contents of MODE' arc 
grea\er the OF indicator is sct. if 
equal the EF indicator is sct. if 
less the LF indicator is sct. . 

f Compare Logical Half. Initially the carry. 
greater (overflow). equal. and less indicators are 
reset. The 16 hit unsigned quantity of theoper-
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and (Y) is compared with the 16 bit unsigned 
quantity of bits 16 through 31 of process register 
(H). (Y) and (H) are lcft unchanged. In mode O. 
thc CA operand is zero extended. If .(Y) is 
greater/cqual/less than (H). then the greater/ 
equal/less indicator. respectively. is set. Only one 
indicator is set. Trap never occurs. 

Func- Operand 
tion Operation Consttuc- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation' (/Jsec) 

52 CLH Y. H (Y) : (Hh6.31 4.5 
oJ- Ind'r 

( I) All address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
word sign position sets the carry indicator. The 
least significant 16 bits are compared with the 
least signifkmt 16 bits of (H). 

Example 

CLH ART- $,11 

Addressing 
Mode A<.:tion 

Relative The effective addrc" i~ ART mi
nus ILR. The 16 bit l'llnt~nt "I' 

. the effective addre~, I> illgK,lIly 
compared with the content> of 
bits 16:31 of rrOccs~ rcgi,t..-r II. 
If the contents of the clfcctivc 
adtlress are greater the OF indi
cator is set. if equal the EF indi
cator is sct. if less the IF indka
tor is sct. 

g. Compare Selective Full. Initially the carry. 
greater (overflow). equal, and less indicators are 
reset. Process register 14 contains a mask. The 
operand (Y) is logically compared with process 
register (H) in only those bit positions selected by 
a QNE in the corresponding bit positions of 
process register 14. Bit positions in (Y) and (H) 
are ignored in those bit positions selected by a 
ZERO in the corresponding· bit position in process 
register 14. In mode 0, the CA operand is zero 
extended. If the selected field of (Y) is greater/ 
equal/less than the selected field of (H). then the 
gteater/equal/less indicator. respectively, is set. 
Only one indicator is set. Trap never occurs. 



--
unc- Operand 
ion Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 

F 
I 

( ~ode Mnemonic lion Opera lion (Ilsec) 

14 ('SF Y. H (V) " (RI4): S5 
(H) 1\ (R I4) 

+ Ind'r 
--

( I ) All address modes are permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
word sign position sets the carry indicator. 

Addressing 
Example Mode 

CSF BLW. 12 Direct 

(Process Register 14) = 

(Process Register 12) .. 
(BLW) =: 

Action 

Logically comPares a field of bits in 
address BL W with a field of bits in 
process register 12. The field of bits 
to be compared is determined by 
the contents of the mask register 
(process register 14). If the field of 
bits in BL W is greater the OF indi
cator is sct. if equal tile EF indica
tor is sct. if less the LF indicator is 
sct. 

See the illustration below. 

0000000000001111 
II II II 1100000000 

1111111100100000 
0111010011110001 
0000000000100000 
0111010111100011 

comparison made 
in these bit 
positions only 

The field of bits in BLW is greater than the field 
of bits in process register 12. The OF indicator 
will be set. 

h. Compare Selective Half. Initially the carry. 
greater (overflow), equal, and less indicators are 
reset. Process register 14 contains a mask. The 
operand (Y) is logically compared with Bit posi
tions 16 through 31 of process register (H) in only 
those bit positions selected by a ONE in the 
corresponding bit position of process register 14. 
Bit positions in (Y) and (H) are ignored in those 
bit positions designated by a ZERO in corre
sponding bit positions in process register 14. In 
mode 0, the CA operand is zero extended. If the 
selected field of (Y) is greater/equal/less than the 
selected field of (H). then the greater/equal/less 
indicator, respectively~ is set. Trap never occurs. 

Func-
tion 

Code 

54 

. Operand 
Operation . Construc-
Mnemonic tion 

(,'SH Y. H 
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Symilolic 
Opera lion 

<VIA,R"" I 
(li)".,11 "4R,.,. 

• Ind',. 

T 
(p 

Illle 

~l'l') 

, , 

(I) All address modes arc permitted. 

(2) Special. addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
word sign position sets the carry indicator. The 
masked least Significant 16 bits are compared 
with the masked least significant 16 bits. of (H). 

. Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

CSH =X'3S0', 13 Literal Logically compares a lield l.f 
bits in the hex literal with a 
field of bits In bit positiuns 16-
31 or prOl.'Css register IJ. The 
field or bits to be ,,'Ompiln.'d i~ 
determined by the l.'(mtents of 
pruccss register 14. If the lield 
of the literal is greater the OF 
indicator is sct. if ,,-qual the EF 
indicator is sct. ir less the LF 
indicator is sct. 

i, Compare Gated Full, Initially the carry. 
greater (overflow). equal. and less indicators arc 
reset. Process register 14 must contain a positive 
number. The absolute value of the algebraic dif
ference between the operand (Y) and process 
register (8) is compared against the contents of 
process register 14. In mode O. the CA operand is 
sign extended. If the absolute value of the differ
ence is greater/equal/less than contents of process 
register 14, then the greater/equal/less indicator. 
respectively, is set. Only one indicator is set. Trap 
never occurs. 

Func-
tion 

Code 

13 

Operand 
Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 
Mnemonic tion Operation (Ilsec) 

CGF V, H ~V) (H)I : 5.3 
(RId + Ind'r 

( I) All address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out at the 
word sign position sets the carry indicator. The 
greater indicator is set when (Y>S - (H) overflows. 
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-- --- ---------- ------r----------

Fxamplc 
Addressing 

Mode Al'lion 
-------~-----+--~---~----

nil- RGIII. 4 I)m'l·t III allilll~·nHII "tiller the ~·,'nten" 
"I' p"'ll'e~' regi,ter 4 arc 'lIh· 
tr.ll't~·,1 from Ihe l'IlI1tenb .. I' "tI
lire" R( i UT_ The "h",hll(' vahl!: 
of the tllncrell~'C is wmrarell with 
(he I.'o"tellt, til' rrol'CSS regi~ter 14. 
If the ahstllute difference is 
greater the OF indicator is loCt, if 
equal the EF indicator is set, if 
less the LFindicator is sct. 

j. Compare Gated Half Initially the carry, 
greater (overflow), equal, and less indicators are 
reset. Process register 14 must contain a positive 
number. The absolute value of the algebraic dif
fcrence between the operand (Y) with extended 
sign and process register (H) is compared against 
the contents of process register 14, In mode 0, the 
CA operand is sign extended, If the absolute 
value of the difference is greater/equal/less than 
contents of process register 14, then the greaterl 
equal/less indicator, respectively, is set. Only one 
indicator is set. Trap never occurs. 

Func- Operand 
tion 

Code 

53 

Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 
Mnemonic tion Operation (psec) 

CGH y, H I(y)s - .(H)I : 5.3 
(~i4l .. lnd'r 

( I) All address modes are permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only, 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out at the 
word sign position sets the carry indicator, The 
greater indicator is set when (Y)y - (H) overllows. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

(,GU = X'FOOF'. 7 Literal The contents of process regis
ter 7 are subtracted from t_he 
sign extended hex literal. The 
absolute value of the dilfer
enee is compared with the 
contents of process register 14. 
If the absolute dilferenee is 
greater the OF indicator is sct. 
if equal the EF indicator is 
sct. if -less the LF indicator is 
sct. 
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k. M()d~b' and Test lIa(l Initially the l:arry. 
greater (overl1ow),equal, and less indil:ators 'In: 
reset, 

- ._- -- -_.-._------ --- --. - -_._-_ .. - ._. __ -.--- ___ . __ 0_- -'- --
hllll'- Operand _ 
tion Operation Construe- _ Symholil' Ti ml' 

Code Mnemonic lion Operation (pscc) 

6F MTH Y.H (V) + H .. Y 5.1 
(V) : 0 ~ -Ind 'r 

The H field of the instruction is used as 
a signed 4-bit operand. The most significant 
bit of H is extended as a sign bit. This 
quantity is added to the halfword operand 
(Y). Bits 16-31 of the sum replace Y. The 
carry indicator is set by carry out of the 
halfword sign position. If the halfword sum is 
positive/zero/negative then the greater/equall 
less indicator, respectively, is set. Only one 
indicator is set. The chart below illustrates all 
the possible values for the H field. Trap bn 
carry indicator occurs only -when OT indicator 
is zero. 

Signed Values of H 

Value ofH Binary EqUivalent Signed Value 

H=O - 0000 +0 

H=I 000\ +1 

H=2 0010 +~ 

II = .l 0011 II 

1/:::4 olon 1·1 

1/=5 0101 ,\ 

11=6 0110 +1> 

H=7 0/11 +7 

H=8 1000 ·8 

H=9 1001 ·7 

H= 10 1010 ·6 

H= II 1011 -5 

H= 12 1100 ·4 

H= 13 1101 -3 

H= 14 1110 ·2 

H= IS 1111 ·1 

1201~·116 



( I) Mode () is exduded. 

(2) Sped .. 1 addresses: process registers only. 

NOTE 

This instruction allows modification of a 
half word by any number in the range -8 
through + 7, followed by a test. If the H 
field is zero. then the specified half word 
is tested for positive, zero. or negative 
value. 
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.•.. _. __ ... __ ... - ----.... - - ........ . 

Addrl's~ing 

F""l1lplc Mode At·lion 
-----+------1--_. __ ._-_ ......... . 
MTH 21, I() Relative The eRective illJdrc" I' th,' II Ho· 

2t. The 16 hit cllntent "I' till' .:I. 
feetive ilddre~~ i~ ildded III the 
sign extended value -6 (H = 10 
is ·6) and the result i~ Mllred in 
the effective addres~. Thi~ value i, 
then compared tu zero. If greater 
than zeru the OF indIcator i~ ~el. 
if equal to zero the EF inuil·;II,'r 
b SCI. if les~ than leW the If 
indicator h sct. 

Section VII. LOGIC INSTRUCTIONS 

6-23. Introduction 

Logic instructions perform logical arithmetic 
functions as opposed to algebraic functions. All 
values involved in logic operations are assumed to 
be unsigned quantities. being neither positive or 
negative. with the sign bit position treated as 
another magnitude bit. There are three basic 
operatipns carried out by the logic instructions. 
These are INCLUSIVE OR (sometimes r,eferred 
to as logical sum. union. unite or V). EXCLU
SIVE OR (sometimes referred to as the modulo 
two sum. t. or v) and AND operations (sometimes 
referred to as logical. product. extract, intersec
tion). Corresponding bit positions in the two oper
ands are operated on independently of the other 
bit positions. 

6-24. Inclusive OR Operations 

The Inclusive OR operations work with two 
values. bit position by bit position. For each bit 
position in the two values, a ONE or a ONE 
results in a ONE. There is never any carry from 
one bit position to another. 

EXAMI)LE: An Inclusive OR operation is performed on 
the following two values: 

11'00110011 

0110011001 

resull 1110111011 

The following cumbillal ions result in a ONE for a given 
bit position: 

LO 
01 

The folhlwing combination resulls ill a ZERO for :1 given 
hil posilion: 

o 
o 

6-25. Exclusive OR Operations 

The Exclusive OR operations work with two 
values. bit position by bit position. For each bit 
position in the two values a ONE ZERO. combi
nation or a ZERO ONE combination results in a 
ONE. The other combinations result in a ZERO. 
There is never any carry from one bit position to 
another. 

EXAMPLE: An E);c\usive OR operation is performed on 
the following two values: 

1100110011 

0110011001 

result 1010 \0 10 \0 

The following combinations result in a ONE for a given bit 
position: . 

1 0 

0.1 

The following combinations result in a ZERO for a given 
bit position: . 

10 
I 0 

6·26. AND Operations 

AND operations work with two values. bit posi-. 
tion by bit position. For each bit position in. the 
two values a ONE ONE combination results in a 
ONE. All other combinations result in a ZERO. 
There is never any carry from one bit position to 
another. ' 

'EXAMPLE: An AND operation is performed on til\: 
followingtwll values: 

1100110011 

0110011001 

result 0100010001 
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I hl' 1IllillwIIII! cIllllhlllatillll I'l'sults ill a ONF fill a ~iVl'1I hit 
p. 1\111' III 

The lolluwillg como illations teslill in a ZERO for a given 
hit pll~III~IIJ: 

I 0 0 

o I 0 

6- 27. Instr~ction Usages 
The logic operations are particularly useful in 

masking (AND), extracting (AND), inserting 
(OR) and complementing (EXCLUSIVE OR) 
functions. They are also useful in testing and 
noncquivalence (EXCLUSIVE OR) operations. 
The operations can involve a single bit or a field 
of bits within a full or half word. 

6-28. Instructions 

The logic instructions are described in the fol~ 
lowing paragraphs. 

a. Inclusive OR Full. Initially the carry, over
flow, and excess indicators are reset. The operand 
(Y) is logically merged with the process register 
(H). For every ONE bit in (Y) a ONE is inserted 
into that bit position of (H), regardless of its 
orignal state. ZERO bits in (Y) do not modify the 
corresponding bit position in (H). The result re
places H. In mode 0, the CA operand is zero 
extended. Indicators are set only in mode 0 with 
indexing. Trap never occurs. 

Func- Operand 
lion Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation Vlsec) 

15 10F y, H (H) V(Y) + H 4.5 

( I) All address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
word sign position sets the carry indicator. Word 
overflow sets the overflow indicator. A sum ex
ceeding a half word sets the excess indicator. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

IOF ZBTA. 9 Direcl An Inclusive OR is performed be
tween the contents of address 
ZBTA and process register 9 with 
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Addressing 
Example Molle Al'lion 

Ihe' resuhs sturcd in flW(C" 

register 9. 

h. Inclusive OR Half. Initially the carry. over
flow, and excess indicators are reset. The operand 
(Y) is logically merged with the least significant 
16 bits of the process register (H). For every ONE 
bit in (Y) a ONE is inserted into that bit position 
of (H), regardless of its original state. ZERO bits 
in (Y) do not modify the corresponding bit posi
tion in (H). The result replaces bits 16 - 3 t of H: 
bits 0 - 15 of (H) are not changed. In mode O. 
the CA operand is zero extended. Indicators are 
set only in mode 0 with indexing. Trap never 
occurs. 

Func-
tion 

Code 

55 

Operand 
Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 
Mnemonic tion Operation (J,lsec) 

10H y, H (Hh6,31V (VI 4,5 

+ HI631 

(I) All address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
word sign position sets the carry indicator. Word 
overflow sets the overflow indicator. A sum ex
ceeding a half word sets the excess indicator. 

Example 

tOH = 0'7777', R 

Addressing 
Mode 

Literal 

Action 

An Inclusive OR is performed 
between the octal literal lind 
the contents of hits t6 31 of 
process register R. The rc~ult i~ 
stllrcd in bits 16 31 "I' 
pnx:css register R with hih (I 
15 remaining unchanged. 

c. Replace Inc/u.'Iive OR Full. Indicators are not 
affected. Process register (H) is logically merged 
with the operand (Y). For every ONE bit in (H) 
the corresponding bit position of (Y) is set to a 
ONE regardless of its original state. For every 
ZERO bit in (H) the corresponding bit position of 
(Y) is not changed. The result replaces Y. (H) is 
not changed. Indicators are not modified. Trap 
never occurs. 



Fum:- Operand 
tion Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (J,Lsec) 

10 RIF Y. H (Y) V(H) ~ Y 4.9 

( I) Mode 0 is excluded. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

RIF FYI+RT.II Direct with. An Inclusive OR is performed 
indexing between the contents of the 

modified address FYI and 
process register II with the re
sults storcd in the modified ad
dress FYI. 

d. Replace Inclusive OR Half Indicators are 
not affected. The least significant 16 bits at 
process register (H) are logically merged with the 
operand (Y). For every ONE bit in (H) the corre
sponding bit position (Y) is set to a ONE regard
less of its original state. For every ZERO bit in 
(H) the corresponding bit position of (Y) is not 
changed. Bits 16-31 of the result replace Y. (H) is 
not changed. Indicators are not modified. Trap 
never occurs. 

Func- Operand 
tion Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (J,Lsec) 

'i» RIH Y. H (Y)V(Hh631 4.9\/ 
~ Y 

(I) Mode 0 is excluded. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

RIH Relative with The elfective address is the 
$ + 12 + R') ',3 indexing ILR + 12 + the contents of index 

register I. An inclusive OR is per
formed between the contents of 
the effective address and process 
register 3 with bits 16 - 31 of the 
result stored in the elfectivc ad
dress. 

c. Lxclusive OR Full. Initially the carry. over
Ilow, and excess indicators arc reset. The operand 
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(Y) is logically matched with the process register 
(H). For every ONE bit in (Y) and corresponding 
ZERO bit in (H) a ONE is inserted into that hit 
position of (H). For every ONE bit in (Y) and 
corresponding O:'JE bit in (H) a ZERO is inserted 
into that bit position of (H). ZERO bits in (Y) do 
not modify the corresponding bit positions in (H). 
The result replaces H. In mode 0, the CA operand 
is zero extended. Indicators arc set only in mode 0 
with indexing. Trap never occurs. 

Func-
tion 

Code 

16 

Operand 
Operation Construc- Symoolic Time 
Mnemonic tion Operation (psec) 

-
EOF Y. H (H) V IYl ~ H ·u 

(1) All address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
word sign position sets the carry indicator. Word 
overflow sets the overflow indicator. A sum cx
ceeding a half word sets the excess indicator. 

Example 

EOF (HOPP).15 

Addressing 
Mode 

Indirect 

Action 

The conten" llf auure" HOPI' 
arc a '~'l:"nd addre~' . ..\n exdu· 
sive OR j, pcrfllrml'd oetwec'n 
the l'''"tellt> llr the sC'cllnd ,Id· 
dress and pn"-"" register 15 with 
the result 'tllred in prot"" regi,· 
ter 15. 

f Exclusive OR Half Initially the carry. over
flow, and excess indicators are reset. The operand 
(Y) is logically matched with the least significant 
16 bits of the process register (H). For every ONE 
bit in (Y) and corresponding ZERO bit in (H) a 
ONE is inserted into that bit position of (H). For 
every ONE bit in (Y) and corresponding ONE bit 
in (H) a ZERO is inserted into that bit position of 
(H). ZERO bits in (Y) do not modify the corrc
sponding bit positions in (H). The result replaces 
bits 16 - 31 of H; bits 0 - 15 of (H) arc not 
changed. In mode 0, the CA operand is zero 
extended. Indicators are set only in mode 0 with 
indexing. Trap never occurs. 
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hll1\:-

tion 
Code 

5tJ 

- -...... -.. 

Operand 
Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 
Mnemonic tion Operation (/-Isec) 

EOH Y, H (Hh6.31 V (Y) 4.5 
+ H16.31 

( I ) All address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
word sign position sets the carry indicator. Word 
overflow sets the overflow indicator. A sum ex
ceeding a half word sets the exceSs indicator. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

EOH *+ 13.12 Direct The etfective address is the instruc
tionaddress + 13. An exclusive OR 
is performed between the contents 
of the ctfcetive address and bits 
16 - 31 of process register 12 with 
the result stored in bits 16 - 31 of 
process register 12. 

g. Replace Exclusive OR Full. Indicators are 
not affected. Process register. (H) is logically 
matched with operand (Y). For every ONE bit in 
(H) the corresponding bit position of (Y) is set to 
a ONE if it was a ZERO or it is reset to a ZERO 
if it was a ONE. ZERO bits in (H) will not 
change the corresponding bit positions in (Y). (H) 
is not changed. Indicators are not modified. Trap 
never occurs. 

Func- Operand 
tion Operation Construe- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (/-Isec) 

IE REF Y. H (Y) (H) + Y 4.9 

(I) Mode 0 is excluded. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

Example 
Addressing 

Mode Action 

REF MT+I),4·.14 Direct with 'rhe effl.'Ctive address is MT 
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douhle inde"ing as modified by thc contents 
III' inde1l registers 1 and 4 
An exclusive OR is per
formed between the contents 
III' thc etfective address and 
pnl(.'ess register 14. The re-

Example 
Addressing 

Mode Al'linn . 

suit is s.torcd in the etfectivc 
address. 

h. Replace Exclusive OR Half. Indicators are 
not affected. The least significant t 6 bits of 
process register (H) are logically matched with the 
operand (Y). For every ONE bit in (H) the corre
sponding bit position of(Y) is set to a ONE if it 
was a ZERO or it is reset if it was a ONE. ZERO 
bits in (H) will not change the corresponding bit 
positions in (Y). Bits 16- 3 t of the result replace 
Y. (H) is not changed.' Indicators are not modi
fied. Trap never occurs. 

Func- Operand 
tion Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (psee) 

5E REH y, H (Y) (Hh6.31 4.9 
+ Y 

(I) Mode 0 is excluded. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

REH (DPL+ RT).8 Indirect with The modified address DPL 
inde"ing contains a second address. An 

exclusive OR is performed 
between the contents of the 
etfective address. and prtll'C~~ 
register 8. Bits 16 - 31 of the 
result are stored in the effec
tive address. 

i. Logical AND Full. Initially the carry. over
flow, and excess indicators are reset. The operand 
(Y) is logically masked. with the process register 
(H). For each ZERO bit in(Y) the corresponding 
bit position in (H) is reset to a ZERO; For each 
ONE bit in (Y)the corresponding bit position in 
(H) remains unchanged. The result replaces H. In 
mode 0, the CA operand is zero extended. Indica
tors are set only in mode 0 with indexing. Trap 
never occurs. 

Func- Operand 
tion Operation Construe- Symholic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (psee) 

17 ANF Y. H (HI 1\ (Y) .. H 45 



( I ) All address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
word sign position sets the carry indicator. Word 
overflow sets the overflow indicator. A sum ex
ceeding a half word sets the excess indicator. 

Example 
Addressing 

Mode Action 

ANF = x·c + RT.9 Literal with An AND operation is per-
indexing formed between the modi

lied hcx literal (zero ex
tended) and thc contents or 
process register 9 with the 
result stored in proccss 
registcr 9. 

j. Logical AND Half. Initially the carry, over
flow, and excess indicators are reset. The operand 
(Y) is logically masked with the least significant 
16 bits of the process register (H). For each 
ZERO hit in (Y) the corresponding bit position in 
(H) is reset to a ZERO. For each one-bit in (Y) 
the corresponding bit position in (H) remains 
unchanged. The result replaces bits 16- 31 of H; 
bits 0 - 15 of (H) are not changed. In mode 0, 
the CA operand is zero extended. Indicators arc 
set only in mode 0 with indexing. Trap never 
occurs. 

Func- Operand 
tion Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (~sec) 

57 ANH Y. H (Hh631/\ (Y) 4.5 
... H16·31 

----'---

( I ) All address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
word sign position sets the carry indicator. Word 
overflow sets the overflow indicator. A sum ex
ceeding a half word sets the excess indicator. 

--_ .. _--.--------,.------------
Addressing 

Example Mode 

ANH $ 9.13 Relative 

Action 

The effective address is ILR -9. An 
AND operation is pcrfromcd on the 
contents of the effcctive address and 
bits 16 - 31 of pr()(:ess register 13. 
The result is stored in bits 16 - 31 
of process register 13 with bits 0 -
15 remaining unchanged. 

--------'-----'------------
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k. Replace Logical AND Full. I ndicators arc 
not affected. Process register (H) is logically 
masked with the operand (Y). For every ONE bit 
in (H) the corresponding bit position in (Y) is not 
changed. For every ZERO bit in (H) the corre
sponding bit position in (Y) is reset to a ZERO. 
The result replaces Y. (H) is not changed. Indica
tors are not modified. Trap never occurs. 

Func- Operand 
tion Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (j..Isec) 

IF RNF Y. H (YI !\ (H) ... Y 4.9 

( I ) Mode 0 is excluded. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

RNF MU.I Direct An AND operation b performed hc
tween thl' content~ "I' addre" M 1I 
and pnl(:css rcgi,ter I with the rl',lIlt 
stored in adures, MU. 

I. Replace Logical AND Half Indicators are 
not affected. The least significant 16 bits of 
process register (H) are logically masked with the 
operand (Y). For every ONE bit in (H) the corre
sponding bit position in (Y) is not changed. For 
every ZERO bit in (H) the corresponding bit 
position in (Y) is reset to a ZERO. Bits 16 - 31 of 
the result replace Y. (H) is not changed. Indica
tors are not modified. Trap never occurs . 

Func- Operand 
tion Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (j..Isecj 

SF RNH Y. H (Y) /\(Hh6 31 4.9 
+ Y 

(I) Mode 0 is excluded. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

RNH (ALTA).6 Indirect The contents of ALTA are a ~Cl'
ond address. An AND operation 
is performed betwecn the con
tents of the second addrc" and 
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Example 
Addressing 

Mode Action 

pruccs~ rcgi~tcr 6. Bits 1(, :\1 III 
the result arc ~tllrcd in lhc~\:ullll 
alldrc~s. 

m .• \'elective Substitute Full. Indicators are not 
alfe~ted. Process register 14 contains a mask. The 
instruction stores the contents of the process regis
ter (H) in the operand location (Y) in those bit 
positions selected by a ONE in corresponding bit 
positions of process register 14. The operand (Y) 
remains unchanged in those bit positions selected 
by a ZERO in corresponding bit positions of 
process register 14. (H) is not changed. Indicators 
are not modified. Trap never occurs. 

Fune- Operand 
tion Operation Construe- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (psec) 

2F SSF Y. H [(H)A(R14)] v .. y 5.5 
I(Y)I\(R14 ) ] 

( I) Mode 0 is excluded. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

Addressing 
Example Mode 

SSF RES. \() \)irc\:t 

Before: 

Action 

The I:Ontcnb (If pnl\:es~ rcgi\tcr 10 
ilrc'stored in addres~ RES in thll~c hll 
po.itions selected hy il I III wrre
spunding hit pmitions within thl' 
mask register (prm:ess register 14). 
See.lhe example below. 

(Process Register 14) = 000000000001 II I 
10000000000000000 

(Process Register 10) = 

(RES) 

After: 

(RES) = 

110000 II 10 10 I 10 
00011001000111011 

000100011010 J() I 
10110000000001110 

0001000 110 10 110 
0011000000000 1 I 10 

Section VIII.' BIT INSTRUCTIONS 

6-29. Introduction 

The basic function of the set instructions is to 
set a hit within a half word to a ONE or to reset 
a bit in a half word to ZERO. The basic function 
of the test instructions is to testa bit within a half 
word and. based upon the results of the test. to 
either execute the next instruction in sequence 
(mismatch) or skip the next instruction in se-
quence (match). . 

6-30. Set IReset and Test Instructions 

Set/reset and test instructions are described in 
the following paragraphs. 

a. Set Bit ill Ha!f Word. Indicators are not 
affected. The H-Ikld specifics a bit position (0 to 
15 or 16 to 31) withm the half-word operand (Y) 
that will be !-let to a ONE. Other bits of (Y) are 
not changed. If the program activity register is 
addressed. a program level change is not at
tempted. Indicators arc not modified. Trap never 
occurs. 
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Func- Operand 
tion Operation Construe- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (~sec) 

Ie SBT Y. H 4.7 

(I) Mode 0 is excluded. 

(2) Special addresses: half words of process 
registers, and if privileged the query register and 
program activity register. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

SBT L TI + RT.I Direct with Bit position ONE within the 
indexing modified address LTI is sct to .. 

ONE. The other hit pl.lsiti(ln~ 
.within the half word arc not dis. 
turbed. 



h. Reset Bit in Half Word. Indicators are not 
affected. The H-field specifies a bit position (0 to 
15 or 16 to 31) within the half-word operand (Y) 
that will he reset to a ZERO. Other bits of (Y) 
arc not changed. If the program activity register is 
addressed. a program level change is not at
tempted. Indicators are n.ot modified. Trap never 
occurs. 

Fum:- Operand 
lion Operation Construe- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (J.Lsee) 

5C RBT Y.H 4.7 

( I) Mode 0 is excluded. 

(2) Special addresses: half words of process 
registers. and if privileged the query register, and 
program activity register. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

R BT $ II.!! Relative The effective hair word address is 
the I LR-II. Bit position 8 within the 
effective address is reset to ZERO. 
The other bit positions within the 
hair word arc not disturbed. 

c. Test Bit in Half Word for ZERO,' Skip on 
Match. Indicators are not affected. The H field 
specifies a bit position (0 to 15 or 16 to 31) within 
the half word operand (Y) to be tested. If the bit 
tested is a ZERO, then the next instruction in 
sequence is skipped. If the bit tested is a ONE, 
then the next instruction in sequence is obtained. 
(H) and (Y) are not changed. 

Func- Operand 
lion Operation Construe- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (J.Lsec) 
. 

37 TSZ Y.H 4.6 

... 

( I) Mode 0 is excluded. 

(2) Special addresses: half words of process 
registers. query register, executive link-register, 
and program activity register. 
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Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

TSZ(ZEST).15 Indirect The cuntcnts uf ZEST arc a \Cwnd 
address. Bit 15 of thc ",ntcnt, "I' 
the second addrc, .. is tested. If it " 
a ZERO the next instrUt:tion in 'c· 
qucnce is skipped. If it is a ONE 
the ncxt instrul'tion in ,equcnl'C " 
executed. 

d. Test Bit in Half Word for ONE. Skip on 
Match. Indicators are not affected. The H field 
specifies a bit position (0 to 15 or 16 to 31) within 
the half word operand (Y) to be tested. If the bit 
tested is a ONE then the next instruction in 
sequence is skipped. If the bit tested is a ZERO 
then the next instruction in sequence is obtained. 
(H) and (Y) are not changed. 

Func- Operand 
tion Operation Construe- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (J.Lsec) 

77 150 Y. H 4.6 

(I) Mode 0 is excluded. 

(2) Special addresses: half words of process 
registers, query register, executive link register. 
and program activity register. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

TSO RBN + R'2'.O Direct with ZERO uf the conten" "I' the 
Bitindexing modified address RBN is 

tested. If the hit is a ONE the 
next instructiun in sequenl'C " 
skipped. If it is a ZERO the 
next instruction in sequen<.:c is 
exeeutcd, 

e. Test and Conditionally Insert/Skip. Indica
tors are not affected. If the most significant bit of 
the half-word operand (Y) is a ZERO, then bits 
16 to 31 of the process register (H) replace (Y) 
and the next instruction in sequence is skipped. If 
the most significant bit of the half word operand 
(Y) is a ONE, the operand (Y) is left unchanged 
and the next instruction in sequence is obtained. 
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The test/insert operation is performed in a split 
memory cycle which is not interruptable. 

--.-
FUJ1C- Operand 
lion Operation Construe- Symholic - Tillll' 

Codc Mnemonic tion Operation (psec) 
.... ---- ----"--~ 

7/1 lSI y, H 4.9 

(I) Mode 0 is excluded. 
(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

Addressing 
Example Mode AClion 

TSI FRR, 9 Dirl'l·t ('11\: sign hit "f till' Wlltl'llt, .. ( ad· 
drl'~s I'\{ \{ is tcstCll. If it is /.1 RO. 
hits -I (, .11 "f I>I'(Il'C" -Rcglster 'I _.IrC 
placed ill address ERR and thc nl')(t 
instruction in scqucm:c b ~kirpcd. If 
it IS ONE. no action takc~ place and 
the next instruction in scqucnt'C i, cx
ecuted. 

Section IX FORMAT INSTRUCTIONS 

6-31. Introduction 

The Format instructions serve two basic pur
poses. One function will extract a field of bits 
from a process register and isolate that field in a 
second process register. The other function will 
extract a field of bits from a process register and 
insert the extracted field into another process 
register witholJt disturbing the other bits in the 
receiving register. Both functions allow for the 
formatting of the extracted. field. The formatting 
consists of shifting the extracted field of bits, to 
the left or to the right,a number of specified bit 
positions. -

6-32. The Operand of Fo'rmat Instructions 

Each Format i~struction requirea a 16 bit oper.;. 
and which has three fields. An illustration of the 
operand is shown in the chart below. 

OOR 4 
16 20 

R 
DESTINATION 

8 10 IS 
24 _ 26 31 

T K 
OPTION SHIFTS 

a, R: This field is four bits in length and 
occupies the first four bits of the operand. It will 
contain a number from 0 - 15 which refers to a 
process register. This process register will receive 
the results of the operation and is referred to as 
the destination or TO register. 

The next four bits are always blank and 
have no meaning to the instructions. 

h. T: The next two bits make up the T field._ It 
specifics one of the four shift '?ptions available to 
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the format instructions. The diagram on the fol
lowing page illustrates the options. 

c. K: The last 6 bits specifies the number of 
bit positions to be shifted in the selected process 
register (H) prior to its logical operation with the 
mask contained in process register 14 (R'14'). 
Any value from 0 to 63 may be specified as a 
shift count in a single operation. A K field equal 
to ZERO specifies no shift. 

T Shift Operation Process Register (H) 

0 Right, Linear 0 

~=: I Right, Circ}llar I 

2 Left, Linear 

:=~ I 3 Left, Circular 

6-33. Extended Mnemonics For Format 
Instructions 

I 
0 

I 

The AN/GYK-12 Assemnler provides extended 
mnemonics for each of _ the format instructions 
(see chart below). There are four extended mne
monics for each instruction, one for each of the 
available shift options. A detailed discussion of 
the extended mnemonics for format instructions is 
provided in the AN/GYK-12 Computer Assem
bly Language Manual. 



FORMAT EXTRACT 

FELRF Linear. Righ I, Full Word T = 0 

Circular. Righi. Full Word T = I 

Linear, Left. Full Word T:: 2 

FECRF 

FtLLF 

FECLF Circular. Left, Full Word T = 3 -------- - - - ----- --
FELRH Linear, Righi, Half Word T = 0 

FECRH 

FELLH 

FECLH 

Circular, Right, Half Word T = I 
Linear, Left, Half Word T = 2 

Circular. Left, Half Word 

FORMAT INSERT 

FILRF 

FICRF 

FILLF 

Linear. Right, Full Word T = 0 

Circular. Right, Full Word T = I 
Linear. Left, Full Word T = 2 

FICLF Circular. Left. Full Word T = 3 ------------------FI LRH Linear, Right, Half Word T:: 0 

FICRH 

FILLH 

Circular, Right, Half Word T = I 

linear, Left, Half Word T = 2 

FIC'LH Circular. Left, Half Word T - 3 

6-34. Instructions 

Format instructions are described in the follow
ing paragraphs. 

a. Format Extract Full. Initially, the carry, 
overflow, and excess indicators are reset. Process 
register 14 contains a mask. The contents of the 
process register (H) are shifted right or left, linear 
or circular as specified by the T field of the 
operand (Y). The number of shifts is specified by 
the K field. The contents of process register 14 
contains a mask which is logically ANDed with 
the shifted word. The result replaces the contents 
of the process register specified by the R field. 
The contents of the process register (H) and mask 
(RJ4 ) arc not changed. In mode 0. the CA operand 
is zero extended. Indicators are set only in mode 0 
with indexing. Trap never occurs. 

Func- Operand 
tion Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation ( sec) 

III FEF Y.H «H) shiftcdl 5.3 + 
I\(R J4 ) .. R O.12K 

( I) All address modes permitted. 
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(2) Special addresses: process registers onlv. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
word sign position sets the carry indicator. Word 
overflow sets the overflow indicator. A sum ex
ceeding a half word sets the excess indicator. 

b. The current contents of Process Registers 
arc as follows: 

(R'8') = OOOOl7A616 OOOOOOOOOOOOOO()OO 
00 10 I I I 10 100 I 102 

(R'II') = 0OO084BA16 00000000000000001 
0000 100 10 I I 10 102 

(R'14') = 0000003E16 00000000000000000 
000000000 I I I I 102 

The following instruction is executed: 

FEF = X'BOOS'.S 

Process Register which is to receive re
sult: R' II' 
Shift Option: Right Linear 
Number of Shifts: 8 

The conterits of Process Registers after in

struction execution: 

(R'8') = 000017A6J6 

(R' II') = 0000001616 

(R'14') = 0000003E16 

The operation: 

The contents of R'8' are shifted in the 
arithmetic ratio 8 bit positions to the 
right, with the least significant 8 bits 
being lost (linear shift) and zeros filling 
the vacated bit positions. 

Interim Results: 0000000000000000 
0000000000010111 

A logical AND is performed between 
the shifted quantity and the contcnts of 
the Mask Register (R' 14'). 

Result: 0000000000000000 
00000000000 10 I 10 

The result is stored in the TO (Destina
tion) Process Register (R' II '). 

The contents of R'8' and R'14' remain 
unchanged. 

c. Format Extract Half Initially, the carry, 
overflow. and excess indicators are reset. Process 
register 14 contains a mask. The contents of the 
process register (H). bit positions 16 - 3 I, are 
shifted right or left, linear or circular as specified 
by the T field of the operand (Y). The number of 
shifts is specified by the K field. The contents of 
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prm:L'~'> n:glster 14, hit po,>itiolls 16 J I, cOlltain'> 
a Illa..,k which i" logil'ally i\Nlkd with the shilkd 
hall word. The result replaces the l:Olltellts of the 
least signi licant 16 hits of the process register 
specilied by the R field. The contents of the 
process register (H), mask (RI4 ), and bits 0 to 15 
of (R) arc not changed. In mode 0, the CA oper
and is zero extended. Indicators are set only in 
mode 0 with indexing. Trap never occurs. 

Fum:-
lion 

Code 

5K 

Operand 
Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 
Mnemonic tion Operation ( sec) 

FEH Y.H (( H 1I63l shifted I 5.3 + 
1\ (R l4l + Rl63l O.12K 

( I ) All address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
word sign position sets the carry indicator. Word 
overf1ow sets the overflow indicator. A sum ex
ceeding a half word sets the excess indicator. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

FEH $ +R '1',11 Relative with The effective address of the oper-
indexing and is theILR + the contents of 

index register I. A field of hilS in 
process register II is extracted 
according to the mask in process 
register 14. Thc field is shifted 
according to thc T and K lields 
of the operand and the result is 
stored in the destination rcgister 
specified by the R field of the 
operand. The extractcd field of 
bits in process register II must 
be between bit positions 16 and 
31. Bits 0 - 15 of the destination 
register remain undisturbed. 

d. Format Insert Full. Initially, the carry, over
flow, and excess indicators are reset. Process regis
ter 14 contains a mask. The contents of the 
process register (H) arc shifted right or left, linear 
or circular as specified by the T field of the 
operand (Y). The number of shifts is specified by 
the K field. The contents of process register 14 
contain a mask which is logically ANDed with 
the shifted word. The inverted mask (ONE's com
plement) is logically ANDed with the process 
register spel:ified hy the R field and the resulting 
ljuantity is ORed with the shifted, masked word. 
The result replaces the contents of the process 
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registl.'r spl.'cilil.'d hy the R Ikld. TIll' COllIl'Ilh 01 

t hl.' prol:CSS rl'gistl'r (If) and m;lsk (R I .,) a f"L' 11111 

dUlIlgcd. i\ ONE hit in the mask will rl.'Sl't thL' 
corrcsponding hit position in process registl.'r R. It 
will take the corresponding hit from thc shifted 
process register (H) and insert it into the corre
sponding hit position in· process register R. A 
ZERO bit in the mask (Rl4 ) will not change the 
corresponding bit position in process register R. In 
mode 0, the CA operand is ZERO extended. 
Indicators are set only in mode 0 with indexing. 
Trap never occurs. 

Func- Operand 
lion Operation Construe- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic lion Operation (fJ.sec) 

19 FIF Y. H II< H) shifted I 5.5 + 
A(R l4 )1 O.12K 

VI(R)fI(R l4 )1 
+ R 

( I) All address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
word sign position sets the carry indicator. Word 
overl1ow sets the overflow indicator. A sum ex
ceeding a half word sets the excess indicator. 

e. The current contents of process registers arc 
as follows: 

(R'T) = 004A671016 0000000001001010011 
00 111000 100002 

(R'12') 6344AAFCl6 0110001101000100101 
o 1010 1 11 I 1 1002 

(R'14') = 00FFFOOOl6 0000000011111111111 
10000000000002 

The following instruction is executed: 

FIF = X'C088',7 

Process Register which is to receive the 
rcsult: R'12' 
Shift Option: Left Linear 
Number of shifts: 8 

The contents of Process Registers after in
struction execution: 

The operation: 

The contents of R'7' are shifted in thc 
arithmctic scction 8 bit positions to thc 
left, with the most significant 8 bits be
ing lost (linear shift) and ZERO(s) filling 
the vacated bit positions. 



J ntcrim Result I: 0 10010 100 II o(ll I 1000 
I 000000000000] 

A logic'I' AND is pcrformed hetween 
the shifted "Iuantity illld the conlents of 
the mask register (R' 14'). 

Interim Resu It 2: 000000000 I 100 I I 1000 
10000000000002 

In the arithmetic section, the contents of 
the mask register (R'14') are inverted 
(ONE's complement). A logical AND is . 
performed between the inverted mask 
and the contents of the TO (Destination) 
process register (R'12'). 

Interim Result 3: 0110001100000000000 
o 10 10 II I I I 1002 

A logical inclusive OR is performed be
tween interim result 2 and interim result 
3. 

Result: o I 1000 I 10 1100 I I 1000 
I 10 10 I 1 I I I 1002 

The result is stored in the TO (Destina
tion) process register (R'12'). The con
tents of R'7' and R'14' remain un
changed. 

f Format Insert Half. Initially, the carry, over
flow, and excess indicators are reset. Process regis
ter 14 contains a mask. The contents of the 
process. register (H), bit positions 16 - 31, are 
shifted right or left, linear or circular as specified 
by the T field of operand (Y). The number of 
shifts is specified by the K field. The contents of 
process register 14, bit positions 16 - 3 I, contain 
a mask which is logically ANDed with the shifted 
half word. The inverted mask (ONE's comple
ment) is logically ANDed with the process regis
ter specified in the R field, bit positions 16- 31, 
and the resulting quantity is ORed with the 
shifted. masked half word. The result replaces the 
contents of the least significant 16 bits of the 
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process register specified hy the R field. The con
tents of the process register (H), mask (R I4 ). and 
hits 0 to 15 of (R) arc not changed. A ONE hil in 
thc mask will resc.t thc corresponding hil position 
in process register R, bit positions 16 through 3 I. 
It will take the corresponding bit from the shifted 
process register (H), bit positions 16 to 31. and 
insert it into the corresponding bit position in 
process register R. A ZERO bit in the mask (RI4 ) 

will not change the corresponding bit position in 
process register R. 

Func- Operand 
tion Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic lion Operation (lIse,) 
-

59 Flii Y.H [(H) shifted J 5.5 + 
I\(R14MR~631 O.12K 

I\(Rlc) R,631 

( I) In mode 0, the CA operand is zero 
extended. 

(2) Indicators are set only in mode 0 with 
indexing. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

FIB LESS,9 Direct A field of bits in p~'Css register 9 is 
extracted al'Cording to the mask in 
process. register 14. 'fhe /ield is 
shifted according to the T and K 
fields contained in the operand ad
dress LESS and the result is stored in 
the destination register spcci/ied hy 
the R field of the operand. The ex
tracted field of bits in process regiMer 
9 must be between bit positions 16 
and 31. Bits 0 - 15 of the destinatiun 
register remain undisturbed. Only 
those bit positions between 16 and 3 I 
of the destination register arc 
changed which correspond to one hih 
in process register 14. 

Section X. PROGRAM LEVEL TRANSFER INSTRUCTIONS 

6-35. Introduction 

The function of these instructions is to call 
other program modules by changing program 
levels. To effect this change of levels. the instruc
tions set and reset information into some of the 
special registers or the AN/GYK-12 computer. 
Some of the special registers involved are the 

privilege and level link register, the executive link 
register, the program activity register and the 
query register. 

6-36. Instructions 

The following paragraphs described program 
level transfer instructions. 
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a. Call Executive Program Level am! Link. 
Indicators arc not affected. The operand (Y) is 
inserted into the argument field A 'of the privilege 
and level link word corresponding to the level 
specified hy the executive program level XPL field 
of the executive link register. The active program 
level (APL) is inserted into the link program level 
(LPL) field of the privilege and level link word 
corresponding to the XPL of the executive-link 
reigster. The status bit PS in the program activity 
register corresponding to the level specified by the 
XPL field of the executive link register is set to a 
ONE. The status bit PS of the APL is reset when 
the most sig!,lificant bit of the (Y) operand is 
ZERO. The second and third bit of the (Y) oper
and must be ZERO. 

Func-
tion Operation 

Code Mnemonic 

3(' TXP 

(Y) 

APL 

o 

Operand 
Construc- Symbolic Time 

tion Operation (~sec) 

Y See the 6.11 
following 

(A field of privilege and 
level link word)xPl 

(LPL field of privilege and 
level link word)xPl 

(PS of Program Activity 
Register)xPl 

(PS of Program Acitivity 
Register)APl if (Y)o = 0 

Program Level Lock. 

Save only process register 0 if LC = 1, otherwise 
save all process registers. Level change to execu
tive program level. 

h. The Program Level Lock is set. Process regis
ter 0 only is saved when the LC indicator is set. If 
not ~et, save all process registers. A program level 
change to the executive program level XPL takes 
place. Registers are loaded according to the C 
Held of the privilege and level link register of the 
executive program level. Note, that when bit posi
.lion 9 of the C field is ONE, then the page 
control and address registers 4 through 15 are left 
unchanged. (Sec chart below.) 

( I) All address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 
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(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
half word sign position is discarded. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

TPX =0 literal See below. 

1r"(Y)o:::; 0 reset status bit of current active program 
(sign bit in example i~ ZERO). 

.... ... 
PAR .... ... 

~ 

EXECUTIVE LINK REGISTER 

I J XPL I~ 
I 

Set status bit of Executive Program Level to ONE 
in the PAR (XPL field contains level of the 
Execu live). 

PRIVILEGE AND LEVEL LINK REGISTER 
OF CALLED PROGRAM LEVEL 

(Y) of the TXP instruction is inserted into A. 

A 

Load Process Registers and PC As of 
___ the Executive Program Level 

according to the C field of tht.? 
Privilege and Lewl Link Register. 

The (;urrent a(;t ive program 
------ level is inserted IIltll 

the LPL field. 

Additionally: 

Before the level change the .contents of the Pro
cess Registers of the current active program level 
arc stored according to the setting of the Level 
Change Indicator (LO in the Indicator Register. 



c. Call Program Le'lle/and Link. Indicators arc 
nol allc(ted. When the sc(ond hit in the operand 
(Y)1 is a ZERO. then the called program level 
(CPL) is spccificdby thc CPL field.of.the pr.ivi
lege and level link register. When this bit (Y)I IS a 
ONE. the program level 63 will be called. The 
operand (Y) is inserted into the argument fiel~ A 
of the privilege and level link word correspondtng 
to the level specified by the C.PL field of th.e 
privilege and level lin~ register. If t~e. second ~It 
in the operand (Y)I IS ZERO. It IS .tnserted III 
program level 63 if the second bit.(\) is a O~E. 
The active program level (APL) IS mserte~. mto 
the link program level field (LPL) of the pnvJlege 
and level link word corresponding to the CPL 
ficld of the privilege and level li~k regi~ter. if th.e 
second bit in the operand (Y») IS a ZERO. It IS 
inserted in program level 63 if the second bit (Y)I 
is a ONE. The status bit PS in the program 
activity register corresponding to the level speci
fied by the CPL field of the privilege and lev~l 
link register is set to a ONE when the se~ond ~It 
in (Y)I operand is ZERO. The status bit PS tn 
program activity registercorrespondi~g:o level 63 
is sct to a ONE when the second bIt tn the (Y») 
operand is a ONE. The status bit PS in the 
program activity register corresponding to the 
APL is reset when the most significant bit of the 
(Y)o operand is ZERO. When the third bit (Y)2 in 
the operand is a ONE. then a bit in the Queue 
word corresponding to the called prog~am .Ievel 
(CPL or 63 depending upon the (Y) optIOn) IS set 
to a ONE. The operand bit positions (Y)37 spccify 
a bit position 0 to 31 within the Queue word that 
will be set to a ONE. Other bits in the Queue 
word arc not changed. 

d. The Program Level Lock is re~et .. Procc~s 
rcgister 0 only is saved when the. LC tndlcator IS 
set. If not sct, save all process registers. (See chart 
helow.) 

--_ .. 
Func-
lion Operation 

Code Mnemonic 

7(' 

(Y), = 

(Y)1 = 

(Y) 

TCP 

Operand 
Construc- Symbolic Time 

tion Operation (f.Lsec) 

Y See lhe 10.9 
following 

o USC CPL 

I use level 63 

(A field of privilege and 
level link word)CPl/,eve, 63 

API, 
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(LPI. lield or privilege alld 
kvd link wonh"1 le,e' ,,; 

(PS of I'rogram :\\'(1\11\ 

Registcr~'I'I".vf'l to I 

o (PSor Program Al'ti\'it\' 
Registcr)APl if (Y)" = 0 

Set ith bit in (Queue Word) CPl.II ... 1 63 if (Yh = I 

I = (Y)37 

o Program Level Lock 

Save only Process Register 0 if LC = I. otherwise 
save all process registers. 

Attempt Levcl change by auction. 

A program level ch~nge is attc.mpted a.t the 
conclusion of the instruction by auction. Registers 
are loaded according to the C field in the privi
lege and level link register of the program level 
dctermined by the program level (hange. Notc. 
that when bit position 9 of the C field is ONE 
then an access of page control and address regis
ters 4 through 15 are treated as a memory acccss 
violation. 

(I) All address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of thc 
half word sign position is discarded: 

NOTE 

Registers are always swapped an.d the 
PPL (Prior Program Level) field In the 
query rcgister will contain the program 
level number of this program level even 
when the attempted program level change 
results in the program level which exe
cuted this called program levcl and link 
instruction. This instruction actually 
causes an 'auction' to occur. That is. a 
scan of thc program activity register is 
begun from the highest program level to 
the lowest. The highest priority program 
level with program status and program 
enable bits both set to one is the program 
level which is activated. This may not be 
the CPL indicated by this instruction if a 
higher level has both bits set to ONE. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

TCP = X'2100' Literal See beluw 
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II (Y l() = 0 resc I slat us bit of wrrent active program 
level (IY)o equals ZERO in the example). 

PAR 

The slalus bit of the called program level is set to ONE. 

PRIVILEGE AND LEVEL LINK REGISTER 
OF ACTIVE PROGRAM LEVEL 

A 

__ If{Y>t = I the new program 
level is 63. 

I I' (Y ) 1 = 0 the new program level is specified by the 
CPL field «Y)I equals ZERO in the example). 

PRIVILEGE AND LEVEL LINK REGISTER 
OF CALLED PROGRAM LEVEL 

The operand is inserted into the A field. 

A 

Process Registers and PeA's 
____ are loaded according 

to the setting of the C field. 

The current active program 
'------- level is inserted into 

QLIEUE REGISTER 

U 

the LPL field. 

31 

If (Yh = I a bit is set in the Queue Register as 
spedfied by (Y)3.7' (In the example bit I is set.) 

Addi Itonally: 

The contents of Process Registers of the current 
a(t ive program level are stored according to the 
selling of the Level Change Indicator (LC) in the 
Illdicator Register. 

The Level Lock Indicator (LLI) in the Query 
Register is reset tll ZERO as a result of this 
illslruction. 

e. Tie Program Level and Link (Semiprivi
legcd). Indicators arc not affected. The operand 
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(Y) is inserted into the argument licld A of the 
privilege and level link word corresponding to the 
level specified by the call program level (CPL) 
field of the privilege and level link register. The 
second and third bit of the (Y) operand must be 
ZERO. The active program level (APL) is inserted 
into the link program level field LPL of the privi
lege and level link word corresponding to CPL of 
the privilege and level link register. The status bit 
PS of the APL is reset when the most significant 
bit of the (Y) operand is ZERO. The status hit PS 
in the progra?1 activity register corresponding to 
the level specified by the CPL field of the privi
lege and Icvellink register is set to a ONE. 

Func-
tion Operation 

Code Mnemonic 

3D tIE 

(Y) 

APL 

o 

.. _--- . 

I 
Operand 
Construc- Symbolic Time 

lion Operation (/-lsec) 

y Sec Below 6.11 

(A field of privilege and 
level link WOrdkrL 

(LPL field of privilege and 
level link wordkrl 

(PS of Program Activity 
Register)APl if (Yo == 0 

(PS of Program Activity 
RegistefkPl. 

Program Level Lock. 

Save only process register 0 if LC = I, otherwise 
save all process registers. level change to tie pro
gram level. 

f The Program Level Lock is Set. Process 
register 0 only is saved when the LC indicator is 
set. If not set, save all process registers. A pro
gram level change to the tic program level CPL 
takes place. Registers are loaded according to the 
C field in the privilege and level link register of 
the tied program level with the following excep
tion. Note that when bit position 9 of the C field 
is ONE, then the page control and address regis
ters 4 through 15 arc left unchanged and are 
accessible by the tied program level. (See chart 
below.) 

( I) All aJdrcss modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: Carry out of the 
half word sign position is discarded. 



AdJrt'ssing 
ha 111 pic Mod\.' Action 

ilL = X'XO(lO' l.ilcml Sec hduw. 

If (Y) = 0 reset status bit of current active program 
level (~Y)o equals ZERO in the example). 

PAR 

The status bit of the called program level is set to ONE. 

PRIVILEGE AND LEVEL LINK REGISTER 
OF ACTIVE PROGRAM LEVEL 

A 

The new program level is specified 
by the CPL field. 

PRIVILEGE AND LEVEL LINK REGISTER 
OF CALLED PROGRAM LEVEL 

The operand is inserted into the A field. 

A 

Process Registers and PCA's 
..... ___ are loaded according 

to the setting of the C field. 

The current active program 
..... ---__ level is inserted into 

the LPL field. 

Additionally: 

The contents of Process Registers of the current active 
program level are stored according to the setting of the 
Level Change Indicator (LC) in the Indicator Register. 

The Level Lock Indicator (LLI) in the Query Register 
is set to one as a result of this instruction. 

g Test and Conditionally Reset I Skip. Indica
tors are not affected. When the operand address 
Y specifics a process register (0 to OFld or the 
Queue Register (3216 ), then the 32 bit register is 
tested. If the register is not ZERO, then the most 
significant non ZERO bit position is translated 
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into a hit position IlUIllOCr whidl is slorl'd III 

process register U. Thl' hit position is resct alld 
the next inslflu.:tion in scyucncl' is skippl'd. I r tIll' 
register is ZERO. process register H is not 
changed and' the instruction location register rc· 
fers to the next instruction in sequence. The status 
bit, PS in the program activity register, of the 
active program level (APL) is reset. The program 
level lock is reset. Process register 0 only is saved 
when the LC indicator is set. If not set. save all 
process registers. A program level change is 
attempted. 

Func- Operand 
tion Operation Construc- . Symholic 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation 

58 TQR Y. H SI.'c Below 

IfY = 0 to OF 16 or 3216 

and if (Y) '* 0 then (Y j)-H 

O-(Y)i 

(lLR) + 2 -- ILR 

or if (Y) = 0 then (ILR) -- iLR 

Time 
(J.I.sec) 

5.5 

O--(PS of Program Activity Register) API 

0-- Program Level Lock 
Save only Process Register 0 if LC = I, 
otherwise save all Process Registers. 
At tempt level change by auct iOIl. 

IfY 40 16 

and if (Y) '* 0 then (Yi)- If 

0- (Y)i 

(ILR) + 2 -- ILR 

or if (Y) = 0 then no operation 

h. When the operand address Y specifics a 
memory location (:>4016 ), then the memory word 
is tested. If the word is not ZERO. then the most 
significant non ZERO bit position is translated 
into a bit position number which is stored in 
process tegister H. The bit position is reset to zero 
and the next instruction in sequence is skipped. If 
the contents of the memory location is ZERO. 
process register H is not changed and the next 
instruction in sequence is obtained. The most 
significant tested bit position corresponds to 0; 
the least significant bit position to 1 F16 • This 
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numher replaces the contents of the least signifl
cant live hits (27 to 31) of process register (H). Bit 
o to 26 of (H) arc set to ZERO. (See chart below.) 
I n mode 0, the C A operand is zero extended. 

( I ) All address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers. and 
queue register (privilege not required). 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
half word sign position is discarded. 

Example 

TQR -18,12 

Addressing 
Mode Action 

Relative The effective address is the IlR-I!!. 
The contents of the effective ad
dress arc examined. bit by bit. 
from left to right. When the first 
ONE bit is encountered. the bit 
position is translated to a number 
and placed in process register 12. 
bit positions 27 - 31. The remain
ing bits of process register 12 arc 
set to ZERO. The bit position that 
contai.ned the ONE is reset to 
ZERO and the next instruction in 
seq uence is skipped. If no non
ZERO bits are found. the contents 
of process register 12 rl!main un
changed and the next instruction in 
sequenc.e is executed. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

TQR R'4',11 Direct The contents of process register 4 arc 
examined. bit by bit. from left to 
right. When the first ONE bit is en
countered., the bit position is trans
lated to a number and placed ill 
process register I I. bit positions 27 
31. The remaining bits of process 
register II arc set to ZERO. The bit 
position that contained the ONE is 
reset to ZERO and the next instruc
tion in sequence is skipped. If no 
non-ZERO bits arc found. the status 
bit of the active program level in the 
PAR is reset. the level lock indicator 
(LlI) in the query register is reset 
and a program level change is at
tempted by 'auction' (i.e .• the pro
gram level that has the highest prior
ity with enable and status bits in the 
PAR set to ONE will be activated). 

6-37. Input / Output Instructions 

The following paragraphs describe the input! 
output instructions. 
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a. Device Command (Privileged). Initially the 
Device Time-Out DT indicator is reset. The com
mand field of the half word operand (Y)u is 
transmitted to the 1/0 device specified hy the 
device address field (Y),. 'lhe transmission take~ 
place over the 1/0 communication network when 
the network is not being utilized for the servicing 
of 110 requests. In mode 0, the CA operand is 
ZERO extended. The DT indicator is set and the 
instruction is terminated if the addressed device 
fails to respond to the mstruction within 5 mi
croseconds. The instruction H field is not used. 

Func- Operand 
tion Operation Cnnslruc- Symbolil: 

Code Mnemonic lion, Operation 
-----

J!! DEV y ('I'lL = Devi" 
Addr,,, 

(Ylu ~ 1/0 

Device' 

Operand Format: 

BIT POSITIONS IN HALF WORD 

OOR 
16 

COMMAND 

7 8 
23 24 

DEVICE 
ADDRESS 

I I I 

(I) All address modes permitted. 

! lltllC 

! (l1sec) 
I 
I U 

15 
31 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
half word sign position is discarded. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

DEV = X'OIOA Literal The most significant eight hits of 
the literal is the 110 command 
which is sent to the deVICe ad
dress specified by the least sig-

.' nificant eight bits of the literal. 

b. Device Command and Exit (Privileged). Ini
tially the Device Time-Out DT indicator is reset. 
The command field of the half word operand 
(Y)u is transmitted to the 1/0 device specified by 
the device address fleld (Y)L' The transmission 
takes place over the I/O communication network 
when the network is not heing utilized for the 
servicing of I/O requests. In mode 0, the CA 
operand is zero extended. The DT indicator is set 
and instruction is terminated if the addressed 
device fails to re~pond to the instruction within 



5 microseconds. The instructions H field is not used. 
The status bit PS in the program. activity register 
corresponding to the active program level (APL) 
i~ reset. 

Func- Operand 
tion Operation Construc- Symbolic 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation 
78 DEX Y (Y)l = Device 

Address 
(Y)u-I /O 

Device 
O-{PSofPro· 

gram Activity 
Register)APl 

O-Program 
Level Lock 

Save only Process 
Register 0 if 
LC = 1. 

otherwise save all 
Process Registers 
Attempt level 
ehange 

Operand Format: 
BIT POSITIONS IN HALF WORD 

OOR 
16 

7 8 
23 24 

I COMMAND DEVICE 
ADDRESS 

I I I II . I I I I 

Time 
J,tsec) 

5.0 

15 
31 

c. The program level lock is reset. A program 
level change is initiated by auction. Save only 
process register 0 if LC == I, otherwise all process 
registers are saved. This program level is termi
nated and a program level change is attempted. 

( I ) All address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
half word sign position is discarded. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

DEX ICON Direct The contcnt of the most significant 8 
bits of the address ICON is the 1/0 
command which is sent \(I the deviloc 
address specified by the content of the 
least significant 8 bits of addre,s 
ICON. The status bit of the current 
active program level is reset in the 
PAR. tbe level lock indicator is resct 
in the query register and a program 
level l'hange is initiated by ·auctiun.' 
<The program level that has the 
highest priority wilh enable and status 
bits in the PAR set to ONE will be 
activated.) 
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d. Input to Re~ist(',. (Privileged). Initially thl' 
input parity error IE and device tillll'OlIt DT 
indicators arc reset. One to four 8 bit bytl's (plus 
parity) is received from the 110 device specified 
by the device address field of the half word 
operand (YA and is loaded into process register 
H. The bytes are received over the 1/0 communi
cation network when the network is not being 
utilized for the servicing of I/O requests. In mode 
0, the CA operand is zero extended. The byte 
parity is checked. Parity error sets the IE indica
tor. The received bytes are always stored in H as 
shown in table 6-6. The DT indicator is set and 
the instruction is then terminated if the addressed 
device fails to respond to this instruction within 5 
microseconds. 

Func-
tion 

Code 

39 

---
Operand 

Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 
Mnemohic tion Operation (I-/sec) 

ITR y, H 4.8 

(I) All address modes permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
half word sign position is discarded. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

ITR EQUIP, 13 Direct The content of the least signifi
cant 8 bits of addrcss EQUIP 
contains an 1/0 device address. 
From one to four bytes will he 
received in process register 13 
from the devil'C specified by thc 
deviloc address. 

e. Output from Register (Privileged). Initially 
the device timeout DT indicator is reset. Four 8 
bit bytes (plus generated parity) contained in 
process register (H) are transmitted to the (/0 
device specified by the device address field of the 
half word operand (YA. The bytes are transmitted 
over the 110 communication network when the 
network is not being utilized for the servicing of 
110 requests. In mode 0, the CA operand is zero 
extended. The DT indicator is set and the instruc
tion then terminated if the addressed device fails 
to respond to this instruction within 5 
microseconds. 
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Table 6-6_ Cotrjipra,iotr of ITR Dara ill a Process Regis'e~ 

('r"l-C" Rc!!istl'r Bl'fmc ITR Dala 

Prol'l'" Rl'!!istl'r Two Bytl'~ RCl'civcll-J'rolll DeVll'C 

I'ron'" Rq!lstl'r Thrl'C By tcs RL'l"l'ivcll frol11 llL-vicc 

MS II Most Si!!nil"il-anl lIit of I>ala By Ic 

I.SI1 !.l'a,1 SI!!nifkanl 1111 .. f D:llil II), Ic 

Fum:
tion 

Code 

Operand 
Operation Construc- Symbolic 
Mnemonic tion Operalion 

--
OFR Y. H 

( I ) All address modes permitted. 

Time 
(~sec) 

4,/1 

(2) Special addresses: process registers only. 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
half word sign position is discarded. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

OFR $+ l), 12 Relative The clfective address is the ILR + 9. 
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The least significant 8 bits of the 
content of the elfective address con
lains an 1/0 device address. From 

0 Bits 3( 

Ix X X XiX X X xix X X xix X X xl 
MS8 I.SI1 

0 Bits 31 

(J II II 0 II 0 0 0 II 0 0 0 

MSII LSB MSB I.SII 

(I Bits _II 

011000001' 

MSII l.SH MSB LSI! MSII [SII 

() 3( 

MSB lSIl MSI! LSB I\1SI1 lSII MSI! I.SI1 

II J 1 

12012-112 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

nne 10 four hytes Will he "lItPllt 
fwm prucess regisler 12 \0 I he "peL-
Hied devkc address_ 

6-38. Miscellaneous Instructions 
Miscellaneous instructions are described in the 

following paragraphs. 

a. Conditional Halt (Privilege). Initially indica
tors are not affected, This instruction will halt the 
computer if one of the following two conditions 
exist: 

Func- Operand 
tion Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (~sec) 

JA HLT Y. H Sec Beluw 3.7 

--



(I) If the computer test set is prescnt and H 
equals ZERO. 

(2) If any one of the four computer test set 
condition halt switches HSW is ON and its corre
sponding bit in the H field is a ONE. 

(3) If these two conditions do not exist, then 
a halt docs not occur and the next instruction in 
sequence is executed. The H field of this instruc
tion is used to denote the conditional halt switch 
or switches which are to be tested. Figure 6-8 
illustrates the various values of the H field and 
the switch(es) each value tests. The word operand 
(Y) is sent to the computer test set for display. In 
mode 0, the CA operand is sign extended. 

only. 

COMPUTER TEST SET (CTS) 

CONDITIONAL 
HALT 

SWITCHES 

lBj4[2i1i 

H 
H 
H 
H 

1.3 .5.7.9.11.13.15 
.11.7.10.11.14.15 
11.7.12.13.14.15 
10.11.12.13.14.15 

2.3 
4.5. 
8.9, 

44-48-042 

Figure 6·8. CTS Conditional Halt Switches 

(a) All address modes permitted. 

(b) Special addresses: process registers 

(e) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of 
the word sign position is discarded. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

HLT DFG.2 Direct If conditional halt switch 2 is in the 
on position. the computer halts and 
displays the contents of address DFG 
in :1 hank of lights labeled memory 
data at the computer tcst set. If 
switch 2 is not in the on position. the 
computer docs not halt and the next 
instruction is exccuted. 

b. MemOlJ' Bank Assignment or Test (Privi
{eKed). Initially the memory test. MT, indicator is 
reset. The half word operand (Y) is transmitted to 
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the memory bank that is specified by the P Ikld. 
In mode 0, the CA operand is sign extended. 

Func- Operand 
tion Operation Construe- Symholie Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (psct' ) 

7A MBA Memory 4.7 
Control 

Operand Format: 

BIT POSITIONS IN HALF WORD 
OOR 4 8 12 15 
16 20 24 28 31 

I 
P 

I 
N 

I 
( 

I 
T I I I I I I I I I 

P: PRESENT BANK ADDRESS 

N: NEW BANK ADDRESS OR TEST CONTROL BITS 

C: OPERATION (ONTROL 

. T: TEST CONTROL BITS 

(1) The C field is used to distinguish be
tween memory banks. For C equals 0 to 3. 8K 
memory banks respond to the P field; if C equals 
4 to 7, large memory banks respond to the P field. 
The assignment of test operation is stipulated by 
the C field as follows: 

(a) 

(b) 

(e) 

(d) 

(e) 

C = 0 

C = 

C = 2 

C = 3 

Memory Test for 8K 
memory· banks. 

Change present ac-
tive bank address P 
to new active bank 
address N for 8K 
memory bank. 

Sct present active 
bank. designated by 
P. to inactive. N IS 

not used for 8K 
memory bank. 

Set present inactive 
bank. designated by 
P. to new active 
bank address N for 
8K memory bank. 

C = 4 to 7 Same as C = 0 to 3 
but for larger than 
8K memory bank. 

(2) When the memory test operation is se
lected, the Nand T fields determine the test to be 
executed by the memory bank as shown in table 
6-7. 
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Tflbk 6-7. Memory Tf!.~t Options 

Bit Bit Bit 
20 N 23 28 

I 0 () 0 I 

0 I () 0 I 

(I 0 I 0 I 

(I 0 0 I I 

I 0 0 0 0 

() I 0 '0 0 

() 0 I 0 0 

0 0 0 I 0 

I 0 0 0 0 

II I () 0 0 

0 0 I 0 0 

0 0 0 I () 

I () () 0 0 

0 I 0 0 () 

II () I 0 0 

0 0 0 I 0 

In response to this instruction. the selected 
memory bank will issue the acceptance signal. If a 
test condition is specified and the test fails. the 
acceptance signal is not returned. The absence of 
the acceptance signal will set the MT indicator. 

(a) All address modes permitted. 

only. 
(h) Special addresses: process registers 

( c) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of 
the half word sign position is discarded. 

(d) A memory bank in the inactive state 
only responds to an MBA instruction and if the C 
field is 3 or 7. 

(e) A power on sequence in the memory 
causes the memory bank to assume its initial 
hank address and status according to the switch 
setting_ A power off/on sequence with remaining 
power in the memory bank does not initialize the 
memory bank_ 

6-52 

Bit 
T 31 Test 

0 () () Test No. I 

0 () 0 2 

0 0 () 3 

() 0 0 4 

I () 0 S 

I 0 0 6 

I 0 () 7 

I () () I R 

0 I 0 9 

0 I 0 10 

() I 0 II 

0 I 0 12 

() () I J3 

0 () I 14 

0 () I 15 

() () I 16 
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Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

MBA = X'I4\o' Literal The literal specifics a r field of 
I, an N field of 4, a (' field of I 
and a T field of O. SCb the pre
sent active bank address of I III 

a new active bank address 4. 

c. Load Call Destination (Seiniprivi/eged). Ini
tially, the indicators are not affected. The least 
significant eight bits (8 to 15 or 24 to 31) of the 
(Y) operand replace the contents in bit position 8 
to 15 of the privilege and level link register (C 
and CPL fields). In mode 0, the CA operand is 
sign extended. The H field is ignored_ 

Fune- Operand 
tion Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic lion Operation (psec) 

7D ,LOD (\')1 .. ((' and 5.4 

CPLJAPl 



(I) All address modes are permitted. 

(2) Special addresses: process register only 
(half). 

(3) Mode 0 with indexing: carry out of the 
half word sign position is discarded. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

LOD = X'4523' Liteml Sets the C field in the privilege 
and level link register or the cur· 
rent active program level to 00 
and the CPL field to 3510, (This 
instruction will usc the least sig· 
nificant 8 bits of the literalllnly.) 

d. Level Lock Set (Semiprivileged). Initially. 
the indicators are not affected. The program level 
lock is set. The H, D. A and W fields are ignored. 
The M and S fields should be equal to ZERO. 

Func- Operand 
tion Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (psec) 

18 LtO 4.4 

( I) Address modes do not apply. 

(2) Special addresses: not applicable. 

Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

LLO None SCI the Program Level Lock. 

e. Level Lock Reset. Initially, the indicators are 
not affected. The program level lock is reset. A 
level change is attempted only when an 110 de
vice has terminated. The H, 0, A, and W fields 
are ignored. The M and S fields. should be ZERO. 
-
Func- Operand 
lion Operation Construe- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (~sec) 

40 LLR 4.4 

( I) Address modes do not apply. 

(2) Special addresses: not applicable. 
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Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

LLR None Reset the Progrilm Level Lud. 

f Diagnose (Privileged). Indicators arc not 
affected. The H field controls the diagnose Op
tions I. 2, and 3. In diagnose Option I. H = O. 
the instruction causes the instruction controller to 
perform the micro-operations as indicated in fIg
ure 6-9. The diagnose status lights on the CPUs 
diagnose panel display the information as shown 
in table 6-8. This diagnose option tests that all 
ONES and all ZEROS may be transferred to and 
read from the following CPU registers: 

Fune- Operand 
tion Operation Construe- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (~sec) 

38 DIG CA, H See below 10.4 

M == 0 

o S == 
H == o Diagnose Option I; CA = transfer 

address; diagnose lights 

H == 2, 6, A, E Diagnose Option 2; C A 
and H control diagnose lights 

H == 3 Diagnose Option 3; CA == 0 to 3 
control diagnose lights 

(I) Accumulator (AC) register. 

(2) Operand (A Y) register. 

(3) Process Register 0 I (OR). 

(4) Memory Data (MD) register. 

(5) Instruction Location (CL) register. 

(6) Query (PQ) register (bits 00 through 15). 

It also tests the exclusive OR function of the 
CPU by exercising the adder function generator 
with four different input cases. as shown in the 
following figure 6-9. 

AC Value AY Value Expected Output 

AlIOs All Is All Is 

All Is AllIs All Os 

AllIs All Os All Is 

All Os AlIOs AlIOs 

6-53 
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AU ;'$- 10 
RCv,('$ Til 
,f'URS_iJ8 

LOAO 
+3 -CK 

I?£SETAt..1Z 
AKYC 

S£ 7' A,t-yA/ 

L 

CK By' / 

Figure 6-9. Diagnose Option I Flol<' ehllrt (Sheet I of 2) 

I 

--.J 

44-48-043-1 



Ai.,I'S_TD 
RCVAC'S 

r,y <f'(rI.5-08 
I)/Jt.-CL 

DB ·-,-+AC 

OS-AI" 

AT_D8 

NO 

AT-DB 

PtlV-£>IIU 

C£.-081.. 

"""'_Dill. 
/)11(._ CL 

Fi,.n 6·9. DiIIgno.fe Op,ion 1 Flo", ehD" (Slteet 2 of 2) 
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MIIl'lllonil' [)ia~llosl' Pand Li~~h I 
~-------------+----~~.~-~.--- .. -.-.. - ---t---~-.... -----..... . 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

Finally. it tests the ability of the instruction 
location register to increment, by entering all I's 
into it, incrementing, then examining it for all O's. 
If an error is detected, then the run flip-flop is 
reset and the CPU is stopped. The DIAGNOSE 
STATUS lights will display the error condition on 
the CPUs diagnose panel. ff no error is detected, 
then the instruction's CA field becomes the ad
dress of the next instruction by replacing the 
contents of the instruction location register. The 
DIAGNOSE STATUS lights on the CPUs diag
nose panel are not turned off following diagnose 
instruction Option 1; it should be followed by a 
diagnose Option 2 instruction which can turn off 
the lights. 

g. In diagnose Option 2, H = 2, 6, A, E, the 
instruction is used to control the 18 DIAGNOSE 
STATUS lights on the CPUs diagnose panel. The 
instruction's CA field controls lights I to 16 and 
the H field controls lights 17 and 18. CA bit 
positions 16 to 31 are associated with lights 1 to 
16. A ONE in the corresponding bit position turns 
the light ON. A ZERO in the corresponding bit 
position turns the light OFF. 

6-56 

H 2 turns light 17 off and light 18 off 

H = 6 turns light 17 off and light 18 on 

csoo 

esol 

(,S02 

(,S03 

(,S04 

(,S05 

(,S06 

CK04 Iteration Clllllll<:r 

CK05 Iteration Cl'lIllter 

(,S07 Slate Countn 

[SOT 

EEDIGO Diagno,c Oplhm I 

I ~u 12·84 

H = A turns light 17 on and light 18 off 

H = E turns .light 17 on and light 18 on 

Then the next instruction in sequence is obtained. 

In diagnose Option 3, H ::: 3, the instruc
tion is used to control the two DIAGNOSE 
STATUS lights labeled CPU and IOU which are 
located above the 18 diagnose status lights on the 
CPUs diagnose panel. The instruction's CA field 
controls the lights; only the following values are 
valid: 

CA = 0000 turns light CPU off and light 
IOU off 

CA = 000 I turns light CPU off and light 
IOU on 

CA = 0002 turns light CPU on and light 
IOU off 

CA = 0003 turns light CPU on and light 
IOU on 

Then the next instruction in sequence is obtained. 
Trap never occurs. 

( 1) Address modes, and modifications are 
not permitted. Literal address (without indexing) 
mode only permitted. 



(2) Special addresses: process registers only 
for Option I; not applicable for Options 2 and 3. 

Example 
Addressing 

Mode Action 

DIG = X·OOO3'. 3 Literal without Specifics diagnostic optiun 
indexing (only 3. Turns on the CPU and 
allo\Vable mode) IOU lights which arc lo

cated on the CPU diagnose 
panel. 

h. No Operation. Initially, the indicators are 
not affected. No operation occurs and the next 
instruction in normal sequence will be executed. 

Func- Operand 
tion Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (psec) 

00 NOI No 4.4 
Operation 

( I) Address modesdo not apply. 
(2) Special addresses: not applicable. 
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Addressing 
Example Mode Action 

NOI None No (Ipcnlliun. the next in'tnll"U"11 11\ 

sequence is elecuted. 

i. Trap Instructions (Unused Codes). The in
structions M, H. S, D, A and W fields are ignored. 
All of the nonirttplemented instruction operation 
codes will set the nonimplemented instruction 
indicator, NF, and trap by executing the instruc
tion located in process register IS. 

Func- Operand 
tion Operation Construc- Symbolic Time 

Code Mnemonic tion Operation (,usee) 

TRI Sec Below 4.4 

( I) Address modes do not apply. 

(2) Special addresses: not applicable. 

6-51/(6-58 blank) 
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APPENDIX A 

LISTS OF AN/GYK-12 MACHINE INSTRUCTIONS 

A-I. This appendix contains three separate 
tables of Machine instructions. The first table 
(A-I) lists the instructions by instruction class 
and also contains the symbolic operation for each 
instruction. 

A-2. The second table (A-2) lists the machine 
instructions alphabetically by mnemonic code. 

Included in this table is a cross reference to the 
machine instruction description (Chapter 6) and 
to table A-I. 

A-3. The third table (A-3) lists the instructions 
numerically by function code. Included in the 
table is a cross reference to the machine instruction 
description (Chapter 6) and to table A-I. 

A·l 
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Table A-I. ANIGYIC-11 MaL'hine Imlruction by Instruction Clan 

INSTRUCTION CLASS: DATA HANDLING 

Instmction Mnemonic Symbolic Operation Function Code 
" 

Load hili LOF IY) -+ ,II 20 

Lo"d Halt LOll IY)S -+,11 60 

Load Most lIalf LMH (Y)--1I0-15 24 

Load hom Upper Byte LOU (Y)U -- 11 24-31; 0 --110-23 21 

Load hOIll Lower Byte LOL (Y)L -- 11 24-31; 0 --+ 110-23 61 

Load Absolute Full LAF I(Y)I-Ii 22 

Load Absolutc Ball' LAII I (Y)S I-II 62 

Load Two's Complement Full LCI' -(V) _ It 23 I 

I 
Load Two's Compkmcnt lIalr LCH -<Y)s - 1I 63 

Storc Full SOl' (\I)-+Y 26 

Store lIalr SOH (H)16_31 -Y 66 

Ston~ Most lIalf SMH (H)0_15 -- Y 64 

Storc Inlo Uppcr Bytc SOU (\1)24-31 -- YU; YLundlant!cd 25 

Slore Into Lowcr Byte SOL UI)24-31 - Y L; YU ul1l:hanged 65 

Move All Zeros Full MZF O-Y 27 

Moyc All Zcros lIalf MZH O-Y 67 

~Iovc I n to Upper By te MIU I - YU; Y L uno:han~ed 20 

MOVl'lnlo Lower Byte MIL 1- Y L; Y U unchanged 60 

LXl'hangc Full EXF IB) --Y;(Y)-II 2F 

Exchange lIalf EXH (H)16-31 -- Y; {Y)S -- H 6E 

INSTRUCTION CLASS: ARITHMETIC 

Instruction Mnemonic Symbolic Operation Function Code 

Add Full AOF (H) + (Y)-II 08 

Add !lalf AOH (H) + (Y)S - II 48 

Add Logical Full ALI' (\I) + (Y) -li OA 

Add Logil'aillaif ALH (\1) + (Y) -- 1I 4A 

Replal'l' Add Full RAF (Y)+(II)--Y OF 

Replacc Add Half RAil (YIS + (Y) --+ Y 41' 

Subtra<:t Full S8F (H) (Y) --:-t 09 

12012-85 
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Table A-I_ AN/(iYK-12 Machi,,/! ,,,$1"'''';011 b .. • 1""tructiOll Clau (Conti 

INSTRUCTION CLASS: ARITHMETIC (CONTINUED) 

Instruction Mnemonic 

Suh!ra,'! Half SIlH 

Suh'ra,'! l.,~id hIli 51.1' 

Suhtral'l l.o)!il'aIHalf SUI 

Rl'(llalT Sublral'l hIli RSF 

Replace Sublrad Half RSII 

Multiply hIli MPF 

Multiply I\alt' MPH 

Divide Full Oil: 

Divide lIalf 0111 

Rcplal:e Square,Root I,'ull RQF 

INSTRUCTION CLASS: TRANSFER 

Instruction 

Transkr Unl'ondilionally 

hans"'r And Slore Link 

Transfer On Indil'alors 

rranst'cr On Tesl Swih:iles 

Test, Conditionally Decre
l11enl by Onc and Transkr 

Tesl. Conditionally dcne' 
men 1 by Two and Transfer 

h'st, Condl1ionally Incrc
menl by One and Transfer 

Test. ('ondllillnal1~' Inl'fc
llIent by Two and Transt'cr 

Mnemonic 

XlK 

XIN 

XSW 

XEX 

XDO 

XDT 

XIO 

XIT 

Symbolic Operation, 

(II) ,- (V)s -- U 

(H), tV) -- II 

{H) , (V) - H 

(V) on- V 

(V)s" (U)-V 

Ill) X (V) -- He. Ho 

(H) XO/)S - H 

(He' Ho) + (V) - Ho. He 

or 

(Ho) s.;. (V) - Ho. He 

(II) .;. (Y) S -- Uo. He 

~-V 

Symbolic Operation 

Z*-llR 

(lLR) -- II; Z* -llR 

If Indj = Hi' Z* -- ILR 
Otherwise. no operation 
If II = O. no operation 

IfTSWi = Hi' Z· -- IlR 
Othcrwise. no operation 
If H = O. no operation 
If H -F 0 and no eTS is present. no opera tion 

Z* -- IlR. Interim 

If (H) '10; (H) -I -- (H) and Z· -- IlR 
If <H) = O. no operation 

If (H) '# 0 or I; (H) -2 - H. Z* -- ILR 
If(H) = Oor 1. no operation 

IfUl)#O;<H)+I- (H)andZ* -- IlR 
If (H) = O. no operation 

If HI) # Oor I;(H) +2 -- H, Z* -- IlR 
If ell) = 0 or I. no operation 

USACSCS-TF-4-3 

Function Code 

49 

011 

4B 

OF 

41' 

()(' 

4C 

00 

4D 

IB 

Function Code 

30 

70 

71 

31 

36 

34 

74 

35 

75 

12012-86 
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Table A-I. AN/(iYK-11 Machine InJ/""'/;(m by tn.'lnlCli(m ('Ian (Clmt) 

INSTRUCTION CLASS: TRANSFER (CONTINUED) 

Instruction Mnemonic Symbolic Operation Function Code 

Transfer if Process Register XEF If (H) '" 0; Z· -- ILR 32 
is Zero If (H) "I 0, no operation 

Transfer if Process Register XUF If(H)10;Z· -- ILR 72 
is Not Zero If (H) '" 0, no operation 

Transfer if Process Register XPF if(H) ~ 0; Z* -- ILR 33 
is Positive If (11) < 0, no operation 

Transferif Process Register XNF If(H) < O;Z* --ILR 73 
is Negative If (H) ~ 0, no operation 

INSTRUCTION CLASS: SHIFT 

Instruction Mnemonic Symbolic Operation Function Code 

Shift Full (or Double) SHF (H) shifted - H 1.'\ 

or 

(He' Ho) shifted -- He' Ho 

Shift Half SHH (H)16-31 shifted -- H16-31 5A 

INSTRUCTION CLASS: COMPARE 

Instruction MnemoniC Symbolic Operation Function Code 

Compare Algebraic Full CMF (Y) : (H) -+ I ndica tor 10 

Cum pare Algebraic Half CMH (Y) S : (H) - Indicator 50 

Compare Lugical Upper Byte CLU (Y)U : (H)24_31- lnd 'r II 

Compare Logical Lower Byte CLL (Y)L : (H)24-31 -- Ind'r 51 

Compare Logical Full CLF (Y) : (H) -+ Indicator 12 

Compare Logical Half CLH (Y) : (H) 16-31 -- Ind'r 52 

Compare Selective Full CSF (Y) t\ (RI4) : (H) t\ (RI4) -- Indicator 14 

Compare Selective Half CSH (Y) t\ (RI4): (11)16-31" (RI4) -- Indicator 54 

Compare Gated Full CGF I(Y) - (H)I: (RI4~ -- Ind'r 13 

Compare Gated Half CGH I(Y)S-(H)I:(RI4)-lnd'r 53 

Modify and Test Half MTH (Y) + H - Y; (V) : 0 - Indicator 6F 

. 12012-87 
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,."blll A-I. ~/(;YI(-12 Mat'hiM , ... " .. ,_ /»J' '"s'nlCtiDlf ClIIII.' (COIfI) 

INSTRUCTION CLASS: LOGIC 

Instruction Mnemonic Symbolic Operation Function Code 

IndusiVl' OR Full IOF (II) V (V) - II IS 

IlIduslV~ OR lI.tII' 1011 (11)16-31 V (V) -1116-31 55 

Replace Indusive OR Full RIF (V) V (II) - V IL> 

Rcplal'c Inclusivc OR Half RIH (V) V (H)16-31 - V SD 

Exclusivc OR Full EOF (H) ¥(V) -H 16 

Exclusivc OR Hair EOH (H)16-31 ¥ (V) - H16-31 56 

Rcplal'c Exclusivc OR Full REF (V) ¥ (H)-V IE 

Replace Exclusive OR Half REH (V) ¥-(II)16-31 -V SE 

Lo~kai AN D Full ANF (H) " (V) -H 17 

Lo~kal AND Half ANH (H)16-31 " (V) ~ V 57 

Replace Logical AND Full RNF (V) ,,(H) - V IF 

Replace Logical AND Half RNH (V) ,,(1)l6-31 - V SF 

Selective Substitute Full SSF «H) " (RI4)\ " «V) - (RI4)1- V 2F 

INSTRUCTION CLASS: SET AND TEST 

Instruction Mnemonic Symbolic Operation Function Code 

Set Bit in Half Word SBT 1-Vi (0 SiS IS) IC 

Reset Bil in Half Word RBT 0- Vj(O S i S.lS) SC 

Test Bit in Half Word for TSZ If (V)j '" 0; (ILR)+2 - ILR 37 
Zero, Skip on Match If (V)j ~ 0, no operation (0 SiS IS) 

Tesl Bit in Half Word for TSO If (V)j = I; (ILR)+2 - ILR 77 
Onc, Skip on Match If (V)I .,. I; no operation (0 S j SIS) 

Test and Conditionally TSI If (V)O = 0; H16-31 -- V, (ILR)+2 - ILR 76 
Insert/Skip If (V)O = I, no operation 

INSTRUCTION CLASS: FORMAT 

Instruction Mnemonic Symbolic Operation Function Code . 

Formal EXlracl Full I'EII IIH) shirted\ " (RI4) - R 18 

Format Extract lIalf H~H ICHt16-31 shifted! " (RI4) - R16-31 58 

hmnat Inserl Full .... E (I(H)shiftedl " (RI4» V «R) " (R14» - R 19 

Formal Insert Half .... H (I<H)16-31 shifted I " (RI4» V «R)I6-31 ,,(rn» 59 

- R16-31 
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Tublt ... ·1 • ..tN1(iYK·1l MU('''mt Inslnu:r"", II,' Insll'llClit'" Cluss (COIIO .. 

INSTRUCTION CLASS: PROGRAM LEVEL TRANSFER 

Instru~tion Mnemonic Symbolic Operatiun Function ('tlue 

('all E ,cn.1 ive Prof:ram lcvel TXP IV) -- IAJXPl' APt. ..• IlPl)XPl .K 
alllt link 1-- (PS)XPl' 

o -- (PS)APl iftY)O ~ 0, 
I - Proltram level lock, 
If lC = I save Process Register 0 only, 
level chanl!e to Executive Prol:!ralll level 

Call Proj!ram Level and Link TCP If (V)I = 0 usc CPL. K 
If (Y)I = I usc level 63, 
IV) -- (A)cpl/levcl 63, 
APl -- (lPL)CPL/level 63. 
I -- (PS)CPl/leveI6). 
If (V)O = 0 then 0 -- (PSIAPl. 
If(Y)2'' I set i bit in OucuCCPl/lcvel63 = (Y)3-7' 
o -- Program Level lock. 
If LC = I. save Process Register 0 only, 
Attempt level chanj!C 

Tic Program level and link TIE (V) -- (A)APl. 3D 
I semiprivileged) APL -- (LPl)CPl. 

If(Y)O = 0 the nO - IPS)APL. 
1- (PS)CPl. 
I - Program level lock. 
If lC '= I save Process Register 0 only. 
level change to tic prottram level 

Test and Conditionally TOR I. If V = 0 toOFI6 or 3216 5H 
Reset/Skip a. and if (VI I 0; 

(V)i- H•O ... (V)i. 
(llR) +2 - IlR 

b. or if(V) = 0; 
(IlR) -- IlR. 0 - (PS)APl. 
o -- Program levcllock. 
If lC = I save Process Rettister 0 only. 
Attempt level change by auction 

2. If V ~ 4016 
a, and if(V) 10; 
(V)i -- H.O -- (V)i, 
(IlR) +2 -- IlR 

b, or if (V) = 0; 
no operation 
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INSTRlICTION CLASs: INPUT/OUTPUT 

Instruction MnemoniC Symbolic Operation Functioll ('ode 

\)c.vicc Command CPrivilegcd) DEV (Y)L = Device address 38 
(Y)U - 1/0 Device 

Devil-e Command and Exit DEX (Y)L = Device address 78 
C Privilegcd) (Y)U - I/O Device 

o -(PS)APL. 
0- Program Level Lock, 
If LC = I save 
Process Retdster 0 I>nly. attempllevel change 

Input to Rcgister (Privilcj(ed) ITR (Y)L = Dcvh:e address 39 
I/O -H 

Output from Register OFR (Y)L = Device address 79 
C Privilcgcd) (H) - I/O Device address 

INSTRUCTION CLASS: MISCELLANEOllS 

Instruction Mnemonic Symbolic Operation Function Code 

Condition .. 1 Hall (PriYilcgcd) HLT If a CTS is presen I: 3A 
IfH = 0, unconditional halt 
If 0 < H .~ 1 S. if one of Ihe 4 CTS conditional 
hal t switches is I>n that correspl>nds tl> the \/Blue 
in theM field, halt. 

If a CTS is nl>t present, no I>peratil>n . 

Memory Bank Assignm·cnt • MBA Menll>ry Control 7A 
or Tcst CPriyilegcd) 

Load CaU Destination LOD (Y)L "- (e and CPL)APL 70 
CScmipriYileged) 

Level Lock Set 
I 

LLO I - Program Leyel Lock 78 
(Scnllprivilej(ed) 

Level Luck Resc I LLR o -'+ Program Level Lock 40 

Diagnuse C Privileged) DIG CPU performs built-in diagnostic functions 3B 

No Operation NOJ No operation 00 

Trap Instructions CUnused TRI Trap by executing instruction in Process Register IS 
cllde) 
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Table 04-1. ANIGYK·11 Machine In.ftruc,ions - Alphabetic bJ' Mnemonic 

Page Reference Page Reference 
Mnclllonk Function Code Instruction Section 6 Table A-I 

AD!- Oil Add Full 6·28 A-3 

ADII 48 Add Half 6-29 A·3 

ALI' OA Add Logical Full 6-30 A·3 

AUI 4A Add Logical Half 6-31 A·3 

ANI' 17 Lo~cal AND Full 6-97 A-8 

ANII 57 Logil:al AND Half 6-98 A·8 

CGF 13 Compare Gated Full 6-83 A-7 

(,Gil 53 Compare Gated Half 6·84 A-7 

CU 12 Compare Logical Full 6-78 A-7 

CUI 52 Compare Logical Half 6-79 A-7 

CLl 51 Compare Logil'al Lower By Ie 6-77 A-7 

CLU II Compare Logical Upper Byte 6-76 A-7 

CMI' 10 Compare Algebraic Full 6-73 A-7 

CMII 50 Cl.mpare Algebraic Half 6-75 A·7 

CSI· 14 Compare Sclectiv~ Full 6-80 A·7 

CSII 54 Compare Selective lIalf 6·82 A-7 

DEY 311 Device Command (Privileged) 6·130 A·II 

DEX 78 Devk.: Command and Exit (Privilegcd) 6-132 A·II 

DIF 00 Divide Full 6·44 A-4 

DIG 3B Diagnose (Privileged) 6·145 A·\3 

0111 40 Divide lIalf 6-46 A-4 

EOI' 16 Exclusive OR Full 6·93 A·8 

rOil 56 Exclusive OR Half 6·94 A·8 

EXF 2E Exchange Full 6·25 A·3 

EXII 6E Exchange Half 6·26 A-3 

FFF 18 Format Extract Full 6·109 /\·9 

1'1-:11 58 Format Extract Half 6·111 /\·9 

HI' 19 Forma t Insert Full 6·113 /\·9 

1:111 59 Format Insert Half 6·115 /\·9 

liLT 3A Conditioned Halt (Privileged) 6·137 A·12 

12012·97 
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Tuble A-l. ANI(il'K·12 Muc-hiM I"s,ruc,io" .• • AI,,""betic bJ' M"emo"ic- (Cort') 

Page Reference Page Reference 
Mnemonic Function Code Instruction Section 6 Table A·I 

101' IS I nelusive OR Full 6·89 A·8 

1011 5S Inclusive OR Half 6-90 A·8 

ITR 39 Input To Register (Privileged) 6-134 A·12 

LAI' 22 Load Absolute Full 6-11 A-2 

LAII 62 Load Absolute Half 6·12 A·2 

I.e£' 23 Load 2'5 Complement Full 6·13 A·2 

LCII 63 Load 2's Complement Half 6-14 A·2 

LD ... 20 Load I:ull 6-5 A·2 

LDH 6!1 Load Half 6-7 A-2 

LDL 61 Load hom Lower 8yte 6·10 A-2 

LDU 21 Load From Upper By te . 6-9 A-2 

LLO 78 Level Lock Set (Semiprivileged) 6-143 A-12 

LLR 40 Level Lock Reset 6-144 A-13 

LMII 24 Load Most Half 6-8 A·2 

10D 7D Load Call Destination (Semiprivileged) 6-142 A-12 

M8A 7A Memory Bank Assignment or Test (Privileged) 6-139 A-12 

MIL 6D Move Into Lower Byte 6·24 A-3 

MIU 2D Move Into Upper Byte 6·22 A·3 

MPF 0(' Multiply Full 6-40 A-4 

MPH 4(' Multiply Half 6-42 A-4 

MTH 61: Modify and Test Iialf 6·85 A-7 

MZF 27 Move AU Zeros Full 6·20 A-3 

MZH 67 Move All Zeros Half 6·21 A-3 

NOI 00 No Operation 6-150 A-\3 

OrR 79 Output From Register (Privilel!ed) 6-136 A-12 

RAI' OE Replace Add Full 6-32 A-3 

RAil 4E Replace Add Half 6-33 A-4 

RBT 5(' Reset Bit in Half Word 6-\03 A-9 

RI·T IF Replace b.clush·c OR Full 6-95 A-8 

RUI 5F Replace Exclusive OR Half 6-96 A-8 

12012-98 
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Table 1f-1. AN/(iY"-11 Machine In.,t",ctimu - Alphabetic b,.· Mnemmtic (Cont) 

Page Reference Page Reference 
Mnemonil: Function Code Instruction Section 6 Table A·I 

RII: ID Replal:c Inclusive OR Full 6·91 A·8 

Rill 5D Replace Inclusive OR Ualf 6·92 A·8 

RNF IF Replacc Logical AND Full 6·99 A·8 

RNII 51' Replace Logical AND Half 6·100 A·8 

RQI IB Replace Square Root Full 648 A·4 

RSI: OF Replace Subtract Full 6·38 A4 

RSII 41' Rcplal:e Subtral:t Ualf 6·39 A4 

S81: 09 Subtract Full 6·34 A·4 

S811 49 Subtract Half 6·35 A4 

SIH 1(' Sct Bit in Half Word 6·102 A·9 

SDF 26 Store I'ull 6·15 A·2 

SDII 66 Store Half 6·16 A·2 

SilL 65 Store Into Lower Byte 6·19 A·3 

SDU 25 Storc Into Uppcr Byte 6·18 A·2 

Sill' IA Shift Full (or Double) 6·67 A·6 

SIIH 5A Shift Half 6·71 A·6 

SLF OB Subtract Logical Full 6·36 A4 

SLiI 4B Subtract Logical Half 6·37 A4 

SMII 64 Store Most Half 6·17 A·2 

SS" 2"- Selective Substitutc Full 6·101 A·8 

Tep 7(' Call Program Level and Link 6·120 A·IO 

TIF 3D Tie Program Levcl and Link (Semiprivil\:gcd) 6·124 A·IO 

TQR 5B Tcst and Conditionally Reset/Skip 6·127 A·\I 

TRI Trap Instructions (unused codcs) 6·150 A·\3 

lSI 76 Test and Conditionally Insert/Skip 6·106 .'\·9 

TSO 77 Test Bit in Ifalf Word for One. Sip on Mat~'h 6·105 .'\·9 

TSl 3; Tcst Bit in Half Word for Zero. Skip on 6-104 A·9 
Match 

TXP 3C Call Executive Program Level and Link 6·117 A·IO 

XDO 34 Tcst. Conditionally DCl"rcment by One and 6·58 A·5 
Transfer 

. I 2U 12·99 . 
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r"blt A-2. ANICiYK-1l Muchirw ''''trwl;''''s - A'"""betic bj' M"It".,Hfk (0",0 

Page Reference Page Rei"l'H.'n.:&: 
Mncmonic Funl:lioll Code Instruction Scction 6 Table A·I 

XOT 14 Test. Conditionally l)el'Femcnt by TWII :md 6·59 A·S 
Transfer 

XLI- 32 Transfer I r Prol:ess Rellister = U 6·62 A-6 

XEX 36 Excl:ute 6·51 A·5 

XI-R 30 Transfer Unconditionully 6-5U A·S 

XIN 11 Trunsfer un Indicators 6·52 A·5 

XIO 35 Test. Conditionally In~'rel1lent by One and 6·60 A·5 
Transfer 

XIT 1S Test. Conditionally Inl:rel1lent by Two and 6-61 A-6 
Transfer 

XLK 70 Transfer and Store Link 6-51 A-S 

XNF 13 Transfer if PrOCtlSS Rcllistcr < 0 6-6S A-6 

XPI' 33 Transfer If Process Rellister ~ 0 6-64 A-6 

XSW 31 Transfer on Test Switches 6-55 A·S 

XlIf 72 Transfer if Process Register 1= 0 6-63 A-6 

12012·100 
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Tahle A--'. AN/(ir"-11 Machine In.frructi,m.f - NMmc,;c' ;'J' l'unct;,m Code 

: 
Page Reference Page Reference 

Function Code Mnemonic hlSt ruction Section 6 Table A-I 

! 00 NOI No Operation 6-150 A-13 

08 ADI: Add Full 6-28 A-.1 

09 SIW Subtract Full 6-34 A-4 

OA ALF Add Lo!tical Full 6-30 0\·3 

OB SLF Subtract Logical Full 6-36 0\-4 

0(' MPI' Multiply Full 640 .-\-4 

00 DlF Oividc Full 6-44 A4 

OE RAF Replace Add Full 6-32 .\-3 

OF RSF Replace Subtract Full 6-38 A-4 

10 CMF Compare Al!tcbraic Full 6-73 A-7 

II CLV Compare Logical Upper By te 6-76 A-7 

12 CLF Compare Logical rull 678 A-7 

13 CGF Compare Gated Full 683 A-7 

14 CSF Compare Selective Full 680 A-7 

15 101' Inclusivl! OR Full 689 A-S 

16 EOI' Exclusive OR Full 6-93 A-S 

17 ANF Logical AN 0 Full (,-'}7 A-R 

18 FEF Format Extract Full 6-109 A-9 

19 I'll" Format Inscrt Full 6-113 0\-9 

IA SHF Shift Full (or Double) 6-67 A-6 

IB RQF Replal'c Squarc Root Full 6-48 A4 . 
IC SBT Sct Bit in Half Word 6-102 A-9 

)() RIF Replace Indusive OR Full 6-91 A-R 

IE REF Replul'c Exclusive OR Full 6-95 A-R 

IV RNF Replace Logical AND Full 6-99 t\-R 

20 LOF Load Full 6-5 A-2 

21 LOU Load From Upper Byte 6-9 1\-2 

22 LAF Load Absolute Full 6-11 A-2 

23 LCI-' Load 2's Complcment rull 6-13 A-2 

24 LMU Load Most Half 6-8 A-2 

12012-102 
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Page Referen.:c Page Rcrcrcn~c 
Fun.:tion Code Mne!nonic Instruction Section 6 Table A·1 

25 SOU Storllinto Upper Byte 6·18 A·2 

26 SO'" Store Full 6·15 A·2 

27 MZI-" Move All Zllro! Full 6·20 A-3 

2D MIU Move Into Upper Byte 6"22 A·3 

2t-: EXF I£xchange Full 6·25 A·3 

21: 551: Selective Substitute Full .6·101 A-8 

30 XI-"R Unconditionally Transfer 6·50 A-5 

31 XSW. Transfer on Tllst Switchcs 6·55 A-5 

32 XEF Transfer if Proccss Register = 0 6-62 A-6 

33 XPI-" Transfer if Process Register! 0 6-64 A-6 

34 XDO Test, Conditionally Decrement by One 6·58 A·5 

and Transfer 

35 XIO Test, Conditionally Increment by One 6-60 A·5 

and Transfer 
;. 

36 XU Execute 6·57 A-5 

37 TSX Test Bit in Half Word For kro, Skip on 6-104 A·9 

Match 

38 DI:V Device Command (Privileged) 6·)]0 A·II 

39 ITR Input To Register (Privileged) 6-134 A·12 

3A lilT Conditional Hall (Privile~d) 6-137 A-12 

38 DIG Diagnose {Privileged) 6·145 A-13 

3(' TXP Call Executive Program Level and link 6·117 A-IO 

3D TIE Tic Program lcvel and Link (Semiprivlleged) . 6-124 A-IO 

40 LLR Level Lock Reset 6-144 A·13 

48 ADU Add Half 6·29 A·3 

49 SBH Subtract Half 6·35 A-4 

4A ALH Add Lop:al Half 6-31 A·3 

4B SLiI . Subtract Lottieal HaU 6-37 A-4 

4(' MPU Multiply Half 6-42 A-4 

40 0111 Divide Half 6-46 A-4 

4E RAti Replul.'C Add lIalf 6-33 A-4 

41' RSU Replace Subtr:K:t Ualf 6-39 1\-4 
, 

12012-103 
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la"'" A-.f. AN/(iY/(-12 Ma('hin .. In.~tru('t;tm.<. - Nllm .. ri(' b.l' IiInction OHl .. (Omt) 

Page Reference Page Reference 
Flinction Code Mnemonic Instruction Section 6 Table A·I 

~o ("Mil (\)mpar~ AI~cbrail' lIalf 6-75 /\-7 

'il ell Compare lugical lower Byte 6-77 1\-7 

52 CUI Compare logio:al Half 6-79 /\-7 

53 CGII Compare Gated Half 6-84 /\-7 

54 CSII Compare Selet:livc lIalf 6-82 A·7 

55 1011 Inclusive OR Half 6-9U A-8 

56 EOII Exclusive OR Half 6-94 ,1.-8 

57 ANII lo!!kal AND Half 6-98 A-8 

58 \·EH Formal Extral'l Half 6-111 A-9 

59 F1H Format Insert Half 6·115 "·9 

5A SHH Shift Half 6-71 A-6 

5B TOR Test and Conditionally Reset/Skip 6-127 A-II 

5C RBT Reset Bit in Half Word 6-JOJ A-9 

51) RIU Replace Inclusive OR Half 6-92 A-8 

51 REU Replat:e Exclusive OR Ilalr 6-96 A·8 

51· RNF Replat:e logical AND Half 6·100 .'\-8 

60 lDII load Half 6·7 A-2 

61 lDl luad From lower By Ie 6-10 A-2 

62 lAII load Absolute Half 6-12 A·2 

63 lCH load 2's Complement Half 6-14 A-2 

64 SMH Store Most Half 6·17 A-2 

65 SDl Store Into lower Byte 6-19 A-J 

66 SDH Store Half 6-16 A-2 

67 MZH Move All Zeros Half 6-21 A-J 

6D Mil Move Into lower Byte 6-24 A-J 

6/' EX I-! Exchange Half 6-26 A-3 

61' MTH Modify and Test Ilalf 6-85 A-7 

70 XlK Transfer and Store link 6-51 A-5 

71 XIN Tra nsfer on Indica lors 6-52 /\-5 

72 XUI' Transfer if Prot:ess Register:: 0 6·63 A-6 

7J XNF Transfer if PrOI."Css Register > 0 6-65 A·6 

12012-104 
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Tuble A-.t. AN/(ir"-'2 MurhiM Inlllrwtr""s - NII.eric bJ' '.11"';011 Code (Oml} 

-- ,...-' - ... -.-

. Page Rekll'llce I'agl~ Rl'Il'!t'lIl'l' 
hllll'tioll ('ode Mlll'll\llllic II1Klrudill1l Sl'ctillll h Tahll.' 1\·1 

1---- .- - -----... - .. - .--. ---_ .. _ .. - .. _._.-. 

74 XIH "','st, ('lInditillnally IX'Cfl.'111cnl by Two (,-59 /\-5 
and Transfer 

7S XIT Tl.'!II, Conditionally Increment by Two 6-61 A-6 
and Transfer 

76 TSI Test and Conditionally Insert/Skip 6-\06 A-9 

77 TSO Test Bit in Half Word ror One, Skip on 6-\05 A-9 
Match 

78 DEX Device Command (Privilcltcd) 6-132 A-II 

79 OFR Output From Relli5ler (Privileged) 6-136 A-12 

7/\ MilA Memory Bank Assillnment or Test 6-139 A-12 
(Privileged) 

78 LLO Level Lock Sct (Semiprivilej!Cd) 6-143 A-12 

7(' TCP Call Program Level and Link 6-120 A-IO 

7D LOD Load Call Destination (Semiprivile~d) 6-142 A-\2 

12012-105 
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